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                               the last book
                             you'll ever read

                                 introduction

first there were rough stick pictures sketched on the walls of caves in lascaux, 
france, and altamira, spain. egyptian hieroglyphics appeared on papyrus, a 
paperlike writing material developed about 3500 b.c. later came the alphabet from 
far-off arabia to be studied and mastered by scribes in lonely secluded 
monasteries. a steady job in europe in those days was copying the bible for a 
small but elite clientele -- not a simple task when every word had to be written 
laboriously by hand.
  initially only the the illuminati of the church and then a few members of 



royalty were able to see a book and learn to interpret the symbols (letters and 
numbers). they then had to learn what the symbols meant when put into words and 
sentences (reading), next how to duplicate the messages (copying), and then how to 
create a message (writing). this literacy didn't spread, even among royalty, 
overnight.
  a german printer, johann gutenberg, was the first european to develop movable 
type, and the first printed copy of a book -- the bible -- was printed in 1455. 
fifty years before gutenberg's type, movable type from metal molds was being used 
in korea. these developments at opposite ends of the earth allowed people to 
record history, knowledge, and wisdom for the benefit of the following 
generations.
  today gutenberg-style publications -- printed books -- are doomed. the vehicle 
that carries the words is no longer an economically viable form of transportation. 
most people acquire books for the content -- the words of an author or the 
pictures captured by a photographer on film prior to being transferred by an 
elaborate and costly process to paper. but the cost of the content is usually a 
relatively minor portion of the cost in preparing a book for the marketplace. the 
major cost is in building the vehicle to carry the words and images. during the 
five hundred years of use of gutenberg's brilliant invention, the cost of the 
delivery vehicle has progressively increased to far exceed the cost of the 
content. words and images are being delivered in a lamborghini when all that is 
needed is a toy wagon.
  the price of paper rises every year. as environmental concerns become more 
critical and fewer trees are harvested, prices for the cellulose to make paper are 
increasing dramatically. skilled labor is shrinking. the cost of binding books can 
go nowhere but up. hardcover books especially are becoming more costly to produce. 
still, books are ground out in increasing numbers with less profit to all 
concerned, year after year. to realists, the situation is clear. the cost of 
producing books, even without including the cost of the content, is a nightmare 
for publishers.
  contrast this picture with electronic publishing on computer floppy disks or cd-
roms (compact disk -- read only memory). disks cost less than fifty cents each 
wholesale, depending on disk size, type, and manufacturer. packaging, 
distribution, and marketing costs are much lower than they are for books. computer 
bulletin boards lift data from one another and spread the word globally along the 
network. book reviews are written at a thousand desks and sent throughout the 
universe to precisely the purchasers wanting such information. a new group of 
people has risen who can manipulate digital information profitably. these digerati 
communicate at the speed of light and bypass old traditional, physical highways of 
the past.
  this low-cost network brings millions of buyers to sellers all over the planet. 
in its own way electronic publishing is a replay of what occurred when print first 
hit the masses with what were then low-cost books. millions found a reason to 
learn to read and write. publishers and ad agencies that grew with that new market 
will find the old game not as profitable as it once was. they will find, perhaps 
too late, it's not the rules that have changed but the game itself. many in that 
industry will start worrying too as others, raised with the new game, become more 
proficient players.
  all books can be sent to the purchaser electronically, delivered on any size of 
disk, for any type of computer; or a thousand books of 300 pages each can now be 
put on a single cd-rom. this disk itself dials an 800 number that sends you the 
previously encoded description code (upon receipt of a valid credit card number), 
which automatically opens the selected volume or volumes purchased. an excellent 
example is the monthly photonic magazine nautilus, published in dublin, ohio, that 
issues a monthly edition -- a "book" in itself -- plus up to 999 other books on 
the same disk. no printing, no binding, minimal marketing, and no costly 
distribution system. no minimum print run. if one copy is sold, one is released. 
if a million are sold, an appropriate button is pushed and a million copies are 



deciphered and released.
  today knowledge navigators are finding innovative ways to transfer information 
at dramatically lower prices. that's why this could be the last book you'll ever 
read.
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                               the process of change

                             the importance of attitude

about 150 years ago the colonization of north america began in earnest. during the 
next ten decades a wave of immigration, its scope unknown in human history, swept 
across america. in the main the immigrants were ordinary people, generally 
unskilled, having little formal education, and basically unprepared for the 
arduous life they had chosen in the new world, a world that had none of the few 
comforts of european town life.
  the new settlers had one tremendous advantage. they had the right attitude. they 
were open to change, wanted a new life, and generally relished adventure. with 
that outlook, people learned new skills and achieved extraordinary 
accomplishments. to some degree that still happens with recent immigrants.
  as we prepare to enter the third millennium, another monumental task faces us. 
we must cast off the teachings of the past, just as our forebears cast off, 
perhaps more willingly, what they had been taught in their homeland. we too, 
perhaps unknowingly, are about to migrate into another world. it will be even less 
familiar than the strange land viewed by the pilgrims when they landed at plymouth 
rock.
  new information is being filtered and refined into new knowledge at the rate of 
100 percent every eighteen months. virtually everything we now know will be 
obsolete in a year and a half. with a clean slate, it is easier to learn the new. 
in fact, it is far easier to learn the new than be taught the past.
  when i joined the royal canadian air force in 1940, wartime demands on aircraft 
mechanics and flight engineers were overwhelming. first of all, the few 
instructors available were still learning about the new airplanes and engines they 
had been introduced to only a few weeks previously. we all learned together. there 
is nothing to teach when all is new. everyone is forced to become a learner. 
within months thousands of young airmen were able to take apart and put back 
together a sophisticated airplane they hadn't even known about ninety days 
earlier. we had the right attitude. learning was an adventure. amazingly, the 
planes continued to fly and function, with very few embarrassing incidents. what 
we learned in months was later stretched to a lengthy course with a high-flying 
title that is methodically taught and goes on for years.
  as we enter the third millennium, we will encounter the unfamiliar landscapes of 
virtual reality. we will learn, not be taught, how to create anything our 
imagination dictates and how to direct voice and sound to near and distant 
locations through what might be termed electronic ventriloquism. biotechnology 
will allow (this has already started) the creation of living chimera, organisms 
that combine parts from two, several, or many organisms in one living creature. 
these combinations will not stop at bacteria, plants, or animals.
  startling developments, inventions, and innovations in fields never previously 
contemplated will change the way we think, work, play, and love -- much like the 
forests, fields, mountains and streams of the new world changed the thinking, 
working, and playing of those immigrants from urban europe.
  the process is much the same. only the attitude is different. we either change 
to meet the demands of new times or we vanish to be replaced by others more open 
to adventure. as this bulldozer of change rolls over our planet we have a choice: 
to become part of the bulldozer or part of the road.



                                 risk in chaos

history is replete with stories of the alchemists of yesterday, explorers of the 
chemical and plant world who tried to mix, merge, and blend the many new minerals, 
plants, and elements just being discovered. their main claims to fame were their 
attempts to create gold out of lead. that never worked, but with today's 
technology many things believed impossible a few years ago, never mind during the 
middle ages, are now considered probable.
  in a time of chaos, the breakup of any old order brings forth the new and 
realigns cultures, technologies, learning, and politics. this gives rise to 
greater promise -- the promise of a new alchemy. not turning lead into gold (even 
that is remotely feasible via molecular transfer, though not yet profitable), but 
rather an exciting alchemy that mixes and changes culture, technology, learning, 
and politics, possibly forming new modes of thinking, living, learning, and 
working together.
  every piece of newly developed technology disturbs some firmly entrenched 
process. that in turn disrupts some social system, fixture, or institution. after 
technological disruption, nothing can return to its previous dominance. a new 
technology may quickly merge with another piece of only slightly older technology. 
a synergistic effect makes the two technologies stronger and more dynamic than 
either innovation operating alone. larger social disruptions occur. a new 
technology may be developed to bring back stability, but often it does just the 
opposite.
  the wooden plow displaced the stick. the musket shot aside the bow and arrow. 
the cavalry replaced many an infantry. the car and tank, the horse. the train, the 
carriage. the airplane, the ship and train. movable type replaced the scribe; the 
newspaper, the town crier. television has eclipsed radio, and news is now reported 
as it happens, not when it is over.
  soon we will see television's merger with the computer screen. gutenberg print 
is being transferred to cd-roms read by beams of light. movies, long the ruler of 
epic scenes, are giving way to virtual reality and a cyberspace larger and more 
indelible than imagination itself.
  it has been said that when children born today reach their eightieth birthday, 
97 percent of all knowledge will have been produced during their lifetime. compare 
this to the sixteenth century: the greatest total of knowledge then -- all one 
could acquire in a lifetime -- was about what is now contained in one weekday 
issue of the new york times. today anyone who has access to a computer, a phone 
line, and a modem has access, in one evening, to more information than both his or 
her parents had in an entire lifetime. a new learner fortunate enough to have a 
satellite dish can access more information in one evening than all his or her 
forebears in history.
  there is plenty of brain capacity that we have not yet learned to use. the time 
may be now. these changes cannot happen over a prolonged period without producing 
a new species. these are evolutionary as well as revolutionary times.
  in times of little change, as during the agricultural age, "playing it safe" was 
sound strategy. even during the early days of the industrial age, conservatism 
paid off. however, as that age progressed, the risk-taker started to move up in 
prominence because newer fields of endeavor gave greater rewards than conventional 
work. the risk-takers of the early twentieth century became the barons of oil, 
rail, lumber, mining, fishing, retailing, and finance. today those industries are 
declining as new thrones of power develop in such fields as computing, 
communications, biotechnology, nanotechnology, optical storage, virtual reality, 
and the hospitality industry.
  so what to do? prepare for what will appear to be chaos. and remember that the 



picture really is brighter than it looks through industrial age eyes. for chaos is 
a time of great creativity and opportunity. as the bricks of the past become 
unstuck and crumble there is the chance to rebuild in new and better ways.
  before the move from the agricultural age to the industrial age, people almost 
everywhere depended primarily on farming to earn a living. even in north america 
that was 98 percent of the population. yet during the past century most countries 
managed to move into the industrial era without fatal encounters. when the 
transition was completed, the wealth of the world had increased thirty times. now 
even the poorest people live longer, starve less, enjoy more.
  it will happen again, although this time the transition won't be as gradual. 
much of the turbulence of river rapids is caused by the speed of change as water 
flows from a more tranquil river section to a narrower channel -- not unlike the 
experience of moving from one era into another. the ride can be threatening or 
exhilarating, depending on your view of change.
  you can view the future through the negative lens of fear or through the 
positive lens of opportunity. it is my belief that when the turbulence of 
transition finally settles down in the communications age, the wealth of the 
planet will have increased another hundred times. there are now five billion 
people. many are increasing their income levels dramatically. we can all do much 
more now with less. success is just an idea away.

                                 the change quotient

for decades we have heard about iq, the intelligence quotient that supposedly 
measures intelligence. now there is a new kid on the block, the cq, or change 
quotient, which measures the ability to adapt to change in a changing world. as we 
approach the third millennium, the cq is probably a more useful indicator of 
aptitude.
  it is no secret that our institutions did not and do not advocate adapting to 
change. to do so would be contrary to definition: an institution is "an 
established law, custom, practice, or system; an organization having a social, 
educational, or religious purpose." to advocate change in institutions would have 
been, and still is, heresy ("any opinion opposed to official or established 
views"). such thoughts are radical, also by definition: "favoring fundamental or 
extreme change." over the centuries the conservative outlook has generally served 
a useful purpose. however, when radical change hits a culture, such change 
destroys the culture or society.
  as the world globalizes -- itself a radical change -- old institutions have no 
sense of which direction to follow, what strategy to use, or even where to appeal 
for guidance. the guides are lost, and the guided are disillusioned, angry, 
bitter, and afraid. where are the calm and confident in a storm of chaos? 
certainly not among the leaders of the status quo, in the institutions or 
societies that continually advocated homage to the establishment. outside their 
own boundaries, they are strangers in a strange land entering new and frightening 
forests.
  it is worth listening to today's new knowledge navigators, often young computer 
hackers who seize the new technology of the day and ride it into the unknown. 
theirs is a vision of hope, accomplishment, inner satisfaction, and success, not a 
vision of despair, terror, indecision, and poverty. they search for the unknown 
because they are bored with the known, and they dream of the new adventures and 
riches that fall to the risk-takers early in any new age.
  what does this have to do with cq, the change quotient? the new navigators, 
whether for genetic reasons or simply from self-motivation, have high ratings on 
the as-yet undrawn cq chart. they are going where no one has gone before. aboard 
caravels of silicon and gallium arsenide, today's magellans and da gamas are 
actually sailing into the unknown, although they may be the first to admit they 



haven't yet confirmed in which direction they are traveling. half a millennium 
ago, the same could have been said of columbus.

                                 the next century

i might properly have called this section "the ten most responsible and visionary 
developments of the next century." or maybe the term visionary should precede 
responsible. why? because the vision must come before the thought of 
responsibility. an idea, a concept, or a dream may turn out to be a blessing or a 
curse. hence, whether something is "responsible" is more in the eyes of the 
subsequent beholder than in the mind of the creator. here are some of the most 
likely visionary and responsible developments for the twenty-first century.

                             life extension

when we were cave people, the dangers of the hard life limited human longevity to 
twenty years or less. by roman times the average life span had advanced only to 
about twenty-two years. during the dark ages in europe, reaching age forty was a 
considerable accomplishment -- anywhere in the world. even by the year 1900 if one 
reached the ripe old age of forty-seven years, that was considered a full life in 
most advanced countries. today the average life span is about seventy-six in most 
westernized countries and eighty in japan and hong kong.
  medical advances, especially in the marriage of biology with hard technology, 
will continue to accelerate. my own example comes from my weak eyesight. glasses 
at age twelve thickened to "coke bottles" by age sixty-five, and i had cataracts 
forming. eye charts indicated i was into white cane country. today, with 
surgically implanted lenses, my vision is 20/20 and both my driver's and 
helicopter/land/sea aircraft pilot's licenses have been reissued. if you think 
renewed vision doesn't generally extend life, you haven't been blind lately.
  such implants will become more common and will continuously improve in quality 
and scope during the first century of the third millennium. today, more than six 
dozen body parts can be implanted in a human. if my eye implant can make me not 
only see better but think differently, what do you think will happen when a human 
becomes over 50 percent bionic?
  with increasingly healthy and active lives, older people will not die before 
being able to leave their accumulated wisdom. with increased population and longer 
lives, more human imaginations will be available to help solve previously 
insurmountable problems.

                             genetic conception

before the middle of the twenty-first century, children will be born outside the 
womb. these children, produced under conditions of genetically precise conception, 
will have the advantage of all the new medical and scientific knowledge that we 
are just now learning to understand. outdated ideas and the fears of a "master 
race" will vanish, mainly because people will fear being left behind if they can't 
match what others are capable of accomplishing.
  young, self-trained biohackers will make startling new breakthroughs in creating 
new life-forms -- with a basement, $50, and a "gene-blaster." they will resemble 
the computer hackers of the late twentieth century, without the constraints of 
thinking that held back the universal use of computers -- until two kids, $500, 
and a garage showed the world how to produce a computer that created the apple 
computer empire.

                             government without governments



governments can no longer provide the basic activities governments were set up to 
perform. can any government in the world protect its citizens, at home or abroad, 
from terrorists? can it protect the jobs of its citizens, now that labor can be 
"imported" electronically? control fluctuations in currency? defend borders 
against illegal or unwanted immigrants? prevent an influx of environmental and 
cultural degradation?
  old ways don't work well anymore. big governments can't compete, because they 
move so slowly. while communications move at the speed of light, governments 
operate like elephants with arthritis. they can no longer control information. 
almost anyone, once he or she learns the ropes, can collect, interpret, and act 
upon critical information faster than governments. something else, yet unknown, 
will replace them. when we were nomads, we had a tribal chief, then shahs and 
kings, and now presidents and prime ministers. tomorrow?
  seemingly endless mountains of information, accessible to all, will bring about 
an end to secrecy. present styles of governments, once the solution, have become 
the problem. a major improvement will evolve. we have seen the soviet union break 
up, but so will china, india, canada, the united states, britain, and brazil. many 
will not like the tumultuous change, but none will be able to halt it.

                             the electronic hearth

education was once relayed from elders to younger family members. as the 
industrial world developed and sons went out to work, education was ordained as 
compulsory and turned over to a select elite carrying credentials.
  during the last century "credentialism" became a form of knowledge licensing -- 
following a restricted path dictated by those already holding the necessary 
documents, who fitted others into the assembly line. it's an assembly line not 
only of factories but also of people and a linear world of abcs and 123s, mapped 
out by academic planners promising continuous employment, a house in the suburbs, 
and a reward of retirement with generous government and company pensions. in the 
relatively slow-moving industrial age, this worked. times are changing. cracks are 
apparent. education, modified by modern electronics and photonics, is returning to 
the home.
  as communication modes, speeds, translations, and graphics grow and change, 
knowledge of the world will become more readily available to all. satellite dishes 
now bring me 200 video channels, one thousand radio channels, electronic 
newspapers, magazines, and an encyclopedia. this information is available to all 
people who have learned how to tap these new fountains of beneficial knowledge. no 
public education institution can match this knowledge because the same arthritis 
that crippled governments has spread to most other industrial age institutions, 
including schools.

                             the brain

humans have learned more about the human brain during the past decade than ever 
before. "information overload" is a myth. we are probably using only 1 percent of 
our brain power and it's time we learned to use the other 99 percent. the computed 
axial tomography (cat) scan has shown us the cranium. magnetic resonance imaging 
(mri) has shown us the gray and white matter. the positron emission tomography 
(pet) scanner has shown us where we think (a different part of the brain lights up 
when we think work rather than play).
  now quantified signal imaging (qsi) is showing what we think! what we learn in 
this field will change everyday life more than the automobile did. during the 
early years of the twenty-first century, people will be inputting on computers and 
editing video with thought waves; they'll be creating artistic masterpieces 
without physically touching canvas, clay, or a musical instrument. this new 
creativity will change the world more than gutenberg's print.



                             safe and sufficient water

in the field of global health, the biggest bang for the buck comes from providing 
clean water to humankind. as environmental consciousness continues to increase, 
people will establish new priorities, and water purity will become even more 
important, especially when the world realizes that cleaning existing water is 
cheaper and easier than finding new supplies. immense filtration plants using 
innovative techniques and processes will sprout up. according to 1987 figures, 
developed countries average a gross national product of around $11,300. developing 
countries average only $640. with about 75 percent of the world's population 
living in countries with a low income, pure water there equates with survival. 
one-quarter of the world's population -- 1.2 billion residents of those countries 
-- do not have access to safe drinking water. it is estimated that 250 million 
people in africa, about 40 percent of that continent's population, will suffer or 
die as a result of water-related troubles in the next decade. in developing 
countries about 25 million are dying now from unsafe water; 60 percent are 
children. one thousand children die every hour from diarrhea. clean water will 
dramatically reduce this disgrace.

                             global power grid

almost fifty years ago, the american genius buckminster fuller proposed that the 
electrical power grid of the united states be linked to its u.s.s.r. counterpart. 
unfortunately, post World war ii political considerations on both sides put that�  
possibility aside. the concept is surprisingly simple. hook up the american 
electrical power network, through the canadian power network, over the north polar 
region to the russian network anywhere between vladivostok and murmansk.
  why? when it is daylight and the united states is power-hungry, power could flow 
to north america. when it is night here, power could flow into the russian 
network. a win-win situation. water now wastefully flowing over dams during the 
night in either country would be harnessed to be beneficial elsewhere. it would 
save fortunes that are spent on standby coal and oil peak-period generating 
plants. as with many problems, the solution involves not so much technology as it 
does arranging the necessary sociological and conceptual channels.

                             food diversity

purveyors of doom claim that plant and animal diversity is decreasing at a rapid 
rate. yet in just the past few years, life-forms that never existed before, with 
previously unheard of abilities, have been created. the antifreeze gene from the 
winter flounder now resides in the atlantic salmon, allowing it too to swim in 
below-freezing waters. that same antifreeze gene from fish has also been inserted 
into the canola plant, making it freeze-resistant to early frosts.
  the gene that causes the "glow" in a firefly has been transferred across the 
"impenetrable" barrier from animal to plant! this is the new diversity. its growth 
will blossom. dna revitalization will resurrect lost species.

                             virtual reality

until recently we only experienced -- physically, intellectually, and emotionally 
-- what we actually experienced. artificial, or virtual, reality is about to 
change the way we experience, the way we view "reality," the way we learn, and the 
way we think. although the common term is now virtual reality, artificial better 
explains these other forms of reality, because the word virtual carries an "almost 
there" quality about it. artificial reality can take us up to "there" and then 
beyond any reality previously known.
  the simplest example of functioning virtual reality is the powerglove, 
manufactured for use with nintendo games. the powerglove is a long, sleeve-type 



glove that contains, in essence, a computer terminal. when an appropriate button 
is pressed, the glove knows where it is in relation to your television set. it can 
then control the action on the screen. now an advanced type of glove allows 
supermarket shopping without leaving your chair. you turn on your tv set, see the 
grocery store interior, put on your glove, and as you "stroll" through the aisles 
(still sitting in your armchair at home), reach out with the glove, which will 
electronically penetrate your tv screen, and pick up, for example, a bottle of 
heinz ketchup. description and price are indicated in an upper corner of your 
screen. you "drop" the purchase into your electronic cart and proceed to the next 
purchase. no waiting at the checkout counter. your tally is your checkout. tied in 
with forthcoming refrigerated "mailboxes," purchases will be delivered (in 
actuality) to your driveway fridge, whether you are home or not. insert a credit 
card and your driveway fridge opens up to reveal unmelted ice cream and crisp 
lettuce.
  in other fields, the powerglove would allow a robot or an android to operate on 
someone on a space station by following the movements of a surgeon on earth 
operating on a robot patient. the same telemetry that tells us about astronauts in 
space will work in the other direction and tell the operating robot what moves to 
make.
  possibilities for this amazing new field go much further. by wearing a sensor 
outfit similar to a wetsuit, you will be able to have experiences such as 
wrestling a grizzly bear (if that's your thing) with no physical danger. once in 
the experience, though, you might forget that it is an artificial reality and 
really believe that it's happening to you. excitement levels will be very high. 
this may do more to reduce drug abuse than anything else to date because you will 
be able to get experiences via electronics/photonics that are perhaps superior to 
trips from hallucinatory drugs. what better way to learn about life in the arctic 
than to drive your own dog team across the tundra? with virtual reality, you could 
live out any fantasy, alone or with a companion. safe sex is almost here! such 
experiences, or something similar, are already possible on prototype units in 
experimental stages at various research centers around the world.

                             the liberation of technology

changes in technology will alter the way we live, the way we love, the way we 
think, the way we dream, the way we create. we are moving from a lowly state as 
worker caterpillars into creative bionic butterflies. working our way out of the 
chrysalis is like escaping from a dark crypt. after a momentous struggle, what 
emerges is not what existed before. with such massive changes, old ways of 
thinking and of handling change will also change, because they too do not work. 
the butterfly doesn't operate like a caterpillar and is not grounded by gravity. 
like the emerging butterfly, we have left our formative stage.

                                 future survival guide

1. if you are not there already, start preparing to switch to a sunrise field from 
a sunset field. (a sunrise field is a new industry at the beginning of a learning 
and profit curve; young, vibrant, and innovative methods are used to create a 
product or service in demand; it has no way to go but up. a sunset field is an 
industry near the end of its life span with products or services that are in 
decreasing demand and have usually been superseded by new technologies.) remain 
alert for change. word processing is still relatively new, but it will soon be 
obsolete as voice-activated terminals replace the present keyboards and word-
processing secretaries.
2. don't specialize. train for a flexible attitude and an open state of mind. 
question everything you have ever learned. did you receive an education or an 
indoctrination? your culture can be your prison.



3. minimize investment in fixed nonportable assets. rent; don't buy. everything 
that's really important today is still invisible because we haven't yet started to 
produce the viewing "window" for the information age.
4. embrace and learn to understand the new technologies. you can't get in on the 
ground floor after a new industry is already established. don't even wait for the 
ground floor. look for the excavations!
5. knowledge is doubling every eighteen months (most of it now coming from outside 
north america). it is impossible to know everything about anything. your best hope 
is to learn how to access information. utilize new, nontraditional methods for 
your continuing education. this can be via satellite, fiber-optics, videocassette, 
interactive video disks, and computer-driven information systems and data bases. 
your biggest mistake may be your unwillingness to pay for information.
6. assume more personal individual responsibility.
7. do not rely on big government, big business, or big unions. indoctrination and 
training from the industrial age is no longer an asset; in the new world it is a 
definite liability. in a rapidly changing environment, the specialist can become 
obsolete overnight.
8. reduce nonessential expenditures. always live below your means so that a drop 
in your income will not create a crisis. in addition, your fiscal strategy should 
plan for continuous upgrading of new technology.
9. prepare to be highly mobile. don't get locked into industrial age virtues like 
nationalism and patriotism. in the communications age the action goes to the 
mobile. environments conducive to economic flowering will change rapidly as 
cities, states, and countries vie for ideas and information.
10. be self-employed or you may be unemployed.
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                         the work force in transition

                           where have the jobs gone?

not so many years ago, no passenger elevator moved without an operator. utility 
services needed sweating men to dig ditches for phone, water, and sewer lines. and 
what about gas station attendants, streetcar conductors, typewriter repairers, 
stenographers, train firemen, printbox typesetters, linotype operators, and hydro 
meter readers? most are going, or have gone, to that big unemployment center in 
the sky.
  what has replaced them? computers, automated teller machines, fax machines, and 
other machines. even machines are being replaced -- by machines that do multiple 
jobs, such as the e-mail modem/fax/answering machine that does three jobs in one, 
at half the price of last year's single-unit fax machine. if your job can be 
replaced by a machine, even one not yet invented, start retraining now. global 
competition dictates it. if your company cannot match the productivity of overseas 
robots on the dull, monotonous, repetitive jobs that still exist, be assured some 
foreign operation has already got that market targeted.
  if your work is tied to what used to be called a "natural resource," don't 
expect to be working at your present job until you retire. your job or even the 
industry itself won't be around. while viceroy of india, lord mountbatten presided 
over the end of the british empire. today union leaders in the forest industry are 
in a similar position -- the army of lumberjacks is shrinking rapidly. even the 
word is now outdated. no amount of promotional "creativity" can make these jobs 
come back again.
  plastic is replacing steel. ceramics, vinyl, and new materials are replacing 
wood, steel, and other building materials. molecular engineers are developing 
materials that never existed before, materials that will be "assembled" molecule 
by molecule, with a strength that will make steel look weak. new materials can now 



be created, much like nylon replacing silk in stockings, from atmospheric 
materials at a much lower cost than the natural way of the past.
  postal delivery, which once dominated the day's office work, is fast being 
replaced by e-mail, faxes, and telephones. the answering machine is replacing the 
receptionist, the automated bank machine is replacing human bank tellers, and 
voice navigators are replacing secretaries. no job is sacred. even the vatican now 
broadcasts messages via satellite. it is hard to believe, but jobs are following 
the same path as slavery, child labor, and indentured service as a way of using 
human energy to provide a service, enhance a culture, or provide an income for the 
population.
  for years now the official (and memorable) logo of the japanese industrial robot 
society has been an image of a stainless-steel-gloved robot hand releasing humans 
from their position as a lowly caterpillar into a creative and beautiful 
butterfly. that indelible image may mean more than initially intended.
  almost everybody today, with the possible exception of some government and union 
leaders, is aware that our old skills cannot command the respect and pay levels 
they did in the past. they just are not salable anymore. no matter what training 
we take, our skills will only be viable for a short period and then we will have 
to retrain for something else, quite likely something radically different. 
although i am a futurist today, if i don't continue to change, by tomorrow i will 
be a historian.
  flexibility is the key to tomorrow. constant retraining will be essential. 
tomorrow will be the age of task forces, a time when groups will gather to work on 
projects and then disband. such groups already work around the world on major 
construction projects, putting out oil fires in kuwait, setting up expo sites, or 
creating movies.
  since the fall of the hollywood studio, new, more adaptive producers have 
bypassed the old way and now assemble the talent and the organization to make one 
movie. after it is over, whether it be a hit or a bust, everyone scatters. the 
next movie may or may not have some of the players that produced the last epic. 
the latest buzzword for this type of instant "rise and fall" organization is 
"virtual corporation."
  the rush from the past to the future is constantly shortening the time before 
anything current becomes a historical artifact. the average shelf life of any 
consumer electronic product in tokyo is now a mere ninety days. what used to take 
five years now occurs in one.
  every technological invention, along with the innovative ways in which it is 
used, changes the world around it -- not only technologically, but also socially, 
economically, and personally. many people trying to survive on unemployment 
insurance, workers' compensation, and welfare are on a downhill slide -- into the 
land of the techno-peasant. once there, they become outcasts because they are 
resisting tomorrow, grounded in the past. the devastating net result will be 
reminiscent of the turn of the century for people who did not learn to read and 
write.
  yet with all the unemployment in the fading industries of yesteryear, there is 
still action in the growth fields of tomorrow. most of this new energy starts on a 
small scale. often a few coworkers, partners, or shareholders produce remarkable 
sales volumes. many small companies with a staff of only ten are knocking out $5 
million worth of product a year. that's $500,000 per employee or partner. with 
that output, the company can afford to pay up to $100,000 a year to productive 
knowledge workers. and these people are developing the personal confidence to go 
almost anywhere on the planet and earn a comparable income. they are highly 
mobile, flexible beyond belief, and not bound by nationalism -- they are truly 
planetary citizens. every country needs them and the virtual corporations they 
create, and smart countries are out prospecting for them.
  you may think it is impossible to have a company where the average employee can 
produce $500,000 a year. well, it's almost being done today at apple computers. 
revenue per employee is $437,100. that's twice what ibm is accomplishing and four 



times what competitor digital equipment corp. has been able to produce. if toyota 
can handle the planet with fewer than a hundred thousand workers, why does general 
motors need more than that to handle just the united states?
  look at the government financial aid supplied every year to developing countries 
(or to indian reservations). it is like providing fish instead of fishhooks, and 
enslaves the recipient in servitude forever -- or until the rules are changed. 
more sophisticated givers provide the fishhooks, encouraging independence and a 
continuing supply of fish.
  once you learn how to swim, the acquired skills work in rivers, lakes, pools, 
quarries, and oceans. those who can't swim quickly encounter aquatic hazards. the 
same applies to salable personal skills for tomorrow. the difference between the 
"knows" and the "know-nots" is not a matter of race, color, formal education, or 
even economics. it is attitude. information can lead to knowledge. knowledge can 
lead to wisdom. and wisdom can lead to power. information is easier to access now 
than at any time in human history. but without the right attitude and the energy 
to go out and explore, present-day prospectors will be like those who sat at home 
and missed the adventure, the danger, and the glory of the gold rush.

                                 retraining

in 1978 digital equipment of maryland built the vax 780 minicomputer. it was about 
three feet high, three feet wide, and six feet long, and it cost $30,000 to 
manufacture. six years later the same company came out with a microchip the size 
of a fingernail that cost $300 and replaced the vax 780. the highly skilled, 
highly paid workers who produced and serviced the vax 780 were no longer required. 
they were obliged to retrain. since they were in the vanguard of the computer 
business, retraining in the computer industry wasn't too stressful. but for 
someone coming into computers cold and having worked perhaps only three months on 
a vax 780, it was stressful to have to move to another segment of the industry.
  when airlines flew internal combustion engines with propellers, the engine 
mechanics worked about one hour for every hour of flight time per engine. in the 
dying days of the prop business, the early 1960s, most airlines were flying four-
engine aircraft. so every four-engine airplane that flew eight hours required 
thirty-two hours of maintenance. four skilled mechanics each put in eight hours on 
an engine to keep the aircraft fit to fly the next flight.
  then one day the jet engine appeared. it flew and flew and flew, and its engines 
required little maintenance. because it was almost never "down," it kept flying -- 
sometimes up to twenty hours a day. maintenance costs dropped, and many highly 
skilled engine mechanics had to retrain. the same thing has occurred now that fuel 
injection has replaced carburetors in automobile engines. with fuel injection, it 
is easy to change the computer card that regulates fuel injection and send the 
defective unit back to the factory, where a robot reconditions it. a skilled 
mechanic is not required to do that.
  today change comes with the whirling wind. in a swift-moving small company, one 
staff member might have ten jobs in five years. these are not just variations of a 
job but distinctively different jobs, because traditional jobs have been vanishing 
as computers and software have replaced manual bookkeeping, dictation, filing, and 
operating gestetner machines and typewriters. even the switchboard operator once 
employed by every fair-sized firm is gone.
  telex machines usually had operators who processed everyone's messages, as they 
had earlier processed cables and telegrams before handing them over to others 
trained to dispatch them around the world. now people not only send their own 
faxes and e-mail, they also compose what they send -- without a secretary. middle 
management executives, unfamiliar with many of the new techniques, find out one 
day that retraining is necessary -- their old jobs have disappeared too.
  and this is just the beginning. every technological change changes some type of 



job somewhere. it also causes sociological change. the switch from postal service 
to courier and fax has been reducing daily trips to the post office, facilitating 
more rapid communication, and putting stress on postal workers. they must retrain.
  since newly required skills are scarce, workers trained for the future command 
top money, better working conditions, and various fringe benefits. some companies, 
such as those in computer software, may have to cater to the type of worker that 
is now in demand. otherwise business falters. this is the other side of the 
unemployment picture. business owners have to change too and perhaps relocate to 
somewhere that might not be their first choice. that move might be across town, to 
a faraway city or, more likely, across the world.
  something else is happening amid this rapid change in the workplace. since 
anyone trained for the past possesses outdated learning, of little value in the 
global marketplace, the basic requirement when hiring a new employee is attitude. 
potential employees (from janitor to president) with the right attitude can 
rapidly absorb new training. if they have the wrong attitude, hiring them just 
brings endless headaches. in my seminars around the world i tell companies: "hire 
on attitude alone. credentials are from the past, and past skills are obsolete, as 
we all witness every day." for example, in the new field of virtual reality there 
are, as yet, no experts, except the few inventors, innovators, and developers 
working on the early prototypes, just now emerging. this field will be as big as 
oil, steel, and aviation have been in the past. this new orville has just made the 
first flight -- and no one else in the world knows how to do it! imagine the 
opportunities.
  the only constant is change. learn to love it. as the rate of change 
accelerates, the result will appear chaotic to the uninitiated. but there is 
elegant order in chaos. few so far have learned to recognize it and profit from 
it. this is where the future lies.

                               a new caste system?

in the 1880s indentured laborers were imported into north america to build the 
transcontinental railroads and to provide labor for the forest industry. 
immigrants from such countries as india and china got their first view of north 
america via the west coast ports of north america.
  it took many lumberjacks to produce what today would be considered a small 
output. by the 1950s a typical west coast sawmill employed up to a thousand 
people, considerably fewer than in earlier times. a modern mill, cutting perhaps 
twice the volume of an earlier twentieth-century operation, may employ only a 
hundred people. the reduction in work force resulted from the rather rustic 
"automation" introduced between the two world wars. world war ii provided the era 
of high-speed, high-volume production.
  with the high cost of raw materials today, companies are forced to focus on 
value instead of volume. what steps are required to make this possible? sounds 
like going into reverse, but the solution in this case is to add more labor. since 
our northern american labor rates are among the highest in the wood world, how is 
it viable when several factors make americans and canadians poor candidates for 
globalization?
  answer: set up a two-tiered labor structure. the original highly skilled 
operators of the automation equipment do what they do best and stay at the high 
(perhaps $30) hourly rate; the added-value activity takes place in another 
company's plant that handles subcontracting (at around $10 an hour). higher value-
added, higher productivity, but at less cost. it keeps the companies viable, but 
it also brings back indentured labor.
  what are the social consequences of such a twin-level society? what is the next 
step? will such operations follow the japanese model where the main contractor, 
say toyota, pays a high wage-and-benefit package to core employees, but outsources 



jobs requiring lower skills to subcontractors who pay their workers a considerably 
lower rate?
  this has great potential for people in higher wage brackets. the new system 
allows the company to once more become economically viable, but on the backs of 
the lower-paid, less-educated, unskilled employees. fewer union members with more 
protected benefits have stability and a secure future, but the smaller numbers 
reduce union strength.
  it was once believed that a high-speed, high-volume process was the answer. now 
it appears that smaller volume with higher value-added input is the road to the 
future. it's interesting to ponder the implications for towns with such an obvious 
chasm between different sets of workers established next door to one another. 
could this be the caste system of tomorrow?

                               the old caste system

north americans pride themselves on their version of democracy. "everybody is 
equal" is the political cry. that simply isn't true. indeed, our caste system may 
be the cause of our decline in the new world order. consider how we view people by 
job classification. the factory sweeper is a "common laborer" and gets paid 
minimum wage or close to it. people on the factory floor are "blue-collar 
workers," paid an hourly wage. office workers are "white-collar" or "pink-collar" 
workers and receive a fixed salary. engineers and computer programmers are viewed 
as "nerds." without any of the above, the operation would quickly come to a halt, 
yet that vision doesn't seem to penetrate management. management sees that work 
force as flexible, meaning that the number in the work force can be increased or 
decreased as demand requires -- much like increasing or decreasing the plant's 
electrical power requirements. the effect on attitude is disastrous.
  in north america it is more lucrative and long-lasting to move into management, 
finance, or marketing. increasingly the best minds have been traveling in that 
direction. it wasn't always thus. during america's best times -- the 1950s and 
1960s -- veterans from world war ii, in many instances, chose engineering. a 
victorious nation rewarded them by plowing vast sums into educational 
opportunities that gave the cream of the survivors opportunities never before 
available. they produced innovative products and systems, not just on earth with 
unmatched highway systems, but also in the air and beyond. these were directly 
attributable to that investment in the new education of the day. it provided the 
intellectual thrust that propelled the industrial age.
  in north america today there are more lawyers confronting, delaying, 
obstructing, litigating, and destroying what that earlier group built up than 
there are engineers trying to build anew. when there are more lawyers than 
engineers in any sizable political district you can expect more trouble than 
triumph. and that's what we are reaping now.
  when a lawyer can pull in an annual salary of $200,000, it can't help affecting 
young high-school students considering a career. imagine those classy offices, a 
corporate mercedes, partnership bonuses, and unlimited expense accounts, along 
with what (up to now) has appeared to be a more socially acceptable pedestal. it's 
an environment that is ruled by the precedent of the past, that resists new 
intellectual thinking, and where the heaviest physical thing ever lifted is the 
phone or an american express card. how does that look compared with actually 
getting your hands dirty while working in merely adequate quarters and being paid 
the "industry standard"? north america is now paying, and paying dearly, for this 
economic caste system.
  management raised in such a system forces engineers and designers to listen more 
to marketing forces than to creative ones, more to bottom-line results for the 
next quarter than to long-term success and survival of the company. dumb. 
especially when, with proper social incentives and availability of training, that 



floor sweeper can come up with another $7 billion idea equal to the one steve jobs 
and steve wozniak developed in their garage.
  are any north american companies seeing the world through this type of visionary 
eye? a few. in prince albert, saskatchewan, the weyerhaeuser corporation plant has 
introduced "the fifth shift" system. one week out of five, a shift of the entire 
production labor force attends in-house classes to update training, not just for 
their present job or the next one they may be promoted to, but also the one after 
that. it is done in-house because no academic institution has the equipment to 
train workers for the new fields this company is moving into. wait until the 
company's competition feels the results of that investment.

                             the changing work force

in recent years there has been a trend for big-city residents to move to less 
densely populated areas. today's technology, which allows many workers (especially 
in the communications segment) to operate from almost anywhere, is accelerating 
the migration. those moving may be the elite of tomorrow.
  "community" is taking on a new connotation. we used to think of that word as 
meaning "people living in a particular district" or "a social unit within a larger 
one and having interests, work, etc., in common." geographic proximity is no 
longer required. now members of a social unit may be scattered around the globe. 
as electronic nomad steven k. roberts, head honcho at nomadic research labs of 
california, says, "as long as your head is in cyberspace it doesn't matter where 
your body is." roberts, usually "on the road" with his bike, is in touch with the 
world via satellite, radio, computer modem, cellular phone, and three computers. 
he even types as he rides. his is an example of one of the new lifestyles. he is 
also an example of how the centrifugal forces that once bound societies together 
are now tearing them apart. but he has found how to create a lifestyle both 
rewarding and profitable by doing what was, until recently, impossible.
  miners, who dig into the earth, and farmers, who till the soil, now make up a 
mere 2 percent of the u.s. work force and 3 percent of the canadian work force, 
down from 98 percent two hundred years ago. workers who still make things, 
conducting repetitive movements for high-volume manufacturers, compose about 10 
percent of the current labor force in the united states (25 percent in canada). 
those highly skilled blue-collar workers from the industrial age, because of 
downsizing and advancing technology, have not been able to retain their previously 
high-paying occupations. their future is uncertain.
  such service personnel as maids, waitresses, janitors, taxi operators, and store 
clerks are also performing repetitive tasks, but generally on a one-to-one basis; 
they now form 30 percent of the work force. eventually, almost everyone who 
manufactures a product or performs a service that can be replaced by a machine 
will be replaced by a machine. with inflation, about a third of these people 
already are falling behind in their standard of living.
  that still leaves almost 60 percent. the rising, and in many cases rapidly 
rising, segment is the top 20 percent of the work force that perform analytic or 
creative services for the communications age, services that can be sold worldwide 
and consist of problem solving or problem identifying or brokering of strategic 
activities. this field favors writers; video producers; scientists; engineers; 
free or abstract thinkers; people willing to risk, experiment, or collaborate; 
legal or banking executives; and eclectic consultants. their skills are portable 
and in demand everywhere.
  those who learn to operate in a vastly changed and still-changing global 
environment; those who can walk on quicksand and dance with electrons; those who 
amass an array of varied experiences; those who see connections where others see 
chaos -- they will flourish and find opportunity in every disturbance. these 
people are usually from families with parents interested in their development and 



progress. they closely safeguard their health, travel widely for both work and 
learning, read a lot, and comprehend the benefits of computer literacy. these 
people have nowhere to go but up.
  the almost 35 percent who can't find employment in the fast-fading industrial 
marketplace will become a subclass of techno-peasants, politely called 
unemployables. this group has increased rapidly in the last few years. they may 
lack education or skills or be socially unacceptable because of their attitude, 
alcohol or drug dependence, or basic ignorance of what is happening around them. 
many do not show up on unemployment rolls because they have given up or think they 
are too old to retrain. one recent report says that today 60 percent of north 
americans are not carrying their own economic weight -- they take more out of the 
economy than they put into it. this would mean that japan is in control of a 
larger productive working population than the united states, even though the 
united states has twice the population of japan. techno-peasants will face bleak 
futures. they will inherit what's left of most big cities.
  current population growth projections show techno-peasants increasing at a rate 
double or triple that of analytic/creative workers. one surprise: those with 
degrees are 2.5 times more likely to be laid off than the average worker (this 
includes service workers). ten percent will never work again.
  here's a social economic breakdown of the work force in transition:

earth workers                 2% and falling
production workers           10% and falling
service workers              30% and rising slowly
analytic/creative workers    20% and rising rapidly
techno-peasants              35% and rising rapidly
moving between worlds         3%
total                       100%

                                 "home" companies

two decades ago came the cry "small is beautiful." by 1988 statistics canada 
reported that 62 percent of all new net jobs in canada were coming from companies 
with five or fewer employees. a year later 82 percent of new jobs came from 
companies with ten or fewer employees. there is a similar but more gradual trend 
in the united states. at this rate, in ten years more than two-thirds of the work 
force will work for very small companies. with today's technology, companies 
require few employees to produce a high dollar-value of business.
  meanwhile, what is happening to the large companies that used to hire thousands, 
make large contributions to political parties, and provide the foundation of union 
strength? everything now seems to be moving to empower small companies and weaken 
these large ones. technology provides laser beams to small, gazelle-like 
companies. the big outfits, illiterate to the new times, end up able to use only 
bows and arrows.
  even as governments pass new legislation to "protect" failing large companies, 
that same legislation works toward the fracturing of the business world and the 
benefit of small companies that can be run from the home. when proposed 
legislation states that all companies with twenty or more employees must be 
unionized, for example, that gives rise to small companies with, say, fifteen 
employees, below the threshold of the new law. there are now dozens of such 
legislative incentives to stay small. it wasn't the way government expected the 
law to work, but governments aren't into reality.
  small companies can move fast -- in or out of any community, province, state, or 
country. electrons traveling at the speed of light make it possible. meanwhile the 
old system of government, requiring ever more taxes, piles on more burdens for 
those that still play the old game. large companies, old political parties, and 



old executives who still play the same game find empires disintegrating under 
their feet.
  small companies don't have to carry the union costs of unrealistically high 
wages, rigid working regulations, and the disruptive and financial burden of 
strikes. so the small company is continually in a position to steal some of the 
large organization's customers every time a problem arises. how many times can 
this occur before the large company becomes bankrupt? but more than that is 
happening: as more people become "clients" or "partners" they become 
interdependent. they become nicer to one another. service improves. big business 
can't do that.
  there are other invisible effects. money moves rapidly via electronic winds to 
gentler lands. entrepreneurs so urgently required to instigate and maintain a 
vibrant economy depart for more attractive environs or are persuaded to move by 
the inducements offered by learning how the new game is played. small is 
beautiful, and it's getting more beautiful all the time. to ignore what is 
happening, to think that the old ways will eventually return, is the route to 
economic suicide.

                                 the fifth sphere

one of the barometers helpful in spotting trends is the emergence of small 
newsletters dealing with one topic. a new one has just hit my desk. it's called 
"the fifth sphere" and it deals with "telecommuting," the buzzword for moving work 
to the workers (as opposed to moving workers to their work).
  the definition of the fifth sphere was originally conceived by the japanese 
ministry of international trade and industry (miti), the government bureaucracy 
generally given credit for the rise of "japan inc." this is its vision of twenty-
first-century life:

 -- age of the first sphere. before the transition to modern society, there was 
but one human environment. the home and the workplace were combined in one place 
and formed a single sphere. the age of the first sphere continued for a long time.
 -- division into the second sphere. as industrialization and modernization 
progressed after the industrial revolution, separation of the workplace from the 
home accelerated, and the workplace became an independent second sphere; that is, 
home and workplace were divided.
 -- emergence of the third sphere. as the modernization of industry and society 
advanced, a third sphere, recreation, emerged as an independent realm in addition 
to home and work, distinct from those two and functioning in its own right. the 
importance of this sphere is rising steadily in everyday life. this sphere, in 
some ways, typifies the modern urban environment.
 -- increasing demand for a fourth sphere. developed nations that built 
sophisticated, industrialized societies were able to attain great convenience and 
comfort in life but, at the same time, suffered the drawback of centralized 
control. urban residents now find it necessary to liberate themselves from 
psychological and physical stresses and to restore health by escaping from 
everyday life and immersing themselves in nature. combined with the 
diversification of lifestyles and values, the need for resorts for extended stays 
is rapidly growing.
  this new development can, however, be interpreted as only a transfer of the 
third sphere in time and location and an extension of conventional lifestyle -- 
not really a fourth sphere in the true sense.
 -- leap to the fifth sphere. the attainment of a twenty-first-century lifestyle 
requires an environment that is not residential or industrial in function and is 
not convention- and resort-oriented. it must have all the elements of the four 



spheres but at the same time be a city not classifiable under any one of them -- 
in other words, it must be a fifth sphere, a new type of city.

  after setting the above definitions, the japanese are moving ahead with plans 
for such a new $50 billion city. they call it a "multifunctionopolis" and it will 
be located near adelaide, australia. this is the grandest scheme for this concept, 
but chiba prefecture in japan already boasts an established research and 
development park of 250 acres with fujitsu, the largest computer company in japan, 
setting up a million-square-foot facility to accommodate ten thousand new-age 
workers. this and all such future developments worldwide will likely be linked.
  when a concept like telecommuting starts out, growth is slow at first. then it 
explodes. it is another example of an economic effect that perhaps does not slip 
into public consciousness for years.
  as of 1993, i have been telecommuting for seventeen years. for me it is 
definitely the way to go. when i started, few people except artists and writers 
were doing the same. now a reported 17 percent of the working population in 
western canada and 10 percent in eastern canada are telecommuting.
  and it is developing in ways many people would consider strange: new york life 
insurance company is having application and claim forms processed by telecommuters 
in ireland (the company can't find enough people who can spell in new york). large 
credit card companies are having client chits processed in the caribbean. you can 
get income tax and accounting done in madras, india, for a fraction of the cost 
here. those who operate in this way realize their market is no longer merely local 
or regional, but the whole five billion people on the planet.

                                 teleworking

if you are already working from home or planning to do so, your future is probably 
bright. recent studies indicate that "teleworking" appeals to forward thinkers, 
who already have higher status and visibility than in-house office workers and 
show higher productivity. as well, they are reported to be happier, living higher 
quality lives, and -- in companies that have productivity bonuses -- making more 
money. many consultants, writers, computer programmers, financial analysts, 
researchers, and desktop publishers are rapidly climbing the economic totem pole.
  teleworking covers many categories of "remote" work where individuals conduct 
their duties away from a permanent location. as we enter the communications age, a 
substantial segment of the work force, especially in knowledge industries, will be 
operating from other than the traditional office location. the implications for 
everyone will be enormous.
  about 10 percent of the work force operates from home full time, with another 10 
percent operating from home part-time. this does not include executives who may 
bring home their "office-in-a-briefcase" every night. it seems almost assured, 
partly because of the drop in the cost of telecommunications, that teleworking has 
nowhere to go but up.
  occupations most suitable for teleworking tend to be information-intensive 
rather than capital-intensive. they are particularly evident, at this early stage 
of the information age, in the financial, computer, research, and publishing 
sectors.
  teleworking provides employers with greater access to a wider talent pool. by 
using scarce resources more effectively, companies improve profitability. 
theoretically, teleworkers could be employed half a physical world away from where 
they live. this can be either frightening or attractive, depending on your 
confidence.
  flexibility in home and work relationships and the substantial reduction in 
travel time and expenses are the main advantages for the employee. it becomes 
questionable just how much of an employee the worker-at-home becomes, as he or she 



requires more self-discipline -- usually associated with the self-employed. 
studies indicate that teleworkers enjoy the independence and freedom of working at 
home and the resulting closer family relationships. many seem to prefer or not to 
notice the lack of conventional social contacts that a regular nine-to-five office 
regime offers.
  some sales people, auditors, building inspectors, and others were conducting 
work-from-home operations even before the communications age began to blossom. 
today laptop and plug-into-the-nearest-phone computers, worldwide 800 numbers, and 
communications networks can broaden their field of coverage. when computer 
communications via direct-to-satellite connections became available on japan air 
lines in 1992, another whole field of accessibility opened. we now have foreign 
opportunities for accessing information and dispatching it to the home office, 
from sea level or from 36,000 feet in the sky.
  some fifty american companies, several belonging to the fortune 500, have so far 
instigated formal telework programs. you can bet that many others will soon follow 
suit.

                                 the one-person office

statistics canada has revealed some astounding facts. almost 90 percent of all new 
jobs in canada are being created by new companies with twenty or fewer employees. 
about 62 percent of the total work force works for companies with five or fewer 
employees, and 82 percent for companies with ten or fewer staff. it's not only 
computers that are getting smaller.
  but how many operations have only one or two staff? they may be tomorrow's 
surprise. why? because they may be doing a greater dollar value of business and 
showing more net profit per person than companies only slightly larger. a 
surprising number of very small companies have "gone global" -- a possibility 
never even considered in the past. they are able to do this because we have 
reached a level of technical competence today that allows us to perform with so 
few people. this is another reason why large companies have to downsize to 
survive. smaller companies will steal away their business.
  that this number of solo entrepreneurs could possibly increase or even raise the 
per-person productivity level seems incomprehensible. but with today's technology 
and what is already in the pipeline, it appears likely. government action is the 
cause of the speeded-up process. this wasn't the way it was planned, but then 
governments are the last to recognize what i call the law of unintended results: 
any law, rule, regulation, or sanction conceived with industrial age thinking 
reverses itself in a communications age environment.
  governments, in a move to appease workers in failing old-style factories, try to 
support such companies financially, even though such companies are no longer 
viable. in so doing, governments pass such laws as making company officials 
responsible for separation pay, vacation pay, pension payments, unpaid salaries, 
and taxes. governments lay down laws about who shall be unionized. they put into 
effect a permanent hiring freeze. net result: they stifle jobs, instead of saving 
or increasing jobs. but this makes small companies very efficient.
  in germany there is the mid-size equivalent, the mittelstrand, similar to our 
small companies in canada. all these companies have fewer than five hundred 
employees. the mittelstrand produce 67 percent of the german gross national 
product (gnp) and 30 percent of the exports. their portion of german exports 
totals $421 billion, topping exports by mid-size companies in both the united 
states ($394 billion) and japan ($286 billion). the mittelstrand spend 20 percent 
annually on research and development and up to $18,000 a year to train each 
apprentice for four years. apprentices are selected and hired while still in 
school.
  what is about to happen will be a boon to one-person companies. it is something 



that until now was just not possible -- to input direct thought into a computer. 
one person will soon be able to use the mind alone -- along with a bit of 
technology -- to edit videotape or printed copy.
  those who first latch onto this emerging technique will have unbelievable power, 
certainly more than a larger operation not aware of how to capitalize on the 
marriage of mind and technology. production by such a person will exceed anything 
known in the past. decision making will take microseconds and the finished project 
will take a fraction of the time, cost, and materials formerly required. profits 
will be astronomical but the market price will be lower than what would have to be 
charged to produce the same product with our present system. such effective one-
person operations will have virtually no competition.

                             after retirement? work

remember when you first got hit with reality? after working hard all your life, 
you dreamed of the day when your kids would be old enough to get a job, leave the 
nest, and let you retire in justified leisure. in fact, more than two million 
retired north americans are now back on the job. a u.s. news & world report poll 
shows that 45 percent of respondents either already are or expect to be working 
after age sixty-five. that means almost half of that population segment won't be 
in the leisure class as soon as they originally anticipated. one benefit: working 
appears to keep you healthy much longer. and many retirees quickly tire of 
experiencing just another day like saturday used to be. six months of doing 
nothing can be dangerous for many retirees.
  in the united states this issue is climbing up the political agenda. social 
security recipients may soon be allowed to retain a much larger portion of 
benefits while tackling the back-to-work trail. at the moment people in the age 
bracket sixty-five to sixty-nine have $1 in $3 clawed back when they earn more 
than $10,200. (it's much, much worse in canada.) but recent legislation will move 
the exemption ceiling up to $20,000 by 1997. a pending senate law would abolish 
any ceiling.
  the elderly aiding the elderly appears to be one of the hotter markets for back-
to-workers. world report says home health aides can expect a 92 percent increase 
in demand for services by 2005, the largest increase in any field. retiring 
health-care workers won't have to miss a day between working/retirement/working 
again. some retirees are setting up their own companies in the health-care supply 
field, finding, screening, training, and placing retirees.
  another hot spot is to fill gaps in corporations that have unexpected employment 
holes. they would rather hire temporary help at slightly higher wages than have 
more staff on a permanent payroll that is becoming harder and harder to reduce. 
also some companies that downsized in panic are now forced to rehire. they are now 
taking on two part-timers instead of one full-timer. such part-timers are easier 
to find, require fewer benefits, and appear to be more industrious when working 
for shorter periods. older part-timers can hack the shorter day, whereas they may 
be pushing it to go back full-time.
  others in the over-sixty-five age group have started new businesses, such as 
delivering a two-week supply of frozen packaged meals to those over eighty-five, 
now the fastest growing segment of the adult population. these older people are 
still healthy, but constant shopping and preparing food is a bit much. with this 
service and a microwave they can enjoy proper nutrition with minimum effort. i 
could use this service myself. one woman in hudson, indiana, grossed $55,000 in 
one month from her six hundred clients.
  one of the easiest opportunities, but one that requires an alert mind, is the 
business of information brokering. executives require summaries of trade journal 
and other articles related to their work. they simply don't have time to read 
everything that is happening. working retirees skim everything and provide 



customers with a condensed version. it does require computer literacy to acquire 
the speed and breadth of information needed. and an in-depth knowledge of the 
industry you have just left is, of course, a great help.
  is there life after retirement? you bet. it's called work.

                                 the end of unions

from 1910 until well into the 1930s, labor unions, especially in the united 
states, grew at record rates. for the first time since the formation of guilds in 
europe between the twelfth and eighteenth centuries, common workers were able to 
assemble in massive unions for protection against the practices of huge companies, 
mainly those in the production-line manufacturing of products or in coal mining. 
john l. lewis, the militant and dominant labor boss who was elected president of 
the united mine workers of america in 1920, controlled 300,000 well paid coal 
workers across america, the majority in the anthracite coal mines of pennsylvania.
  the demands of john l. lewis for higher wages for his hard-working miners 
(usually obtained by long, bitter strikes during cold winters when coal was the 
basic heat source) may have inadvertently ignited the spark that exploded the 
dormant powder keg of technology, whose force is still spreading in ever-widening 
circles around the planet.
  as a direct result of a series of strikes, coal-mine owners, seeing the eventual 
failure of their mines due to high labor costs, started what has developed into 
the research and development movement of today. one of the first big payoffs was 
the automatic coal miner -- a mechanical monster with whirling horizontal, then 
vertical, then fully pivoting blades -- that could mine a vein of coal dozens of 
times faster than pick-and-shovel miners could. in a short time, during the 
depression of the 1930s and the universal introduction of the automatic coal 
miner, the united mine workers lost half its members. the price of coal dropped, 
and mining efficiency and consumption of coal went up, until union strength was no 
longer a major blockade to production. that also started the end of the glory days 
of anthracite coal mining. world war ii and the rapid search for, and development 
of, oil fields produced a more easily handled and transported fuel. coal went out 
of fashion. with the exception of workers at open-pit mining of the less fuel-
efficient bituminous coal, mined with even higher productivity because of 
technology, the previously dominant mining union faded.
  the same pattern is visible in the logging industry today. technology in the 
form of the mechanical "tree-farmer" now requires no timber-topper, the highly 
paid lumberjack who did the dangerous job of topping a tree and then swaying back 
and forth until the cut portion crashed to the ground. huge radio-advised 
bulldozers with blades, mechanical arms, and massive winches and saws now convert 
trees to logs in minutes.
  today one skilled operator can do the work of several dozen workers, and the 
transported tree moves automatically through a computer-controlled sawmill at a 
speed that makes the whole process look like magic. highly paid computer operators 
(some from the ranks of early computer "nerds") now chalk up salaries of $100,000 
annually. in one modernized plant, i noticed that the crew in the computer 
operations room were still wearing the traditional blue shirts of their 
counterparts of yesterday.
  that intrigued me. when i looked closer i could see that they were blue, all 
right, but made of silk. when i investigated further i found that these workers 
went to an in-house school one day a week to learn how to keep up to the 
increasing intellectual demands of their new positions. meanwhile, the head of one 
west coast woodworkers' union admits that 40 percent of his remaining members are 
illiterate.
  today technology makes the laws and breaks the laws, civil, moral, and economic. 
if you keep up with change, the future is ever bright. stick with the past, the 



old ways, and things not only look awful and demoralizing, they will be. similar 
changes to those in mining and forestry are happening on the factory floor, in 
department stores, and offices. the labor union as we know it is doomed.

                                 universal language

some years ago researchers found that we can control our mental alpha and beta 
waves by directing our thoughts. this control was used mainly for meditation and 
relaxation. we have since learned to use such "thought waves" in conjunction with 
certain switching devices to control and command computers. for the past ten years 
i have been using such a "hippie headband" device to turn my computer on or off, 
run a program, or instruct the printer to print. it may not be much at the moment, 
but neither is a child at conception.
  here is what i think will shortly be possible. we all have thought waves. the 
signals are very weak; however, there has been rapid increase in amplification 
techniques in a dozen fields. for example, a device, reduced by modern technology 
to the size of a hearing aid, could soon be planted in my ear. it would contain an 
amplifier modeled after the low noise amplifier now used in almost all satellite 
dishes. there the amplifier takes the very weak signal received from a 
communications satellite hovering over the equator at an altitude of 22,300 miles, 
and it increases the volume and the picture signal perhaps 200,000 times. now 
imagine this for the future. you wake up one morning wondering what to do. you 
remember, "oh yes, today i was going to run program 7001," a landscaping program. 
there is this device in your ear that can amplify the thought wave signal two 
million times. the hearing unit passes on that amplified thought wave via an 
infrared signal (similar to what you now use for your tv) to your "smart" 
bulldozer outside. the bulldozer's memory unit contains program 7001, so it starts 
up -- and moves that mountain. untouched by human hands.
  for years people have claimed they can see auras. russian kirlian photography 
showed that every person emits an energy force. these unknowns are to the mindlink 
era what radio and television waves were to the early industrial world.
  fujitsu, japan's largest computer company, now has a "universal translator," 
which translates japanese into english and vice versa at a thousand words a 
minute. a video i play at many seminars shows a kenyan speaking swahili from japan 
via satellite to a canadian inuit in the northwest territories who replies in 
inuktitut.
  using the translation program, the people speaking different languages can 
understand one another. since the dialogue has been digitized it can also be 
voice-synthesized. think of the implications for international business. what will 
it do to translators in a bilingual country such as canada, or at the united 
nations? what will it do to school boards and countries that have scheduled 
billions of dollars for language training? will anyone want to learn another 
language when there is no longer any financial incentive to do so?
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                            future business

                            the third market

in a changing world, retailers have a choice. set nets for the well-heeled, who 
are fussy, demand top service, and want the best -- this is where the highest per 
individual sale profit resides. this is the first market. or else deal with that 
segment of the market that makes most of its decisions on price alone. that's the 
second market.



  today there is a new kid at the counter, the third market, better known as the 
entrepreneurial movement. it might yet save america. in times when large companies 
are shrinking like cheap shirts and laying off staff, when such giants don't know 
how or where to move or how to play the much faster business game, why are there a 
million small american companies growing at an annual rate of 15 percent?
  how have the huge companies, which once had all those markets tied up, got into 
such a fix? what have they to offer now, when all their executives who have spent 
their lives learning to play business/baseball have nothing to offer but the same 
old, worn-out products and poor service? why can't they learn the new, much faster 
game of business/jai alai? the same reason an elephant with arthritis can't out-
run a gazelle.
  these small companies are producing 44 percent of all business-to-business 
sales, according to a report prepared for wilson l. harrell, former publisher of 
inc. magazine. eighty percent of all new jobs created during the past decade have 
come through the actions of these entrepreneurial companies. some have grown at 
lightning speed. with products and services for the information age there is often 
little relationship between cost and selling price, so profit margins border on 
the magnificent.
  in the software field, once development costs have been covered, the actual cost 
of reproducing software copies -- whether on computer programs, disk books, cd-
rom, audiotapes or videotapes -- resides in the minimal wholesale costs of a disk 
($.19 to $.35) or a tape ($.50 to $10), and packaging ($.50 to $10). retail price 
can run from $20 to $5,000, depending on what the product can do for you. almost 
always the product is price insensitive. it is usually better and quicker and 
costs less than whatever it is replacing. people, at least for now, are so 
impressed with comparisons with the past (computer vs. typewriter, ultra-
compactness vs. bulk, speed vs. snail mail, brainpower vs. muscle power) that 
price, once consumers understand what the new product or service can do, becomes a 
fourth or fifth priority.
  will some larger companies see the writing on the screen and follow these 
leaders of relatively small businesses to success? the general business systems 
division of at&t is converting some of its branches into franchises! ibm, 
admittedly belatedly, chopped a fifth of its canadian operation and one hundred 
thousand employees from its staff worldwide to survive. not only is ibm now a much 
better company, it provides better service.
  these are not isolated cases. it is happening everywhere. globalization means 
competition can come from anywhere -- and everywhere. like it or not, it's this 
sense of urgency that drives the successful -- here or in kuala lumpur.

                              nuggets amid chaos

whenever decisions are made amid massive change, panic, or chaos, some turn out to 
be faulty. these may include the divesting by corporations under stress of once-
promising research and development projects because they would not produce profit 
in time to solve an immediate monetary crisis. opportunities get ignored when 
corporate resources are in short supply. decision makers may be so wrapped up in 
attempting to save the ship that they fail to notice a more viable vessel drifting 
by.
  forty percent of the fortune 500 big names of a decade ago no longer exist. some 
of their patents, projects, products, and the debris from their collapse could be 
updated, modified, or re-invented for today's marketplace. in some cases the 
market now could make a winner out of yesteryear's loser -- for an entrepreneur 
ready to take advantage of the situation.
  look at what's happening with office space. most cities are experiencing an 
abundance of empty buildings because of corporate downsizing, reductions in the 
numbers of employees and space formerly required to operate in the corporate 



playground. around the world, this vacancy rate, as reported by local boards of 
trade and real estate organizations, is running around 20 percent. the true figure 
is probably closer to 30 percent because many larger companies have downsized 
from, say, three to two floors in an office complex and now have a floor empty, 
which doesn't show up in the real estate statistics.
  this space is transparent. no one sees it but the company trying to sublet it. 
building owners want to rent their own empty space, not space belonging to some 
responsible company they have on the hook for another five or ten years. the 
company subletting is a little embarrassed that it doesn't need what its top 
executives decided some time ago would be necessary for the next decade. education 
and experience never taught them to prepare for surprises. the next surprise they 
hear may be personally more fatal: "sorry, but we have to let you go. corporate 
restructuring, you know."
  that's the dark view. let's look at the opportunity. as fewer and fewer people 
go into a city to work in emptying office towers, they work from home. their 
office space has already been built: it was the den, now converted to a far more 
productive office. no additional structural investment or rent is required. new 
work-at-home equipment (appliances for productivity) must be installed, but at 
minimal cost, since the necessary wires connecting them to the world of cyberspace 
generally are already in place.
  less gas is used as rush-hour traffic drops when fewer people drive downtown. 
that means less pollution, fewer accidents, and lower car insurance premiums. 
suburban traffic and rural traffic will increase slightly, but those roads never 
had a full load. not only do transportation costs drop dramatically, but such 
things as dry cleaning and fancy clothing bills also shrink. expensive restaurant 
lunches and at least a portion of daycare payments can also be saved.
  the more stationary workplace means more traffic from package delivery or mail-
order companies and less business for downtown office suppliers. this creates 
still more empty space and reduces office rental rates, although not enough to 
compete with work-at-home rents several magnitudes lower.
  what happens to urban planners? some cities have hundreds of expensive planners 
on staff trying to create a crisis they can sell to the public: "we must preserve 
our green space. roads will be gridlocked in ten years. our cherished values will 
disappear." not so. technology will make many of today's problems vanish. need i 
repeat all those worries from the past that somehow disappeared? nuclear 
conflagration, oil shortages, global warming, etc.
  don't react emotionally to planners' dreams. they cannot predict what will 
happen in times of rapid change. they are simply trying to save their own jobs now 
that a more enlightened and sophisticated public is asking embarrassing questions. 
we are not on the titanic. we haven't hit an iceberg. the universe will continue 
to unfold.
  but there will be surprises. ask planners, "what surprises have you built into 
your model?" have they considered the effect on agricultural land when 
biotechnology allows a three-story, five-acre building to grow more produce than a 
two-hundred-acre farm? have they considered the changes in value of their precious 
farmland by the introduction of the new boeing 747-400 cargo series jet? have they 
considered what happens when japanese companies open food factories in northern 
china where there is plenty of cheap land, fresh water, and skilled farm labor 
available for $1 a day? with the new cargo jets, food harvested in the morning in 
china can be delivered to north america the same day. the dutch have been doing 
this for a decade. flowers picked in the early morning in the netherlands are 
delivered in new york the same afternoon -- at half the cost.
  technology today makes the laws and breaks the laws. planners have problems 
anticipating what the next invention or innovation will be, so they are unable to 
cover the exigencies that will modify social structure. today the only effective 
planning is training for change. the best five-year planning belonged to the 
u.s.s.r. and general motors. where did it get them?



                                 outsourcing

yesterday and tomorrow live side by side in plano, texas. alongside a field 
containing a few grazing buffalo lies another field formerly known for its corn. 
today it holds the largest private digital/fiber-optic/satellite communications 
network in the world, eds. the control room makes the one at the space shuttle's 
mission control look like a covered wagon. here there is, according to usa today, 
(c)enough computing power to balance 5.4 billion checkbooks -- one for every 
person in the world -- in one second." there are also robot magnetic tape 
switchers that make thirty-five thousand physical transactions in a day!
  eds was formerly electronic data systems, inc. of dallas, texas. it was created 
by legendary and charismatic founder h. ross perot, who sold out -- for a reported 
$742.8 million in cash -- to general motors in 1984, after telling gm chairman 
roger smith he wasn't running the business very well. it appears to have been a 
win-win sale. it made perot a billionaire, and eds has since exploded into a $7-
billion a year empire, just like apple corporation, which is now both a vendor and 
a client to eds. roger smith, who couldn't change fast enough with the times, is 
now long gone from gm.
  what kind of business is eds? once upon a time companies and municipalities 
thought they could do everything on their own. in the industrial age this was 
possible. cities, towns, and villages collected their own garbage, cleaned their 
own buildings, towed their own parking violators, repaired their own streets, and 
ran their own jails and police and fire departments. companies did the same in 
their fields.
  then both cities and companies found that other organizations that concentrated 
on only collecting the garbage or repairing the streets, or handling 
telemarketing, video production, tax accounting, or computer processing were 
capable of doing a better job for less money. companies found there were tax 
advantages, too, like not depreciating your own trucks over long periods of time 
but being able to write off immediately the monthly fee charged by the contractor. 
they also no longer had the headache of running their own, sometimes touchy, 
computer mainframe staff. as well, because some of these companies purchase in 
greater quantities, they found they had purchasing clout and hence received a 
better price from the service provider. today the whole process is called 
"outsourcing." eds is the world's largest outsource in the communications field.
  according to usa today, (c)one in every twenty fortune 500 companies uses 
computer service companies such as eds. by 1993 one in every five companies will 
need an outside computer service company's help, and eds should be the largest 
benefactor."
  here's how it works. eds visits your company, finds out what you are trying to 
accomplish, and provides the latest equipment and the best communications system 
to link your many systems, all over the world if necessary, rolling everything 
into one seamless operation. since it does not manufacture any computer or other 
hardware equipment itself (it does create software), eds has no built-in bias. it 
is the world's largest user of ibm mainframes (over one hundred of them), but it 
also uses apple, or other computer hardware, choosing the best available to solve 
any particular need. can you imagine the price that eds staffers get when they 
deal? nobody, but nobody can compete. and if they don't like the quoted price they 
can go elsewhere.
  eds must be doing something right. since 1984 the company has grown from $750 
million a year gross to today's $7.1 billion. it has over seven thousand customers 
and about 70,500 employees in eighty countries. it enters into leases as long as 
ten years with clients. when you sign on with eds, it will usually purchase the 
equipment you have on hand and, in many cases, hire all your present staff. to 
show you how much superior training eds staff obtains and your ex-staff will 
receive, the company spends $100 million a year on training. one in every five eds 



employees is a systems engineer. only one in every 2,300 other employees is a 
lawyer. what is that saying?
  when i view a company like eds, i look for what's creative behind the large 
numbers. i found that eds had won a five-year, $400-million contract in chicago to 
solve that city's parking ticket problem. it seems that chicago was one year in 
arrears in keying into its computers a backlog of twenty-four million parking 
tickets. first, that showed me at least that eds was finding necessary business 
clues and then converting those clues into contracts.
  other competitors were on the chicago trail, but only eds came up with a sample 
presentation using hand-held personal computers that would issue tickets and 
transfer the data to the city's computer each day. this was one more sign of 
innovative thinking. the most common excuse for not paying a ticket in chicago has 
been the claim that the windy city winds had blown tickets away before the drivers 
returned to their vehicles. the eds proposal included tickets with an adhesive.
  eds also provided an electronic imaging system that can produce an image of the 
ticket on a computer screen. this enables the city to hold neighborhood hearings 
instead of using costly court time. before eds took over, only 10 percent of the 
tickets were paid within a year (remember, the city was a year behind in issuing 
such tickets). now it's up to 47 percent and climbing. revenues from parking 
violations are expected to increase 62 percent in 1993 to more than $60 million. 
eds obviously did what the city could not do by itself, and justice is no longer 
denied by being delayed.
  eds is a self-operating subsidiary of general motors. once 70 percent of its 
total billings were with the parent company. this has dropped to below 50 percent 
as new, independent outsourcing business became the growth market. it's a business 
with a bright future.

                                 electronic labor

in an age of instant round-the-world-communications, old thoughts, old 
possibilities, and apparently stable procedures become subject to rapid change. 
today it is not the raw materials and the manufacturing plants that are essential. 
it is the information about a product or service that is most important.
  production costs of hardware and software are high in north america because of 
our high wages. the blunt fact is that now that we have to compete with the world 
we are overpaid and we underproduce. in the rest of the world almost all costs are 
lower. and we are naive if we think others can't do it just as well and at lower 
cost. it was only a matter of time until labor was "imported" electronically. that 
day has dawned.
  in a small way this has been happening for some time. some north american 
companies started years ago to send keyboard punching operations overseas, mainly 
to the caribbean, where wage rates for the dull, routine jobs were a fraction of 
what had to be paid in north america.
  cybersoft in the philippines, via its north american marketing base in san 
francisco, offers computer data entry. prices start at seventy-five cents per 
thousand computer keystrokes, with a guaranteed accuracy rate of 99.95 percent. 
that kind of proficiency is not available in north america. in the philippines 
most jobs become a matter of living. workers force themselves to learn more, 
faster, and to make no mistakes. that makes them competitive in a world looking 
for the right attitude. cybersoft has learned how to make this attractive to north 
american software developers and other companies looking for low-cost data entry. 
this company has more than two hundred highly educated and well-trained personnel, 
providing an inexpensive long-distance work force. cybersoft is progressing beyond 
straight data entry. need a map digitized? technical manuals, geological well 
logs, or medical journal inputted? this company is doing it all.
  china too is entering this field with rates running between three and eight 



cents a page for data inputting. china has a unique system that puts two people on 
the project. both input simultaneously. then a cross-checking software program 
similar to a spelling checker catches any differences.
  computer programming is another area of electronically imported labor. software 
developers have found high-grade programmers elsewhere -- at twenty cents for 
every u.s. dollar. overseas programmers were first used in england, where 
competent programmers were available at half the cost of their north american 
counterparts. a larger labor source is now india. eastern systems technology of 
madras has set up a u.s. subsidiary in california to sell offshore software 
development. a second indian company, raba contell of new delhi, has also entered 
the field.
  although foreign competition might also come from singapore, hong kong, or even 
japan, the lack of a language barrier is india's big advantage. many of those 
involved in india have been educated in the united states or canada. they know the 
requirements here, according to ram mani, president of eastern systems, a computer 
science graduate of stanford university and a silicon valley consultant for the 
past eight years. experienced software engineers can live in india on a fraction 
of what they would be paid in north america. an indian software engineer with 
three to five years' experience and a master's degree makes less than $1,000 a 
month but can enjoy a luxurious lifestyle on that income.
  in palo alto a small three-year-old company operating out of a cottage attached 
to a garage is electronically importing software programmers from moscow right 
into the heart of silicon valley. how did it happen? michael delyon, a san 
francisco area financial analyst, one day had a problem. he couldn't finish a 
computer program for a client. he knew he was in trouble as he was short of cash 
at the time and couldn't hire the high-priced local help. what to do? call 
"program busters" in moscow. in moscow? yes. delyon shipped his inoperative 
software to a friend in moscow who returned it via fax. problem solved. client 
happy. business born.
  today, delyon's company brings together american companies with software cost 
problems and skilled eastern european software programmers who feel rich on a 
quarter of the going rate for such work in north america. now intercontinental 
software has six hundred foreign workers on standby ready to work on a contract 
basis. in knowledge industries, brainpower is the only raw material. eastern 
europe, always strong in math and sciences, has these resources by the town-full, 
and at a bargain price by our standards.
  selling the idea does take time, according to delyon. u.s. companies aren't 
quick to take the bait, but when they see they can reduce costs by 75 percent they 
realize that if they don't and others do, they are out of business. even with such 
talent at low cost, delyon still has competition -- from india, great britain, 
hungary, and china. i myself have been approached by universities in nigeria 
offering to do such programming at even lower cost. but intercontinental software 
claims to offer quality, the biggest selling feature in today's marketplace. "we 
are the wave of the future," delyon says. "i'm now ready to tackle canada."
  although importing labor electronically poses still another threat to north 
american employment levels, it also promises an eventual drop in the price of 
software as such savings filter down the supply pipeline. it also shows that a new 
type of thinking will shortly be in big demand here.

                                 are buildings obsolete?

the period from 1865 to 1890 was the age of the railroad building spree across 
north america. everyone got into the act. the iron horse helped open up north 
america in a manner never before possible, propelling new immigrants westward and 
economically upward to undreamed-of heights. shortly after ford and rubber tires 
appeared, the railways began to fade.



  the period from 1975 to 1990 was the age of the building spree around the world. 
the volume of office, retail, industrial, and even residential floor space reached 
unheard-of levels. the building boom, along with the construction of the necessary 
supporting infrastructure, propelled most earthlings to new levels of affluence, 
even in many developing countries. could buildings, as we have known them, also 
vanish in the years to come?
  all trends suggest the answer is yes. look at office space. sydney, australia, 
known for never having a vacancy rate above 5 percent, saw vacancy rates shoot up 
from 2 to 11 percent between 1990 and 1992. in toronto, vacancies were already at 
11.9 percent when another 10.3 million square feet of office space came on stream 
in 1991. with the ontario economy reeling from the depression, investors reluctant 
to make new investments because of recent legislation, and threatening suggestions 
coming from the socialist new democratic party government, office vacancy rates 
will increase further, perhaps to more than 20 percent.
  in the united states, real estate excesses have reached new heights. everyone 
thought being "king of the hill" was a great, lucrative, exciting game. look at 
the picture today: of the thirty top commercial real estate markets in the united 
states, twenty have vacancy rates higher than 15 percent. one source says the true 
current vacancy rate in los angeles is 25 percent! houston and other oil patch 
cities are running around a quarter empty. global finance magazine quotes daniel 
neidich of goldman sachs as predicting that "vacancies won't be low enough to 
attract new development for another eight or nine years."
  if that sounds bad, look at london, england, where vacancy rates are now at 15 
percent, a record in almost any european city. rents have dropped 35 percent to 
$29 a square foot, and both rents and vacancy rates look as if they will move 
lower as surviving lessees seek ways to cut costs. the world's biggest landlord, 
canada's olympia & york corporation, is under bankruptcy protection in new york, 
london, and at home in toronto.
  in tokyo, rents have dropped 20 percent, although vacancy rates still hover 
between the official figure of around 1 percent and the "street rating" of 5 
percent. in a country where bank interest ran around 3.5 percent when u.s. rates 
were galloping along at 10 percent, it is quite a shock to find that this makes a 
big difference. now that japanese interest rates have risen, predictions of a drop 
in real estate values of up to 30 percent have already come true.
  an even bigger shock to global confidence comes from switzerland, where bank 
real estate loans total sfr 363.7 billion and total bank equity is only sfr 67.3 
billion. here a rise in office vacancies could trigger commercial space 
bankruptcies with a rise in uncollectible mortgage building loans. this has the 
potential to trigger a domino effect throughout the swiss banking establishment.
  all cities keep track of their vacant commercial and office space. what they do 
not keep a record of is "invisible vacancies." as mentioned, these are the spaces 
that become vacant when corporations downsize and put their entire operation on, 
say, two floors instead of four. they still pay rent for that vacant space, which 
does not show up on any official record.
  i suggest that these vacancies could add as much as 10 percent to a city's 
official vacancy rate. this will eventually show up in the sluggish rental of 
existing visible vacancies, because the original renters of "invisible vacancies" 
are willing to offer rental at almost any price. it will also draw potential 
lessees away from the building owners' rental office because the tenants with 
space to sublet are desperate to make a deal.
  the trend may even accelerate as new, unbelievably compact optical storage 
systems reduce the amount of required storage space. two floors out of every 
thirteen in any office tower are occupied with storing manila file folders. with 
the average floor comprised of 10,000 square feet that adds up to a lot of money, 
around $1 million for the two floors. all that data can now be stored on one 
serods (surface enhanced raman optical data storage) disk -- one 12-inch disk!
  and on top of all this is the trend toward small businesses that operate from 
the home. one recent survey from canada says that 25 percent of the canadian work 



force is now doing some work at home. all indications are that this trend will 
continue, adding another damper on the rental of traditional office space.
  in the nineteenth century we overbuilt railway lines and railroad rolling stock. 
have we overbuilt fixed capital building assets in the fading days of the 
twentieth century? could wealth held in fixed assets go through a devaluation 
similar to that of the german mark after world war i?

                                 life at city hall

the industrial age compartmentalized everything and life was relatively simple. 
you had a place to live, a place to work, a place to play, and even places to eat 
(other than your home). the zoning process kept everything neat and tidy, just 
like your front lawn was supposed to be. get ready for chaos.
  almost all cities now have a problem with illegal suites (apartments) -- people 
aren't following the rules anymore, for apparently sound reasons. the growing list 
of court rulings against any "discriminatory" actions does not carry clout. people 
are no longer terrorized by bureaucracy (if anything, it's the other way around). 
it makes it tough to get the populace to proceed the way bureaucrats had planned 
(usually without getting anyone else's opinion).
  in north america at least 10 percent of the working population (i.e., taxpayers) 
are working at home. in almost every residential district that is technically 
illegal. it will get worse (or better, depending on the point of view). thanks to 
modern technological devices (most small, highly efficient, capable of worldwide 
hookups), many new sunrise industries can operate in very small quarters with a 
surprisingly small staff. in many cases the staff doesn't even have to be at the 
same location as the official office; they telecommute via phone lines. such 
companies increasingly show a growth rate double that of sunset-industry 
companies. they have lower overhead, show larger per-employee dollar sales, and 
look at the world as their market. and for more progressive companies that treat 
workers as partners or shareholders, the workers themselves will be continually 
looking for ways to increase company sales and keep costs down.
  what are the implications for big-city real estate? now that it is unnecessary 
to pay $30 a square foot to store manila folders, won't space requirements drop? 
will the large hierarchy of staff required in the industrial age not decrease 
dramatically as workers, using the latest equipment, become more productive? think 
what this will mean to those "easy" taxes paid in one lump from large real estate 
holding companies. now city hall has to handle more of the smaller trade.
  even the definition of work takes on new meaning. back in the 1930s work was 
mainly physical. computers and most of our other new toys didn't exist then. fifty 
percent of current goods and services didn't exist even five years ago. ninety 
percent of all you will work or play with by the start of the third millennium 
hasn't yet been developed.
  city hall will have trouble during the next decade supporting many bylaws now on 
the books. let's look at manufacturing. i turn newspaper columns into books -- not 
gutenberg style, where you can see and feel them, but electronic books. is that 
"working"? i sell books but i duplicate my master electronically on a 3.5-inch 
disk and mail it out. is that "manufacturing"? if so, i'll send it electronically 
over the phone -- that can't be manufacturing. i can make motion pictures with 
color and sound on my apple macintosh ii computer. does that make me a television 
studio?
  city hall will become overwhelmed by the volume and complexity of future 
business. the world is now globalized. any business can move almost anywhere. how 
will cities react to the prospect of losing the dynamic entrepreneurship of their 
brightest and most job-creating citizens? the budget crunches of the '90s are 
nothing compared to what our municipal politicians will have to deal with in the 
next century.



                                 desktop manufacturing

when i first mentioned desktop publishing fifteen years ago, i was considered a 
kook. a few years later, when i wrote about desktop video, people were skeptical 
but showed some interest. get ready for desktop manufacturing.
  here is how it works. computer-created designs can be electronically transferred 
to a "box," a machine that converts the designs to pass through a laser beam that 
"cures" a liquid plastic inside the box and converts the on-screen design almost 
immediately into a solid, three-dimensional object. the process originally was 
designed to make models of a product more quickly than those made by the earlier, 
partially computerized process.
  right now on my computer console stands one of the first samples from that 
machine, a perfume bottle for avon. hundreds of other products have been zapped 
out in the past couple of years. what used to take five years can now take, with 
the latest technology, less than one. what used to be done with one machine to 
make models can now be done with a single computer, hooked up to ten, a hundred, 
or a thousand machines. this is desktop manufacturing. in other words, workerless 
factories.
  old-style factory jobs are obsolete. single-worker companies, task forces, and 
small, owner-operated companies will be the financially viable units of tomorrow. 
this change will mean horrendous problems for governments. no longer will the 
major portion of government revenues come from large corporations. governments 
will have to deal with thousands of small, almost insignificant, companies, that 
together will provide much of the wealth of the country. even politicians will be 
hard hit. instead of receiving a few huge political contributions for their 
election campaigns, they will have to gather countless small donations. union 
contributions are already shrinking as unions lose members and become more 
independent, no longer donating a portion of dues for political action but leaving 
such political donations up to individual members.
  with modern communications and ultrasmart manufacturing equipment able to 
operate almost on its own intelligence, the whole concept of manufacturing takes 
on new meaning. the value of software today is rapidly surpassing the value of 
hardware as we have known it in the past. software is usually provided by 
knowledge workers working alone or in very small teams. when the software is 
perfected, and after research and development costs have been written off, profit 
margins sometimes reach 75 percent or higher. it takes only seconds to duplicate 
any knowledge program and computer disks cost pennies. before long, anyone with a 
desktop will be able to get into the manufacturing business.

                                 business link

a company called business link communications uses all forms of communications, 
messengers, couriers, and standard e-mail modems. but it keeps pushing the 
envelope. and it's threatening to blow its competitors out of the water. operating 
around the clock, 364 days a year, business link can now do a job in vancouver or 
vienna faster than a resident competitor in either city. this may sound unusual 
but it soon won't be. their success signals what will occur in virtually every 
industry that persists in doing "business as usual."
  business link can complete almost any high-quality printing job in three hours 
(the company calls that "standard"). a rush job takes one hour (extra charge). 
compare this with your printer's time schedule. in manhattan, the company's fleet 
of foot and bike messengers delivers free around the clock. delivery anywhere else 
in north america and fifteen other countries is overnight.



  in addition to any four-color printing job -- high quality at reasonable prices 
-- the company offers remote on-screen proofing of artwork, remote technical 
support, and on-line access to designers' portfolios at multiple sites. access to 
the company's bulletin board system for high-speed downloading of font libraries, 
logos, and utilities is also part of the service. using such a top-notch service 
allows you to control a major printing operation from the other side of the 
continent. who can compete with that?
  the speed of the new system is phenomenal, especially in the publishing 
business. clients can transmit material at the rate of one megabyte in three 
minutes direct to their "instant" image-setting facility. this replaces slow 
modems, messengers, couriers, and systems that used to take days or weeks. the 
company uses the universal switched 56,000 wide-area network, which enables it to 
send and receive files twenty-three times faster than the 2400 bps via analog 
modems. business link transmits in three minutes what takes others an hour. now 
any desktop publisher can compete with anyone in the world -- by dealing with such 
a new-style production printing operator.
  business link is using the latest technology to give superior service. their 
competitors are still debating if they really want to spend all that money on new, 
in many cases untried, technology. this is the age of the risk-taker. while you 
debate the issue, someone else is preparing to steal your customers.

                                 voicewriter

robotronics -- automation in an advanced form -- has been most effective on the 
factory floor, mainly in the automotive field. now comes the first major assault 
on the office. kurzweil ai (artificial intelligence) of los angeles has been 
building an impressive record during the past ten years. the kurzweil music 
synthesizer developed under research director and pioneer robert moog has 
astounded music critics with an advanced digital keyboard instrumentation able to 
reproduce every acoustical instrument and electronic sound. it is literally 
changing the sound of music. kurzweil's "reading machine for the blind" is the 
world's first character recognition system capable of handling virtually any 
ordinary type style. it may be a bigger advance than braille.
  now the kurzweil ai voicesystem replaces the most important office ingredient -- 
the secretary. this innovation will change the office drastically. the executive 
can dictate directly to an office television set. built-in software will correct 
spelling and punctuation and move paragraphs around. a spoken word dispatches the 
letter at the speed of light to the addressee, usually at a cost less than current 
postage (especially if sent by the upcoming national information utility "moon 
mail"). this innovation will replace at one stroke many office stenographers, 
secretaries, and mail rooms.
  for three years i tested the "voice entry terminal" made by the scott instrument 
company of denton, texas. one of the first in the field, this unit worked fine but 
had a very limited vocabulary. now kurzweil has moved into this market with a 
thousand-word vocabulary of your choice in a self-contained desktop unit. first 
applications are expected in the fields of medical reporting, computer-aided 
design/computer-aided manufacturing (cad/cam) command and control, voice mail, 
basic dictation, and remote inquiry to computer data banks.
  coming soon is the kurzweil voicewriter with a ten-thousand-word vocabulary. 
with optical storage reducing the need for paper filing and the voicewriter 
reducing secretarial office staff, the question will soon be: is an office even 
necessary?

                                 the voice mail backlash



i have a general bias in favor of technology, yet some technologies create more 
trouble than benefits, almost from their introduction. voice mail is a prime 
example. at a time when customer and supplier service is paramount, voice mail is 
the run-around, hassle-ridden, pot-holed, gravel road of the communications age. 
the voice-mail time-waster first explains, usually in lengthy terms, how to leave 
a message. a voice rattles off instructions faster than some people can follow, 
and tells you to push a number to contact the person you were trying to reach -- 
often because that person wanted to talk to you and left you a message yesterday!
  meanwhile (especially galling on long distance calls) it tells you to wait, 
leave a message (which was all you were trying to do in the first place), or press 
unknown digits, the value of which no one has explained. this is inconvenient to 
the caller, and potentially damaging to the people/company using the voice-mail 
system. they risk losing clients, customers, and/or suppliers.
  the caller gets the impression that the instigators of the system consider their 
time more important than anyone else's. you peasants and outsiders can follow 
instructions. leave your message, if you are bright enough to figure out how, and 
someone may call you back. perhaps after a half-hour coffee break with other 
stone-age employees.
  i usually put in a busy day. yet i answer all calls personally unless i am out 
of town. the caller wastes no time, my answer is immediate, and both of us can get 
on to the next matter at hand. if i am out of town, i check messages and get back 
to callers. constantly recycling two people's time to make it more convenient for 
voice-mail receivers is wasteful.
  my suggestion is this. if voice mail bugs you as much as it bugs me, hang up as 
soon as you recognize a voice-mail system. let them call you back. after all, they 
already called you once. your time is as valuable as theirs. and don't be bashful 
-- let them know what you think of a company that uses such a system. they are 
probably making other transparent mistakes as well.
  every new technology has social implications. in the case of voice mail it is 
already converting dissatisfied phone users into ardent fax advocates. send a fax 
instead -- no waiting, message delivered. perhaps a "telephone hour" will evolve, 
when people will personally answer phone calls at a pre-announced time, say 
0900 1000 daily, monday to friday. callers who expect a call back should know when�  
they plan to be there to answer the phone.

                                 office-pool robots

automation hit the factory floor with faster methods of handling materials and 
machines. in the process, much of the dirty, dangerous, heavy, or monotonous work 
previously handled by humans was eliminated. some of these machines were called 
robots. the first generation of robots, which were unable to see, feel, or think, 
are already taking early retirement (without any pension checks). they are being 
replaced by robots that can see and, to a certain degree, think. but the life span 
of these new metal drones will not be long either.
  third-generation robots, with built-in artificial intelligence, are already on 
the drawing board. workerless factories will become commonplace. a few such 
factories exist already in both the united states (whirlpool washers) and japan 
(fanuc). "what's that got to do with me?" you ask. "i work in an office. robots 
can never replace the human touch in my workplace. brains, not microchips, will 
always be needed there."
  wrong. automation in the office is here now. real automation. a few humans will 
always be needed, of course, operating in new positions at the executive level, 
perhaps akin to the communications managers of today. but thousands of 
stenographic and secretarial positions will be replaced by technoscribes.
  this new position will result from a dramatic upgrading of old secretarial 



skills and differ from the workerless factory, in that one human works with the 
latest computer techniques and a company's best thinkers. it is the brainchild of 
bernie dekoven of playworks! inc., a computing group in palo alto, california. the 
technoscribe is the key element in what dekoven terms "computer-enhanced 
meetings."
  the new technique creates a new meeting environment, in which a macintosh 
computer is fed data from the discussions at a meeting. it almost instantaneously 
provides charts, graphs, scales, idea formats, etc., which speed up the meeting 
and allow participants to see far beyond what might have gone on in a conventional 
meeting.
  think of having the results of your meeting during the meeting! that is the 
advantage of having a technoscribe. of course, the technoscribe doesn't have to be 
in the office. nor does any of the creative team: they can be at home. 
interconnected by terminals, team members could teleconference just as efficiently 
from anywhere in the world and receive reports of the meeting while it's still in 
progress.
  
                                 4

                           the everyday world

                       the shape of things to come

"ceramic-home living certainly makes life a lot easier than when your dad and i 
moved into our first home," said ms. nanton to her daughter. "who would have 
thought that a house could be smarter and have a better memory than your father!"
  farfetched? such comments may not be unusual as we enter the third millennium. 
homes guaranteed for more than twenty years, with no fire insurance (because they 
are made of silicon and limestone) and carrying a lower mortgage rate (because the 
financial lending institution can't lose) will be common. these homes will 
automatically equalize humidity levels with the outside air when you take a 
shower. they will turn up the heat an hour before a cold wave hits your district. 
such homes will still have the refrigerator in the kitchen but the motor for that 
fridge (and that irritating buzzing sound) will be in the garage, where the heat 
it produces will keep your car from freezing.
  of course the house will adjust each room as you enter for your thermal comfort 
level. personal identity sensors will adjust to you, your partner, or the kids, 
depending on who is in the room. if everyone appears simultaneously, it will 
average or follow any specific pre-programmed command for such occasions. and the 
house automatically turns on your personal computer/robot 
education/information/entertainment holographic image projector in what will 
quickly grow to be the favorite room in the house. this is the residence of the 
knowledge navigator, your at-home-learning computer directed by an apple-developed 
system that "understands" how you think.
  a project known as america, part ii will have a dramatic effect on our way of 
life and the way we perceive learning. the philosophy behind it says: if we can 
throw a switch for electricity and turn a tap for water, why can't we just hit a 
button for knowledge? a substantial portion of time previously spent watching tv 
entertainment will be converted into a learning process by building a high 
"interest factor" into shows, as is done now for commercials, sitcoms, and the 
evening news. learning will become increasingly visual as it becomes obvious that 
static book knowledge cannot compete with dynamic visual information. many people 
will have difficulty accepting this change: old habits are not automatically 
eradicated when the rules of life change suddenly.
  new forms of visual entertainment on a grand scale will appear. large enclosed 
stadiums and convention centers will offer high-definition images on huge 
flat/curved screens, giving the impression that viewers are physically involved in 



the performance. (the beginnings of such developments are already evident in 
places like the skydome in toronto, with its jumbotron scoreboard.) massive 
productions will be created at unbelievable cost for the one live production, 
recorded holographically. such shows will be relayed via satellite, or more likely 
fiber-optic cables, to world centers for presentation in large arenas to huge 
audiences willing to pay $100 or more per viewing. "nostalgia" theaters will 
continue to be supported by the older, more conventional segment of society, just 
as they are today. they will be accepted as the visual museums of yesterday.
  obviously, those who live in smart houses won't put up with dumb cars. many 
homes will have built-in natural gas and electric recharging units for "smart 
cars." before the end of the twentieth century most cars will have microwave ovens 
next to the glove compartment. new "heat & eat" packaged foods will be sold at 
natural gas/electric recharging service stations. most will carry the campbell's 
soup label as campbell's research, under way since 1988, will give the company an 
"out front" image. such cars will also contain sensors that keep us just twenty-
five feet behind the car ahead. from other sensors farther along on the highway, 
the car will "know" of obstacles or slowing traffic that will require gradual 
braking. such sensors will standardize traffic flow, permitting a 50 percent 
increase in the number of cars on the road with fewer traffic jams than today. 
dashboard-projected video (dpv) will allow the driver to read all speed and other 
instruments without taking his or her eyes off the road.
  permanently installed low-cost phones will serve as a back-up to your personal, 
wrist-implanted phone. this will be the fourth generation of the compact cordless 
phone introduced in britain in 1989. even then it weighed only four ounces. it 
fits into your shirt or blouse pocket and costs only one-tenth the price of a 
cellular phone with just one-quarter the operating costs. motorola is now 
manufacturing its silverlink 2000 phone at the rate of 5,000 a week in malaysia 
and selling it at the rate of 1,000 a week in hong kong and singapore alone. 
computer, fax, and satellite-delivered navigation signals will all be standard in 
any car built after 2001.
  it is possible that future cars will run on air. one u.s. institute, solar 
energy research of golden, colorado, is working on a process to convert 
atmospheric carbon dioxide (co2) into methanol for use in cars. other companies, 
like delco electronics, are working on "self-driving cars" that would incorporate 
such features as obstacle detection, collision-avoidance, and radar-controlled 
steering.
  clothing will become even more diversified than during the 1980s and 1990s. 
dress fabric interwoven with fiber-optic cables will light up or glow. a person's 
phone number might be included in a fabric's weft and warp so that it could be 
flashed to a desired partner yet remain barely visible to others in a crowd. 
fabric that would appear loose and free-flowing could become tight and clinging 
upon command. this will be accomplished through a technique known as molecular 
shrinking in which an electrical current minimizes the area between molecules. the 
procedure is already used in some forms of metallic adjustable springs. clothing 
designers will incorporate this and other advanced technologies into previously 
static fabric.
  life in the "crystal lane" (it will make the industrial age "fast lane" look 
like geriatric alley) will result in a rapid growth in monastic orders, based on 
the same tenets that caused them to dominate so much of europe during the middle 
ages. some people, feeling that the new age has too much change for them, will 
seek sanctuary from change in such temples of tranquillity. as in the middle ages, 
more men than women will follow that path. women are more adaptable than men, and 
this will show up in their increased influence and affluence.
  research indicates that a sizable percentage of the population finds that 
receptivity to new types of foods and cooking processes increases adaptability to 
change. the world interchange of various ethnic groups, new cooking methods, and 
amazing new "crops" produced by biotechnology will accelerate this change. a food 
"explosion" during the late 1990s will appear even more astounding than the 



consumer electronics explosion of the 1980s. most of these foods, as yet unknown 
because they haven't been invented (just as jet planes, television, computers, and 
satellites were not invented or even dreamed of in the early days of the 
industrial revolution), will be created by the new science of biotechnology. no 
doubt, some country will come out with "new people" as well.
  this science will be so controversial during the years ahead that it will put 
the abortion issue on the rear burner. in 1989 the u.s. government approved 
genetic manipulation research on humans. both the approval and the potential 
restrictions on it will have vast consequences for those countries that approve or 
disapprove of such practices. biotechnology will basically mean the redesigning of 
the human body. already, perhaps irretrievable steps have been taken that will 
result in our designing our own successors. those who fight the process stand to 
lose incredible benefits. those who support the process could unleash potentially 
hideous results. it will be the test of human intelligence to find a middle path.
  by the year 2010 the planet will be "alive." the billions of human brain cells 
in each of us, connected via computer and fiber-optic cable, will be exchanging 
information at femtosecond speeds around the globe and at relatively inexpensive 
rates. this will accentuate the feeling of interconnectedness among all planetary 
dwellers. some people, through such close electronic contact, will develop a sense 
of intimacy that could equate to a form of mental telepathy. some younger children 
already report such feelings.
  photonics, the new science of acquiring, storing, and disseminating all types of 
media via light instead of electricity, will find a wide range of applications. it 
will make past advances, such as those in transportation, where we moved from 
covered wagons to jet planes, seem leisurely.
  you can dread the future, or relish its challenges. the chinese character for 
"chaos" also reads as "opportunity." the chinese saying on luck and disaster 
presents another double meaning useful in describing the future: we live in 
interesting times.

                                 home electronics

almost everyone now has a vcr, but most people have never learned how to program 
it to record the desired shows. the new units make this much easier and can be 
programmed on screen. the latest models incorporate a "translator." they record 
shows simulcast in two languages. by pressing an extra button you hear one 
language and then another, or, if you want, both simultaneously. this is how the 
japanese are now learning english.
  tvs are everywhere today, but large screens will soon be a must to fit into your 
new home entertainment, information, and educational center. a vast number of 
channels is not far away. in 1991 we saw the introduction of mattel's "power 
glove." modified, this computer terminal on your wrist will allow viewers to use 
computers to handle shopping, banking, and stock market manipulations, and to 
select a sad, happy, or boring ending for favorite soap operas. it is also the 
first rustic tool with which you can enter virtual reality -- the many new worlds 
within cyberspace.
  to be current, you better build the cost of a good shortwave radio into your 
budget. they are no longer the crackly, static radios of the past. today you punch 
in the digital frequency and get cairo instantly. if you always wondered what 
those morse code signals were saying, "morse-a-word" receivers will pick up the 
signal, translate it into english, and flash it along a reader board for you. 
software programs that do the same thing on home computers are also available.
  for your musical system, a stereo enhancer, equalizer, or real-time spectrum 
analyzer will give you enhanced sound. either standard or cordless phones can be 
hooked up to your stereo system so you can really hear from your friends. this 
phone works anywhere in the world; you retain the same number for life; it weighs 



four ounces, and fits in a shirt or blouse pocket. the old-fashioned wired phone 
is on the way out because of the new craze for the "untethered" link of this 
second-generation cordless.
  if you haven't yet purchased a cd player, go for the latest. the cd-rom not only 
plays great digital sound but can deliver, for example, all the famous art works 
from the louvre in paris, the complete publications of nasa, the fifteen-billion-
year history of the world, or the twenty-volume grolier encyclopedia -- all on one 
side of the common 4.5-inch cd. it even handles disks for a kodak photo cd. every 
home can now have a library on a disk.
  what does the future hold? expect micro-tv for the home computer, which will 
give you the ability to select a single picture from tv, freeze it, and include it 
in a computer printout. if your electronic mail is discussing the eight new 
countries that entered the united nations this month, include a picture of today's 
new map in that e-mail/fax to your mother.
  later on, expect full-time video on the computer screen, as compression 
transmission allows real-time video to be transmitted over present household 
copper phone cable. it will carry crunched information that expands once it hits a 
computer. the fiber-optic cable being hooked up these days will allow the contents 
of the u.s. library of congress, largest in the world with eighty million items, 
to be downloaded in thirty minutes.
  satellite dishes using the new 20/30, 60 and 90 gigahertz frequencies are now 
broadcasting in japan. they carry the new high-definition tv (hdtv) with 1125 
lines of resolution that give crystal-clear pictures. your present home tv shows 
525 lines (when it's new and you're living next door to the transmitter). present 
dish size is about that of a cafeteria serving tray. other frequencies in the 60 
and 90 gigahertz range, now in the test stage, will use a dish the size of a 
dinner plate and later still the size of a saucer.
  eventually, via holographic projectors similar to big-screen projectors, tv 
stars will come right out of the screen. they will be larger than life, to match 
the new prices, which will be higher than most of us can afford, at least for the 
first few years. plan on watching your first holographic shows occasionally at the 
local pub.

                                 hot art

several years ago during an especially cold, wet fall day in paris, i was pleased 
to notice as i sat at one of those delightful outdoor cafes that i was no longer 
cold, even though it was still raining on the umbrella over my table. that was my 
introduction to infrared heating, and i've been a fan ever since.
  now entrepreneur gord hamilton, who used to have a large, cold, and drafty house 
in toronto (he now lives in british columbia), has married art and infrared 
heating technology to produce a practical and inexpensive way to heat homes. 
apartment owners who include heat in their rental charges should love him! he 
manufactures infrared heat panels with scenes painted on them. when framed, they 
look like works of art. but they are also low-consumption heaters that keep things 
warm -- things like your body, your chair, and your table but not the surrounding 
air. if you don't heat that air you don't pay for it. the air can be several 
degrees cooler than your body, but you won't notice it because you are warm.
  the cost is about one-third that of normal commercial heat such as oil, gas, or 
electrical baseboard heaters, and the "cheater heaters" come in three sizes. the 
largest uses 420 watts of electricity at a cost of about two cents an hour. the 
smallest costs about three-quarters of a cent an hour to operate. the "pictures" 
can be moved from one room to another -- all that is needed is a 110-volt wall 
outlet. budding artists can purchase the heater panel blank, apply their own 
artistic talents, and save a bit more on the pre-painted purchase price.
  some heating engineers still find this hard to believe, but hamilton is 



producing these "fine paintings" on panels approved by the canadian standards 
association, and they work. i purchased two to heat my office. norm elder, 
president of the canadian explorers club, painted one with a jungle scene we 
experienced together during treks through the kikori rain forest in papua new 
guinea. he thought it would be most appropriate for "hot art." whenever i feel 
cold, i just turn on norm's jungle scene.

                                 heating with paint

think of the money you spend heating your house, never mind what's spent on 
insulating material. you might want to consider painting your house with rustol 
exothermic paint. the paint was developed in japan and the company is bankrolled 
by japanese yen. just paint the walls. electrical connections using either silver 
paste or copper mesh tape provide the hookup. throw a switch or connect thermal 
sensors so that as you walk through each room you "turn on" your home.
  the principle, although known to engineers for years, wasn't economic until 
1990. today the rustol corporation has produced a viscid exothermic paint. it is 
soluble in organic solvents and dries at room temperature. its heating range is 
from 34 to 1,800 F. it requires only one hundred volts at ten amperes to create�  
1,500 F, although even twelve volts is sufficient for low temperature ranges. it�  
does all this by allowing the electrical current to excite the molecules in the 
paint. that action creates infrared heat, costing about one-third as much as other 
electrical heating systems.
  because it is a viscid fluid, the paint can be applied to objects of any shape 
and a wide variety of substrates. it can be applied to metal, tile, slate, 
concrete, plasterboard, glass, and even heat-resistant plastics and fabrics. think 
of the applications: plates, corrugated materials, pipes, molded products, and 
even toilet seats. snow-melting is possible for roads, railways, and parking lots.
  the company lists more than two hundred potential applications, from heating 
airplane flaps to pressing pants -- even heated shoes and hair curlers! in one 
winter test project rustol heated an eleven-thousand-square-foot car park for 
$7,400, compared to the conventional method costing $24,360.
  exothermic paint arose from rustol's work on producing a heat-resistant anti-
corrosion paint for use on automobile mufflers. after rustol scientists succeeded 
in that task, they asked: if this paint is heat resistant, would it not be a 
perfect vehicle for a heat-producing substance? the result: mrx-001, with two 
types of electrical insulation, and a far-infrared radiation-emitting paint (mrx-
002) enhancing heating efficiency. next, they intend to couple mrx with solar 
energy.
  in one demonstration rustol engineers take a hotel glass ash tray, paint it, 
hook the painted ash tray up to their electrical source -- and fry an egg in 
thirty seconds. hot stuff!

                                 outdoor air-conditioning

a new technology called microcool offers air-conditioning -- for outside. it takes 
air-conditioning where no human-made rapid temperature drop has gone before. in 
the process known as flash-evaporation, vaporized water molecules instantly 
evaporate causing rapid cooling in the surrounding area. it's not the mist that 
cools but the evaporation of the mist, a natural phenomenon.
  a tiny nozzle with an outlet one-tenth the size of a human hair is the secret 
weapon in this war against heat. ordinary tap or well water (very hard water may 
require additional treatment) is filtered down to five microns (one-twentieth the 
width of a human hair). the water is then pumped at up to eight hundred pounds per 



square inch by an industrial pump/motor combination. from this pump system, two 
manifold feed lines run to the desired area (typically a patio or swimming area) 
for cooling. two lines of one-quarter inch atomizing tubes are installed along the 
entire patio overhang (and covered with a fascia board), with fogging nozzles 
every two feet, thereby enabling fogging zones to be established one foot apart. 
for areas with temperatures up to 100 F, only one line is required. for extremely�  
hot temperatures, as in saudi arabia, an additional over-100 F line cuts in. doors�  
and windows can be left open; the cool air created on the patio may waft inside! 
electrical and water costs are minimal at about twenty cents an hour. mist 
evaporation cooling costs are reportedly lower than those for standard air-
conditioning, although high winds and very high humidity can reduce efficiency.
  after two years of testing in the desert country of the american southwest, 
microcool installations are now in auto service centers, retail outlets, hotels, 
and restaurants, including mcdonald's and burger king. one is reportedly in the 
home of a saudi prince. more than five hundred installations have been completed 
in the palm springs, california, area in the past two years.
  not only humans are keeping cool: equestrian centers use the system to keep 
expensive horses and polo ponies in shape. hothouse owners report that their 
plants now grow better. agricultural installations from napier, new zealand, to 
cheshunt, england, report improved growth factors with microcool. some locations 
are now testing this system for growing plants aeroponically (without soil or 
water), and industrial sites are testing the process to make large indoor work 
sites more hospitable.

                                 car condos

the new growth area for real estate? how about car condos. in boston, car condos 
started selling in 1979 at the brimmer street garage for a mere $7,500 each. 
today, they fetch $130,000! in brooklyn park's slope garage, condos that sold in 
1989 for $17,000 now go for $39,000. down payments run from 25 to 40 percent with 
the balances amortized over ten to twenty years. price depends on location. 
sometimes buying is a bargain, even without considering appreciation, compared to 
renting a garage. in some other locations, the cost runs slightly more than rent.
  this concept is coming from southern california edison company, one of the 
largest electrical producers in america. southern california edison proposes a 
solar-powered carport with emission-free charging while the car is parked during 
the day. conventional thinking about electrical cars has been that the main 
recharging would take place while cars were home in their suburban garages. the 
new thinking is that perhaps cars can be better charged, with less damage to the 
environment, when parked in an urban location, usually for six to eight hours. now 
charging can take place at both locations. suburbanites can charge supplementary 
battery packs during the day when the car is downtown, and this stored energy can 
then be used to top up a vehicle battery beside the house at night or when the 
weather has been overcast during the day.
  with a few thousand electrically powered cars (and potentially 200,000 by the 
year 2000) starting to appear on the streets of california cities, southern 
california edison wants to be ready. why? because in a few years both car 
manufacturers and public utility companies will be obliged to produce a simple 
method to recharge electric vehicles. once prices come down -- and environmental 
taxes are added to gasoline-powered cars -- the changeover could be dramatic. in a 
related project, southern california edison and the los angeles department of 
water and power are cooperating to bring ten thousand electric vehicles to city 
streets by 1995.
  this has created a partnership between southern california edison and the south 
coast air quality management district to produce a pollution-free recharging unit. 
the result: a carport with solar power. the roof of the three-thousand-square-foot 



solar carport would have photovoltaic solar panels to recharge the cars during the 
day. on rainy or dull days, power would be drawn from the regular power grid. 
texas instruments inc. is working with the california utility to provide the 
panels. although expensive at the moment, solar panel prices have been dropping 
over the last decade. when these three heavies get together on this project, 
breakthroughs may make solar power competitive with more conventional recharging 
alternatives.
  if things work out as expected, southern california edison will have the first 
prototype fully functional within a year. eventually they would construct car 
condos in public parking areas throughout their service area. "park and charge" 
will take on new meaning.

                                 park without coins

how often have you parked your car, reached into your pocket and found no change? 
and when you leave your car to find some, you get that $20 parking ticket. so 
who's got a better idea? a norwegian company called park-o-card. their "social 
invention" can clear city streets of those inanimate highwaymen known as parking 
meters, downsize the bureaucracy, and provide municipalities with the same amount 
of revenue -- at less expense. as a result, more money could go into general 
revenue to keep property taxes down.
  park-o-card is a credit-card size device containing a microchip, a small long-
lasting lithium battery, and a light crystal display (with a service life of 
fourteen thousand hours). customers buy up to $300 worth of parking time from the 
city or parking lot operators. the cost of the card is absorbed into this initial 
purchase. you also now have a receipt for income tax purposes. try getting that 
out of a meter!
  here's how it works: the card holder drives into a "zoned" lot that shows time 
and rates. you set your own built-in meter, and you attach the card to your sun 
visor, which you turn toward the driver's side window. the decimal point starts 
blinking to show that the card is working and also that you have a credit balance 
left on the card.
  on returning to the car, you remove the card and stop its countdown, check for 
the amount left to spend on future parking, and drive away. no hassle. no money 
wasted on a pre-paid meter if you return early. and best of all, no parking ticket 
on the windshield.
  this system eliminates parking meters. saved are replacement or repair costs 
when the meters get hit by cars; high maintenance cost because of slugs, annoyed 
motorists, or the elements; and the cost of coin collection and possible 
embezzlement. park-o-card allows also more parking because, with painted street 
locations no longer necessary, small cars that take up less space allow more room 
for other cars. park-o-card can also be used for special-event parking.
  this could rejuvenate city-core shopping. the card would work everywhere. rates 
day or night and for differing locations could be adjusted by the city or lot 
owners with an on-location rate-card sign change, as conditions warrant. it's an 
idea whose time has come.

                                the end of libraries

in the age of the "knows" and "know-nots," the speed and cost at which data can be 
accessed is ever more important. a traditional library has to be accessed 
geographically. that takes time, a commodity of increasing value. and it usually 
costs money to travel to the library during its open hours, when your time may be 
more valuable elsewhere. you can't use less valuable time because libraries adhere 



to industrial age, non-user-friendly hours.
  consider the miniaturization trend in computer storage during the past two 
decades. in ten years we have moved from microfiche to computer disks. single 
disks now are capable of holding more than an entire computer could hold just five 
years ago. standard computer disks can now hold more than one megabyte on each 
side.
  the computer world is being flooded with cd-roms, 4.5-inch plastic, aluminum-
looking disks (the same size as the common musical cd) that can hold up to seven 
hundred megabytes of data -- in multi-media. each disk can hold one thousand 300-
page books. what does this mean to libraries? one serods (surface-enhanced raman 
optical data storage) can hold the entire contents of the new public library in 
vancouver.
  optical disk storage (and the sugar-cube-size crystals yet to come) will provide 
instant access, from anywhere in the world, for less than the cost of parking your 
car, to a gutenberg-style library. watch for even the dictionary description of 
the world "library" to change. we have all seen what widespread implementation of 
the low-cost fax machine has done for business and even the home. wait until the 
library-on-a-disk moves in.

                                 robots at the pumps

it was only a matter of time. now, in danderyd, sweden, near stockholm, a company 
called transrobot is manufacturing the gas station of the 1990s -- a fully 
robotized operation. drivers don't even have to get out of their cars.
  you drive into a gas station, as in the old days, and park beside a tankomatic 
box-pump, about three feet high. you insert a credit card into the terminal just 
outside the driver's window. operating on high-precision sensors, the robot aims 
for a specially designed lockable adapter and cap, placed outside on all cars. the 
robot unlocks and opens the cap, inserts its nozzle, and the gas starts to flow. 
the nozzle is equipped with an airtight seal for vapor recovery. the driver 
watches the quantity of gas and progress of the operation on a terminal located 
near his window. if the car should move, or if anyone interferes with the 
equipment, the robot stops automatically. when it finishes filling the tank, the 
robot releases the car and locks the adapter. then the driver retrieves the credit 
card and moves on.
  transrobot believes that its system should greatly speed up refueling at filling 
stations worldwide. a slightly more sophisticated system, which incorporates a 
fuel accounting program, has been designed for buses.

                                targeting by taste

until now grocery and other retail marketing has been based on saturation. the 
object: try to get everyone within your marketing area to shop at your store. 
store owners today know what they sell but they don't know to whom. an upcoming 
generation of retail marketing systems will "lead retailers to an unprecedented 
dialogue with their customers," according to thomas r. newkirk, chairman of direct 
marketing technology, inc. (dmt), based in illinois. dmt is a partner and 
developer with retail consumer technology inc. of a computerized database that 
tracks individual retail purchases. a store equipped with this system knows what 
customers prefer -- it knows their tastes.
  the system, called react, is described as a "reporting, response, and promotion 
package." react requires no special customer card to instigate tracking. stores 
program cash registers to accept a telephone number volunteered by the customer at 
the time of purchase. every transaction is recorded and matched to that number. 



the system, designed initially for retailers with a minimum of $7 million in 
sales, will shortly be supplemented by an update handling sales up to $70 million. 
some thirteen hundred retail outlets belonging to the u.s. shoe corporation have 
been testing the program in conjunction with dmt. six other chains are reportedly 
in negotiations for the system.
  customer phone numbers in the react system are processed by dmt through a 
reverse phone directory that matches the numbers with such demographic information 
as name, address, gender, age, income, dwelling type, and average purchasing power 
of the area. most of this information is readily available from telephone white 
pages, city directories, or publicly available government statistical records. 
purchases are recorded by product category or stock-keeping units. method of 
payment is also recorded.
  with this database, retailers know their customers better. they can make sure 
that merchandise the customers purchase frequently is always in stock. retailers 
now have the same valuable information used by mail-order marketers. this leads to 
new cross-promotional possibilities. marketing management now knows what customers 
are not buying. retailers can conduct low-cost limited testing by drawing the 
attention of discriminating customers to new products before these go into 
mainstream sales. if customers cooperate further, anything is possible: reminders 
for birthdays and garden specials, and ordering of periodic large dog-food 
deliveries or floral surprises for certain dates.
  another food industry innovation may soon be the new inspector on the conveyor 
belt. human inspectors become bored and sloppy. it looks as if their replacement 
will be a camera, two color monitors, and a computer that detects size and color 
abnormalities in potatoes, apples, and mushrooms. all photographs are digitized 
and assigned file numbers. scrapes and cuts are easy to identify, but bruises are 
the big problem.
  this development should reduce produce damage and spoilage considerably in years 
to come, especially when coupled with the now-under-development infrared ripeness 
beam and with the "artificial potato" that contains its own broadcasting system. 
the potato will, in effect, report on how it was handled from field harvesting to 
truck loading to processing plant!

                            home shopping for groceries

home grocery delivery is already a standard feature in most large cities, and more 
and more harried but well-paid workers are willing to pay for such services. now 
that orders can be faxed from the office during coffee break, why not be the first 
on the block to have a twenty-first century "icebox," resembling a large rural 
mailbox, in the driveway? the food is there when you want it; you're not waiting 
until it arrives. the "icebox" is similar to a vcr, in that you set the schedule. 
food is kept at the right temperature, with no puddle of melted ice cream 
reminiscent of the time you stopped to pick up the dry cleaning and got trapped in 
a traffic jam.
  such an outdoor refrigerator would lock after being loaded by the grocery 
delivery person. coded credit cards would open it when you arrive home. a spouse 
might even have your favorite drink, complete with ice cubes, waiting for you in 
the driveway fridge when you step out of the car.
  some working couples waste as much food as they eat. frequent delivery of 
smaller quantities would reduce waste, though do nothing for the cost factor. 
convenience compensates for increased cost. this concept could result in a change 
in food retailing as great as that introduced by the twenty-four-hour convenience 
store.
  the nature of food will change, too. researchers at the u.s. department of 
agriculture, for example, realizing that smaller units of food will be in demand 
by smaller families, have created a tiny lettuce that should be on the market by 



1995. it will be as tasty and as crisp as full-size lettuce and, with delivery to 
your driveway fridge, it won't have a chance to go limp in the sun. perfect for 
small families who can't eat a whole head of lettuce while it's still fresh and 
for restaurants that get calls for single-serving salads.
  remember the "reach out and touch someone" ads of the phone companies? before 
the turn of the century you will see the "reach out and touch that food product" 
version of virtual reality move into the home. picture this: you're out of food. 
it's raining, the streets are slippery, and your car has been acting up. what to 
do? turn on the tv, dial in your favorite supermarket, and take a video stroll 
down the aisle (with music to shop by). you first put on a virtual reality glove, 
then reach through your tv screen to that shelf with jars of genetically adjusted 
"jungle health beans" from costa rica, the latest rage. naturally you can turn the 
jar around first to read the health-affecting contents shown on the label.
  shopping in this manner gives you an "electronic shopping cart" you don't even 
have to push. it automatically records items purchased and their cost. to return 
anything before you reach the checkout counter, hit the cancel button on the 
screen, and the item will disappear from the cart and the tape. electronic taste 
and smell stimulators won't appear for a few more years, until new-style sensors 
are available. but they too are coming.

                                 video carts

information is power. now information resources inc. of chicago and others plan to 
"entertain and extract" information about your lifestyle and shopping preferences 
by using "video carts," while you stroll up and down the aisles of your favorite 
supermarket. imagine a flat six-by-eight-inch video screen on every shopping cart 
handle. sometimes the screen will show a map of the store, offer recipes, and ask 
questions. developers say that ads will constitute 15 percent of the video 
programming, and the remainder will be an in-store video "newsmagazine."
  why would grocery stores want this? because grocery researchers know that two-
thirds of all food-shopping decisions are made in the store. not you? check your 
shopping lists. most lists have a maximum of ten items, yet most people hit the 
checkout counter with more than thirty items in the cart. how does that happen? 
researchers know, and they believe they can profit from your shopping practices.
  the system is high-tech. first, the commercial comes in via satellite from 
information resources inc. to each store's computer. from there it's broadcast by 
in-store radio waves to each cart. but it doesn't show up yet on the cart's video 
screen. why? because the customer isn't close enough to the shelf on which that 
product appears. when the customer gets close to that shelf, an electric trigger 
plays the ad on that cart only. when the customer checks out, the electronic cash 
register tells store management how well the idea is working.
  in-store advertising, now a $12 billion business, will grow at an annual rate of 
17 percent, according to the trade organization point-of-purchase advertising 
institute (popai). in a relative sense such advertising is inexpensive -- about 
one-third that of prime-time network tv spots.
  another company, advanced promotion technologies (apt), has already started 
handing out coupons at checkout counters after shoppers have been introduced to 
in-store interactive video screens and printers -- to reward shoppers for their 
interest! apt then determines how many people have purchased the items covered by 
the coupons by monitoring the checkout counter. apt has booked test arrangements 
with ralston purina, kraft, del monte, and procter & gamble (who own a slice of 
apt). another company has commercials spreading the word on shoppers' car radios 
as they drive into supermarket parking lots. and the atlantic & pacific tea 
company is testing ads and special listings on electronic signs in some of its 
stores as you read this book.



                                 talking posters

you're walking along a subway platform one evening waiting for the next train. an 
election poster on the wall shows the smiling face and white teeth of a political 
candidate. as you pass, the poster speaks. "remember to vote next tuesday." you 
stop and study this poster, which would normally be lost in the maze of poster 
ads. you're hooked. it's another japanese innovation: talking posters or 
"transmittal art" to its supporters.
  two examples of talking posters recently exposed to the public in japan were a 
young lady, in an election publication from nagoya, and a group photo telling 
citizens how they can participate to create the new city-concept for shizuoka. the 
operation is fairly simple and the same speaking-mechanism chip can be 
reprogrammed for a different poster. the framed poster can be easily hung or 
relocated. but it must be hung securely to prevent souvenir seekers from pinching 
it.
  for the first time conversation has become visible. as a display piece for show 
rooms, exhibition of new products, sales campaigns, and service counters, talking 
posters may be the forerunner of other such media. triggered by an infrared sensor 
and adjustable to a range of between three and fifteen feet (it works in total 
darkness), the talking poster unit runs on ac or dc power. it can operate for two 
months on six 1.5-volt batteries. it is available in playback times of eight, 
sixteen, twenty-four, and thirty-two seconds and is prevented from continually 
talking by a ten-second delay between "speeches." recordings will not fade for a 
year even with a power failure. more than 300 60-second replays can be performed 
in one day.
  posters range in size from about ten by twelve inches to thirty by forty inches. 
they come complete with transparency film and a panel board and frame equipped 
with an ac power connector.
  as an information news service, a guide at counters or festival sites, or as a 
bulletin board and talking guide directing people to leisure or other facilities, 
this is the newest way to go. expect rock concerts, movie spectaculars, and 
election polling booths to start using the "talking posters" in the near future.

                                 airborne advances

how often during long flights have you looked forward to the movie only to find 
that you've already seen it? why can't airplanes have multiscreen theaters, 
allowing you to select from three, six, or even ten movies?
  now you can -- at least on some british airways routes. each seat has a small 
television screen in its back, connected to a video selection control that lets 
passengers take their choice of six tv channels. this is a first for the fare-
paying passenger in the european skies (although not the first ever; some private 
jets and a few middle east aircraft have had something similar). these screens for 
individual viewing are part of the first-class enhanced service on british 
airways.
  the high resolution, three-inch liquid crystal screens are designed for an 
aircraft's varying light levels. the system allows a passenger to select from six 
different productions, including sports, music, news, popular tv shows, feature 
films, and children's programs. sound is delivered through electronic headsets, so 
nearby passengers are not disturbed. shows rotate approximately every four hours 
depending on flight duration. a total change in the show packages occurs every 
month. this new inflight entertainment in british airways aircraft is called 
airvision and is a co-production of philips electronics and warner bros.
  a similar version has been patented by sony in europe. this system works like 



satellite television in apartment buildings. a bank of receivers (vcrs in the 
aircraft) play different movies. a cable, under the floor of the aircraft, carries 
all the signals and is designed to "leak" weak fm signals throughout the aircraft. 
built into each seat, along with the individual tv, is an antenna that picks up 
the signals and carries them to the screen. you choose the show you want. this way 
a wide selection of shows is constantly available to all. you watch when you want 
to and not when the flight attendants decide you should. the same set can carry 
stereo sound and video games, and you can even operate both simultaneously.
  it doesn't stop there. sony says the same system could incorporate a word 
processor, a floppy disk drive, and a printer. passengers could work on corporate 
reports or compose letters. as they left the plane, they would receive a floppy 
disk containing their data, or a paper printout if they had so instructed the 
seat-back computer. coming next? transmission of such data via modem or fax from 
the plane while en route.
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                       medicine and biotechnology

                              brain scans

we know more about outer space through the use of optical and radio telescopes and 
recent space flights than we do about a mysterious terrain closer to home: the 
human brain. this land has its own mountains and valleys and mysterious interior, 
locations as exotic and forbidding to the new age explorer as a remote planet.
  although it makes up but 2 percent of our body weight, the brain consumes 20 
percent of our energy. this strange electrochemical world provides the power to 
think. and thanks to recent technological developments, we can now in many ways 
see where we think. by means of an expensive assortment of technologies called a 
cyclotron, scientists have produced radioactive isotopes. (isotopes are atoms of 
the same element that have different mass numbers.) when injected into a human 
vein, radioactive isotopes allow another modern medical technological miracle -- 
the positron emission tomography (pet) scanner -- to see what is happening inside 
the brain as it happens.
  long a believer in direct experience, i became part of a control group to 
explore this most important territory. it couldn't have been accomplished without 
the help of dr. donald calne, of the division of neurology at the university of 
british columbia's health sciences research centre, and dr. brian pate, director 
of the pet program. their usual scans are conducted to assess and analyze damage 
done by such diseases as parkinson's and alzheimer's.
  first i received a slow injection of the radioactive isotope fluorodopa. it 
takes about twenty minutes for the radioactive material to collect in the brain 
cells. outwardly, the subject should appear and feel normal. inside, the lights 
are changing, but only the computer can see them. the procedure itself is 
painless, almost boring.
  the pet scanner looks like an expensive, oversize, horizontal hair dryer. 
similar to a radio telescope that "sees" the stars, the pet scanner has the power 
to see what is optically invisible. in this manner it differs from the computed 
axial tomography (cat) scanner, which is in most major hospitals today, or from 
the magnetic resonance imaging (mri) scanner. the cat sees if the shell is 
cracked; mri checks the white and gray matter. both of these see inside the 
cranium but cannot discern if the brain is actually functioning. they see the 
territory but cannot determine if there is actually life there.
  the brain is "sliced" electronically and the resulting picture appears on the 
various video monitors. in my case, these monitors were located both in the room 
that contained the pet scanner and in an adjoining room where other research staff 
were controlling the computer and monitoring the results. brain activity shows up 



as colored or illuminated areas. this is made possible by the brain's use of the 
body's glucose, which has been made radioactive.
  medical staff can now compare healthy brains with diseased or damaged brains. 
they can see what is happening inside the head without resorting to surgery. 
surgery may be the only recourse for a person who is brain-injured, but now 
doctors have a clearer path to get to the damaged portion. the pet scanner also 
paints a clearer picture of brains damaged by disease.
  x rays were a big advance, enabling us to see into the fleshier portions of our 
anatomy. now we can literally see ourselves thinking. as we come to understand 
more fully exactly what we are seeing through the pet scanner, the implications 
will be tremendous.

                                 the gamma knife

we have learned more about the human brain during the past decade than in all 
previous history. first, the cat scanner revealed details of the cranium. the mri 
scanner showed us the gray and white sections of the brain. then the pet scanner 
revealed the electronic activity in the brain. quantified signal imaging (qsi) 
moved us onto new ground, adapting an older technique, the electroencephalogram 
(eeg), to produce a map of our thinking processes.
  now the gamma knife performs neurological surgery without the scapel. credit for 
developing the first prototype twelve years ago in sweden goes to borje larsson of 
the gustaf werner institute at the university of uppsala and to lars leksell at 
the karolinska institute in stockholm. the gamma knife showed that a directed 
energy source could be an effective treatment for brain tumors. the presbyterian-
university hospital in pittsburgh is home to this latest bit of medical-science 
technology. the only two other units outside sweden are in buenos aires, 
argentina, and sheffield, england.
  this unit converts cobalt-60 in a new technique called stereotactic radio 
surgery. in effect, it sends an electronic knife into the brain to dissolve 
dangerous tumors. length of treatment can be as short as fifteen or twenty 
minutes. most treatments do not require general anesthesia and cause no immediate 
side effects.
  the gamma knife, which has met the exacting standards of the u.s. nuclear 
regulatory commission, is safer than many existing procedures. it eliminates 
risky, open-skull operations. television monitoring is used during the procedure 
and two-way voice contact between the physician and patient is maintained at all 
times. patients usually leave the hospital the day after the operation.
  because more than fifteen hundred patients have already received treatment at 
the karolinska institute with no deaths, the gamma knife is not considered 
experimental. of five hundred patients at the karolinska institute who were 
suffering from arteriovenous malformations (avm), 87 percent had their avm 
completely obliterated by this treatment. another 11 percent had theirs partially 
altered. tumor growth was prevented in 90 percent of other cases. a wide range of 
brain problems can now be treated with this procedure.
  at the presbyterian-university hospital, the patient's head is placed within a 
large helmet-like device. the attending physician adjusts the radiation through 
small openings called collimator ports. this allows a great deal of energy to be 
directed to the intended target inside the brain. every ten years or so a robot 
reloads the unit with the radioactive cobalt-60 material.

                                 low vision correction

more than ten million americans and one million canadians have visual defects that 



cannot be corrected medically, surgically, or with glasses. approximately 25 
percent of this group have a form of impairment called low vision. in the united 
states there are about 2.5 million people with this problem. now comes new hope: a 
form of "intimate tv" in the shape of wraparound glasses that carry their own tv 
camera.
  specialists at the johns hopkins wilmer eye institute and at nasa will employ 
space technology to develop a device designed to improve low vision. the first 
phases of the project are expected to run for at least five years. arnall patz, 
professor of ophthalmology and director of the wilmer eye institute, says, "as 
soon as it is perfected, the final version of the enhancement system will be 
distributed widely to eye institutions throughout this country." it is anticipated 
that rights to the device will be licensed to a canadian company shortly 
thereafter.
  the enhancement will not restore lost sight but will help patients make best use 
of their remaining vision. the system is expected to benefit patients with central 
vision loss, the part of the vision normally used for reading. when the device is 
worn, the patient will see the world on two miniature color television screens 
where the lenses of eyeglasses are usually located. lenses and imaging glass 
fibers will be embedded on each side of the wraparound section. the lens will form 
images of the scene in front of the patient on the surface of the fibers. these 
fibers, similar to those used to carry long-distance telephone signals, carry 
pictures back to miniature solid-state television cameras carried in a belt or 
shoulder pack. these images will be processed by a small battery-powered computer 
system in the pack and then displayed on the television screens. development of 
this product centers on how images must be altered and enhanced for the person 
with low vision. the designers say the device will be lightweight and comfortable. 
and the glasses won't be odd-looking. young people might even find them "cool": 
the outside of the television screens will appear similar to the mirrored lenses 
in some sunglasses.

                                 eyes, teeth -- what next?

a few years ago i had a plastic lens surgically implanted in my right eye, which 
had the very poor vision rating of 20/300. my vision improved almost instantly to 
20/30 and within a few months to 20/18. i began seeing better with one eye than i 
ever had with two eyes and glasses. a year later my ophthalmologist performed the 
same operation on my left eye with similar results. within months, vision was 
20/20 and has improved since then. my driver's license was renewed without the 
"corrective lens required" restriction. the federal ministry of transport (mot) 
renewed my helicopter and my land and sea aircraft pilot's licenses, and i passed 
the necessary flight test with an approved mot check pilot.
  thanks to medical expertise and a piece of plastic about the size of a pinhead, 
i went from white cane to control column. the eye operations seemed simple: each 
had taken thirty minutes and was less trouble than having teeth cleaned by a 
hygienist. they were less troublesome than a root canal.
  after this successful personal test of current high-tech ophthalmologic 
medicine, i looked around to ask, "what's next?" the answer: surgically implanted 
titanium dental "pilings." the pilings implant went like this. after a full mouth 
and jaw inspection, the dental surgeon gave me a wraparound x ray, similar to 
having your jawbone structure photographed by a panoramic camera. with that 
information in hand, the surgeon, the dentist, and a nursing assistant proceeded 
to slit an area of the gum vacated by two lower left molars years ago. they 
drilled two vertical holes into the jawbone, inserted two titanium pilings covered 
with protein, screwed them into place, put plastic covers on the top, and stitched 
up the gum. there was some pain the first evening, but none after that. the gum 
was sensitive for a few days. the slight swelling disappeared after ninety-six 



hours. a week after the operation, the stitches were removed.
  i was instructed to return in four months to have the gum slit open again, 
piling covers removed, and new ceramic teeth screwed into the tops of the titanium 
posts. in the interim, the protein covering the titanium pilings would trick the 
bone into thinking the titanium implants were another part of the jawbone and 
would build up natural bone around them, giving complete structural support to the 
new teeth. they were better in some ways than regular molars. in the x ray of the 
completed project, it looked like two large nails had been driven into my jawbone, 
a picture reminiscent of the cranium operations of early aztecs that i had seen in 
national geographic.
  why did i try this new procedure? i'm in my seventies. the dentist said it would 
minimize teeth trouble and save the remaining rear molar. i would also have a 
balanced set of lower teeth and could continue to eat well for a few more years. 
most dental surgeons limit the operation to the lower jaw, as the bone structure 
there is stronger and more extensive.
  today more than three million body implants of various kinds have been conducted 
in north america and the success rate has been surprisingly high -- about 80 
percent in teeth implants and from 70 to 90 percent in many other implant 
operations that are now almost standard.
  then came the bad news. i fell into the 20 percent failure category. my body 
rejected the implants. i'm too healthy: my immune system would not tolerate the 
intrusion. the surgeon slit the gum, removed the titanium pilings, and stitched me 
back up. the gum healed within a week.
  now, let me see. what could i try next...

                              positive identification 

since james watson and francis crick first conceived of the dna helix as a 
microscopic spiral staircase, we have learned more about our physical structure at 
the molecular level than in all past history. governments in the united states, 
japan, europe, and elsewhere are rushing to interpret the human genome, those 
strands of life that identify all the genes in the human body. that is a big 
project. there are more than ten trillion cells in the human body. they all 
contain dna, which tells us how we grow, look, and sometimes die.
  no two people, except identical twins, have exactly the same dna pattern. 
positive identification is relatively easy. the smallest sample of blood, hair, 
skin, or bodily fluid can distinguish us from everyone else on earth. i now carry 
a holographic representation of my dna (deoxyribonucleic acid) code. any part of 
me is recognizable forever in the hologram. my dna code was provided by lifebank, 
the world's first private dna identity storage center.
  the implications are many. for example, there need be no future "unknown 
soldiers." anyone can be identified, from the smallest shred of bodily tissue 
available for forensic scientists. disaster victims can be identified if any body 
part has been located. original samples remain the property of the people they 
were drawn from (or their next of kin).
  working with physicians and hospitals, lifebank arranges for a collection of a 
dna sample from your baby at the moment of birth. blood samples can be taken from 
older children and adults at a doctor's office. using state-of-the-art techniques, 
the sample processed through dna profiling is identified and stored at lifebank. 
the owner of the dna report receives a "passport" with the registered dna 
identification number, which allows immediate identification.
  acting solely as a repository for such dna codes, lifebank conducts no tests and 
maintains no extensive data files. it provides parents with the knowledge that, at 
any time in the future, they can identify their child -- under any circumstances. 
samples are coded to guarantee confidentiality and are deposited, under tight 
security, in a storage facility where they are protected against extended power 



interruptions or natural disasters.
  unlike more traditional methods of identification, dna profiling is virtually 
100 percent accurate. although there is controversy over the procedure in some 
quarters, it has already been accepted in more than a hundred trials across north 
america. a report from a congressional study released in august 1990 said that dna 
fingerprinting is "reliable and valid" enough to be accepted as evidence in 
criminal trials. the writers of the report from the office of technology 
assessment also called for technical standards to insure that all laboratories can 
produce the same results.
  it certainly beats the heel-printing practice at maternity hospitals. poor 
prints, identity bracelets, and fingerprints all have demonstrated shortcomings. 
"fingerprints can be changed, for instance," says lifebank research scientist dr. 
christine dietzel. "they can be changed with plastic surgery. heel prints can be 
smudged. bracelets can be lost or switched. dna can never be altered. it's 
inherent to the individual."

                                 the mosquito-eater 

in most of canada and the united states, mosquitoes are an accepted nuisance. as 
one who has had malaria in cuba and dengue fever in haiti, i can attest to the 
serious problems mosquitoes present in semitropical and tropical areas. although 
my hallucinations during dengue fever were colorful and wonderful, the more 
serious diseases such as yellow fever and encephalitis carried by these insects 
can be deadly. there has been no proof yet that mosquitoes can transmit the hiv 
virus, but even that possibility cannot be ruled out.
  a simple new device may help reduce the incidence of mosquito-borne diseases. it 
may be the world's most effective mosquito exterminator. a small suction fan draws 
insects into range with an ultraviolet light lure, and when they reach a fine mesh 
"killing field," a self-cleaning, spinning nylon thread acts as a garrote. called 
the "dynamic flying insect exterminator" (dynex), the device was conceived and 
developed by james woodruff of the pacific international center for high 
technology research (pichter) in honolulu. the prototype unit contains a small 
model fan about eighteen inches in diameter, but the unit could easily be built up 
to nine feet across for outdoor use.
  unlike previous insect exterminators, dynex simplifies removal and recycling of 
expired insects. after being killed and diced by the whirling nylon, dead insects 
drop into a small drawer at the bottom of the "cage." accumulated insects can be 
used as fertilizer or food for birds and fish. dynex creates no startling noises 
as high voltage zappers do. the unit handles bugs of varying sizes but does not 
affect honeybees and butterflies. the ultraviolet bulb is easily replaced. it's 
really three appliances in one, as it also serves as a light and an air 
circulation fan.
  the unit contains built-in safety features. the spinning thread will not harm 
the hands of children or adults. the mosquito-eater is environmentally friendly. 
no pesticides are used and the science congress says the unit is virtually silent 
and can be used indoors and out. the simple design also lends itself to 
inexpensive manufacture.

                                 biocomputers 

biocomputers will change the face of medicine before the start of the third 
millennium. scientists have now sucessfully bonded a human neural brain cell, 
grown in tissue culture, to a motorola 68000 microprocessor. this is the first 
step in a process that will allow direct interconnections between humans and the 



inorganic. the implications are clear: humans are no longer evolving along an 
exclusively organic carbon-dated path. i can see the day when children will be 
bionic from birth.
  these new discoveries are occurring at the playfair research unit of the toronto 
western hospital. this team of medical researchers includes dr. william tatton, 
vice-president of research at toronto western and founding director of the 
playfair neuroscience unit, and dr. john k. stevens, professor of biomedical 
engineering at playfair. their three-dimensional imaging techniques modeling the 
human nervous system are said to be one billion times more sophisticated than any 
other circuitry. they are trying to incorporate these techniques into a system 
that may be the answer to spiraling medical costs.
  by the late 1990s biocomputers will have mapped the human nervous system, which 
appears to be by far the most sophisticated communications system yet found. 
eventually we will be able to send specific messages via human dendrites to 
specific cells when instructed. these internal body communications will tell the 
body to accept implants, for instance, thus "turning off" the body's normal 
rejection system in this particular area. they could also instruct the body to 
release more (or less) of certain body chemicals to correct imbalances or specific 
diseases. messages can be directed to a specific site or a specific disease.
  just as industries have realized that they must spend more on research and 
development if they are to stay in business, so too some hospitals are arriving at 
the same conclusion. without solutions to the rising cost of health care we might 
find outselves burdened with hospitals financially unable to operate (no pun 
intended).
  the research is being directed to reduce the economic burden of ill health. many 
brain disorders hit people when they are young, destroying their productive years. 
these patients then require other people to spend their lives caring for them. the 
cost over the years is tremendous. almost any breakthrough releases millions of 
dollars for other, yet unsolved problems.
  the first goal is to build a sixth generation supercomputer capable of changing 
three-dimensional geometry to silicon-based circuits that simulate brain circuits. 
a further goal is to produce biochips, where the cell and the chip come together. 
then will come the use of living membrane processes to replace the silicon 
interface. this is all part of the new emerging field of bioware. it is showing 
that the human nervous system is a similar but much more complex system than any 
microcomputer network. the complexity of what playfair is attempting is shown by 
the fact that ten million or more eye cells handle more computing in one second 
than the present model of cray supercomputer could simulate in one hundred years.
  the long-term results? one day we will be able to program our body to fight 
illness, disease, and physical injury. it is revolutionary -- and evolutionary!

                              biotechnology and religion

for the past 2000 years, especially in the christian world and increasingly in the 
middle east, religion has made an indelible impact on the human race. in asia 
today there are stirrings of a new immaculate incarnation that is spiritually free 
of any sexual connotation: robot religion. like the european cathedrals of the 
middle ages, new monuments of worship are materializing. the new head office of 
the bank of asia in bangkok is built in his/her/its image -- a robot.
  our view of religion is about to change because of technology. the oft-repeated 
phrase "only god can make a tree" is no longer true. with the mastery of genetic 
manipulation, humans will start designing their successors. with this will come 
increased diversity. some may want artificial gills for living in the sea. some 
may want to fly like birds. impossible? a man in the gossamer albatross flew 
across the english channel on mere muscle power.
  totally new subspecies will be created, eventually appearing as aliens to other 



new subspecies. many will be bionic. in prehistoric times, our human ancestors 
climbed down from the trees. some climbed back and stayed there. others stood 
upright and took a different route, and we are the result. another fork now 
beckons along the evolutionary road. some will try to stay where they are, as some 
simian ancestors did in the past. others, many others, will take the new fork in 
the road. we don't know where it will lead, but it will be different.
  researchers in indiana and nevada have succeeded in transplanting bone marrow 
from adult humans into the embryo of a sheep. what does this mean? at one year 
old, the test sheep was producing both sheep and human blood cells. this is 
another major step in the field of biotechnology, in which certain genes can be 
transferred from humans, animals, birds, reptiles, insects, and even certain plant 
species into other organisms.
  researchers are using gene transfers to aid in the prevention of fatal or 
disabling genetic disorders. sheep in scotland have for some time been producing 
factor vii and factor viii, the blood-clotting component that prevents people with 
hemophilia from bleeding to death from small wounds.
  what will development in biotechnology do to our morals, our philosophy of life, 
our sexual habits, our creativity, and the economic dominance of certain cultures? 
we do not know -- but the impact will be severe, shocking, impressive, and 
delightful. the growing shortage of diversity in living things will be replaced by 
an overabundance of new species, some made by biohackers -- bright young kids 
using equipment currently available on hardware, supermarket, and drugstore 
shelves. the world will never be the same.
  the mechanical world removed us from farming in the country to working in 
cities, doubled our longevity, and gave us homes that were warm and dry. the 
biotech world will change things in ways we can no more dream of than yesterday's 
illiterate farmers could have imagined the cities, computers, airports, or luxury 
hotels of today.
  we do know that biotechnology will continue to be one of the major fields of 
technological development in the 1990s. the u.s. government has approved the 
registration of patents on new life-forms, even though under an older piece of 
legislation, the anti-slavery act, humans could not be owned. if they were now 
cloned, that concept might not fit under the old legislation. it hasn't been 
tested in court -- not yet.
  one form of clone, a "medical" mouse, has already been patented. other patent 
registrations have been applied for and are now being processed. in many ways it 
is irrelevant whether the united states or any other major power approves of new 
life-forms. the reality of today's world is that if the united states doesn't, 
some other country will. the potential economic advantages inherent in such 
developments will prove irresistible.
  cyborgs, clones, chimeras, and other life-form mixtures will arrive whole, or in 
part, before the third millennium. will we be able to accept this massive change 
in philosophy, religious outlook, and technology? countries that can accomplish 
and handle such change will rapidly advance. as for countries that can't -- 
remember the luddites?

                              the cyborgs among us

in the agricultural age muscles and stamina provided a living. the industrial age 
demanded some muscle along with some intelligence. but the communications age can 
forgo the muscle. it demands brainpower. some people will become stronger 
intellectually when they can do things with information that the majority, at 
least for the moment, are unable to access or process. enter the cyborgs.
  there are more than two million cyborgs in north america today. every day they 
go about their business in all parts of the continent. their appearance and 
performance probably give no hints about why they are different. but they are 



cyborgs -- living organisms who have had one or more vital facilities replaced by 
pieces of technology. from people with nylon hip joints to those with prosthetic 
appendages or surgically implanted eye lenses, like mine, they are part of a 
growing and in some ways superior segment of homo sapiens.
  until recently, people became cyborgs only because of accident, age, ailments, 
or other disabilities. an even more subtle movement is taking place. we are 
designing our own successors. no one in centuries past has ever experienced the 
accelerating change of the past decade. we are creating a new species.
  recently i filed patent registration applications for cybersight, an application 
of intra-ocular implants that goes even further than the bionic lenses in my eyes. 
imagine a television/computer screen containing an ocean scene of someone 
snorkeling. from that computer runs a thin fiber-optic cable, smaller in diameter 
than a human hair. it is plugged into the eyebrow of a young woman. she is able to 
see, in another room or building, or even overseas, the picture appearing on that 
computer/tv screen. she is a cyborg with electronic-assist.
  she is receiving assistance similar to that felt when you first drove a car with 
hydraulic steering. new knowledge can be fed directly to her implanted intraocular 
lens by cable or radio waves. the plug-in model is a small medical "snap-fastener" 
implanted along with a transducer or radio receiver. either can be implanted 
separately.
  consider this scenario. a firefighter enters a burning warehouse. (even 
insurance companies recognize the danger; firefighters pay a much higher insurance 
premium than police officers.) he sees and feels the heat. fortunately, this 
firefighter is a cyborg. he radios the fire department command car to bring up the 
blueprint of this warehouse and the list of contents -- those are now part of the 
geographical data interface (gdi) being created by progressive municipalities. 
that data appears as an overlay on the reality background of his normal vision. 
the cyborg notes that explosive and toxic materials are in one corner of the 
warehouse and calls for increased water power to be applied to that quadrant of 
the blaze. other fire crew immediately start to remove or isolate such material. 
building sensors may be sending information about conditions in areas not yet 
covered by other firefighters. the cyborg will check on these from signals he 
receives directly from the sensors. this cyborg-firefighter gets much higher pay 
than the rest of the crew. no one minds. they know his superior ability is saving 
their lives.
  or this scenario. an undercover police officer is lounging on a street corner in 
a seedy end of town. just down the street, he notices a character he dimly 
remembers. through his body-pack radio he calls police headquarters and gets 
switched to records. "what was the name of that guy who drowned those three people 
in a swimming pool in surrey two years ago?" "boyd, harold boyd," replies records. 
"send me the mug shot." it flashes on his internal eye screen while he casually 
looks around. "it's him. send back-up fast. i'm on the southwest corner of 9th and 
alder."
  the ability to see what others do not would, of course, be of tremendous 
advantage in many segments of global business. if computer transmissions could be 
sent, as they are today, via radio waves not only to your powerbook or other 
laptop but directly to an implanted receiver, so that the transmission appeared as 
an overlay or double exposure on your current vision, the possibilities in cross-
cultural training, say, or underwater archeology, would be amazing.
  consider the possibility of a video camera that could take pictures similar to x 
rays. the video camera could transmit images at the speed of light to someone with 
cybersight who would see immediately what the x-ray pictures looked like -- no 
matter where he or she was!
  we now have sophisticated home barometers or "weather stations" that indicate 
slight variations in barometric pressure, temperature, and humidity. such sensors, 
highly miniaturized and implanted in humans, could provide an early indication of 
a hurricane or earthquake. wrapped in a tiny plastic package, almost any sensor 
could be implanted with a high chance of success.



  infrared food machines have already been developed for testing degree of 
ripeness and spoilage. next, sensors implanted into cyborg fingers could instantly 
determine, with a high degree of accuracy, the stage of a particular fruit or 
vegetable at the moment. the savings in spoilage could be monumental.
  your fingers could also contain sensors to measure pulse, blood pressure, 
heartbeat, menstrual cycle, chemical imbalance, toxic blood, and perhaps even 
manic-depressive stages, schizophrenia, and brain tumors. such detection devices 
exist today. tomorrow they will be shrunk in size to be implanted in people. such 
people would be more capable than most nurses or even doctors in many 
circumstances. the pay scale for such superhumans should match their abilities, 
convincing many to have such implants.
  farfetched? most future scenarios are, the first time you hear them.

                                 plant diversity

the world is awash with purveyors of doom and gloom, pointing out that species of 
some sort are disappearing every few minutes. the doomsayers leave the rest of the 
population suspended in horror with the image of a shrinking world. a decreasing 
diversity of crop seeds, for example, is predicted to lead to a monocultural corn 
or bean that someday will be the victim of a new disease, and we will all starve 
in an age of pestilence and famine.
  exactly the opposite is more likely to happen. consider crop diversity. with 
conventional thinking, a lost species of plant or animal was gone forever. 
although we should of course not deliberately eradicate any species nor encourage 
obvious polluting or environmentally dangerous actions, look at what is happening 
as laboratories and research centers around the world are experimenting with 
creation. genetic manipulation has already accomplished feats impossible in the 
past. the abilities of one species, both animal and plant, have already been 
transferred not only into another species of the same family but across species 
lines. in what may be called the breakthrough of the age, the gene that causes the 
glow in a firefly has been transferred to a plant. there are now tobacco plants 
that glow in the dark.
  we may be losing plant and animal species now, but we will not be losing 
diversity in the future. indeed, the question will be what to do with the over-
abundance of diversity. within this decade, supermarkets will provide not only 
foods you never tasted before but foods that didn't exist before. and if this 
seems far out, remember that some extinct species may be resurrected via dna 
revitalization. today's fantasy is tomorrow's reality. the science in jurassic 
park may be questionable today, but the notion behind it will one day seem as ho-
hum as the thought of a man on the moon.

                                 human antifreeze?

two hundred years ago, if you had suggested that virulent diseases could be 
eliminated with injections of a modified version of the disease itself, the 
western world would have considered you a practitioner of witchcraft. yet in 1798 
dr. edward jenner proved that his vaccine could prevent smallpox. today that 
dreaded disease has been virtually eliminated. other vaccines have markedly 
reduced the incidence of cholera, typhoid, tetanus, diphtheria, polio, influenza, 
and rubella. vaccine therapy works on the principle of stimulating the inherent 
healing powers of the body to conquer infection by increasing available antibodies 
to attack invading bacteria or viruses.
  since you don't get drowned today for practicing witchcraft, i am going to 
suggest that someday an injection will be developed to prevent or delay the human 



body from freezing in the cold. and once injected, the body will be protected for 
life. here is why i can be so bold. among the fish that can stay year-round in the 
cold waters of the north atlantic are two unique species: ocean pout and winter 
flounder. these fish can stay in water that is below freezing, although such cold 
is a sure killer for all other fish. even the hardy atlantic salmon moves out when 
temperatures approach the freezing level. scientists studying the winter flounder 
have discovered that this dowdy flatfish has within its dull body an antifreeze 
protein that lowers its blood's freezing temperature by retarding the growth of 
ice-crystals.
  with gene manipulation now being practiced in laboratories around the world, it 
is just a matter of time until that thermal gene will be transferrable to many 
other organisms. new trails are being blazed in memorial university's marine 
sciences research laboratory in st. john's, newfoundland, where scientist arnie 
sutterlin is working to make such a development a reality for local hard-pressed 
fishermen. he wants to make atlantic salmon able to survive and thrive in icy 
newfoundland winter waters, just as the winter flounder can.
  according to fish physiologist garth fletcher of the same institution, the 
flounder's liver is responsible for this biological magic. so the answer was 
simple: find the antifreeze gene. thanks to the wonders of biotechnology, the 
project is well under way. the gene has been implanted in atlantic salmon eggs. 
now not only are scientists trying to make salmon grow larger, more rapidly, at 
lower cost, but they also want them to grow where they have never grown before -- 
in freezing water. such gene-manipulated eggs would hatch into salmon that would 
have the antifreeze gene in every body cell.
  malaysian-born choy hew, a fellow scientist in newfoundland, had been working on 
flounder protein structure involved with the then-unknown antifreeze gene in 1981. 
he learned that scientist peter davis of queen's university in kingston, ontario, 
had also successfully isolated the first of the flounder's forty antifreeze genes. 
the total package started to come together. later, an intestinal bacterium known 
as e. coli was injected with the flounder's alien gene. generations of nonunion 
bacteria, working twenty-four hours a day, produced millions of copies of the 
desired gene.
  today fletcher and his colleagues believe that 10 percent of his gene-
manipulated salmon have "taken" the gene. if the gene can be transferred naturally 
as they reproduce, a new, more sophisticated salmon will ply the north atlantic. 
this has not yet been proved, but the process has come a long way in a relatively 
short time. nature might have taken a billion years to isolate and transfer the 
antifreeze by accident.
  biologist kenneth b. storey of carleton university in ottawa has recently found 
another animal -- the painted turtle -- that regularly freezes in winter and thaws 
out in the spring with no harmful results. it appears that the turtle knows how to 
dehydrate by removing from its cells the freezing water that would normally 
puncture and fatally damage blood cells. when warm weather returns, the shrunken 
cells absorb the thawing water and revive.
  storey believes that someday this knowledge may make it possible to refrigerate 
human transplant organs for weeks or months. he does not believe it will be 
possible to freeze a whole human body because of the complexity involved. but then 
twenty years ago, he couldn't have imagined what he is doing now.
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                               food and farming

                               boutique farming

in north america the family farm has been shrinking for two hundred years. now the 
possibility of a renaissance is on the horizon. a new development may increase the 



number of small farms. with such naturally occurring plants as potatoes, eggplant, 
celery, corn, and cabbages, anyone who buys the seed can grow and sell the plants. 
not so with patented plants developed through biotechnological methods. these 
plants are protected under patent regulations and may only be grown by private 
arrangement with the patent holder.
  one possibility is that small "boutique" farmers may in future operate similar 
to owners of mcdonald's franchises. they will enter into a contract with the 
patent holder to handle the "product," the way a car dealer handles honda or bmw. 
the boutique farmer will purchase the seed; plant, grow, and market the product; 
and agree to participate in broad advertising campaigns supported by all growers 
tied in with this product, which is what happens with a mcdonald's franchisee. in 
return the farmer will have the right to be the only grower of that product in a 
given area -- perhaps as few as five or ten farmers per state or province.
  the real innovation lies in a product developed by manipulating genes into a new 
plant. it might look like a carrot, but it might be green or red, and it might 
also offer relief from a particular allergy. the technique of transferring genes 
from one plant to another is already well established. imagine the implications of 
transferring a gene from the insect, animal, or human world across the gene 
barrier into the plant world. theoretically, any gene from any living organism can 
be moved into another living thing. as mentioned, researchers have succeeded in 
transferring the gene that causes the glow in a firefly into tobacco plants. and 
the university of guelph agricultural department has hatched chickens -- with the 
heads of quails!
  along with the possibilities of unusual, nutritional, and perhaps medically 
potent foods produced in this manner, new methods of growing such products will 
develop. many fruits and vegetables will be grown inside, year round, and in 
vertical rows. plants can be grown in what appears to be a large, vertical sewer 
pipe with open "windows" encircling the pipe at regular intervals. the patented 
seed is planted within these windows and grows out through the openings to reach 
super-pure sunlight collected on the roof of the "farm" by a device, similar to a 
satellite dish, that tracks the sun. fresnel lenses collect and intensify the 
sunlight and feed it down to the plant through fiber-optic cables. on the way 
down, a process called a "light shift" removes the infrared band of light, which 
is redirected to help warm the building. the harmful ultraviolet portion of the 
light spectrum, which burns tomatoes and people, is discarded; only pure sunlight 
reaches the plants, allowing them to carry out photosynthesis. solar panels on the 
roof collect additional sunlight and turn it into electricity. this is stored 
until the hours of darkness to provide the additional light required to bring a 
total of twenty-two hours of "sunshine" each day to each plant.
  irrigation of the plants requires far less water than on flat, open land where 
much of the water evaporates or runs off. the same applies to fertilizer that runs 
off in heavy storms or filters through to the water table when the plants do not 
take in the quantity applied to the soil. the vertical drip system ensures that 
each plant receives precisely the moisture and fertilizer it requires.
  there are other advantages. these farms can operate year round and thus can 
contract with hotels, restaurants, and grocery stores to provide a known product 
every day of the year at standardized prices through the seasons. with this type 
of operation, a ten-hectare indoor farm should be able to produce the equivalent 
of what is now grown during five or six months on a 400-hectare farm.

                               micro-propagation

during the next decade there will be more changes in food production than during 
the past millennium -- all thanks to biotechnology. one day we may be able to 
produce vegetables, fruits, flavors, fragrances, drugs, and some industrial 
chemicals independently of the plants that we now depend on.



  in san carlos, a town on the fringe of california's silicon valley, the 
escagenetics corporation is testing various ways to develop the flesh of oranges 
and cherries without growing the trees. it will do this in vitro: growing the 
fruit in giant fermentation flasks in an environment that will change the meaning 
of "hot house" forever. the company is also working on date- and oil palm tissue. 
this is one of a series of projects based on micro-propagation -- growing tree 
fruit in vat cultures.
  escagenetics now has united states and overseas patents on its phyto-vanilla 
process, which it developed by growing a cell culture in polymer beads in a flask 
in the laboratory. this is not an artificial vanilla flavor. it is identical to 
the true vanilla flavor. almost 100 percent of true vanilla comes from the vanilla 
bean orchids of madagascar, an island in the indian ocean off the african coast. 
obviously, such developments pose social and economic problems for such third 
world countries that have depended on one-crop economies for centuries.
  the mundane and lowly potato, the fourth major food crop in the world and a 
staple in north america and elsewhere, is another example of how biotechnology can 
make a difference. the method used for centuries in potato planting is expensive 
and time-consuming. it takes about one ton of tubers, used as the "seed," to plant 
one acre. with the new "true potato seed" (tps), that same acre can be planted 
with only five ounces of tps! think of the savings in storage and transportation 
costs. the seeds are virtually disease-free and are less costly to produce than 
seed potatoes. they could be planted with an air gun.
  such seeds are protected by a coating against bacteriological infection and 
insect, rodent, and bird depredation. escagenetics has developed "elite parent" 
potatoes, many derived from subspecies that originated in the andean region of 
south america and in mexico. these, when crossed in certain combinations, produce 
vigorous high-yielding hybrids. the company says that from the tests now under 
way, it will be able to produce more than a million plants within a year through 
micro-propagation. these potatoes will be uniform in texture, flavor, and color, 
with improved culinary characteristics.
  tps is now planted in egypt. egyptian farmers apparently don't feel right about 
planting the very small potato seed, nor do they have the required equipment. so 
escagenetics plants its own seeds in an extremely dense pattern on a seventy-
three-acre farm in that country. when the seeds have grown to the size of a golf 
ball, they are dug up and sold to egyptian farmers who apparently have no 
objections to planting these mini-tubers that look like potatoes. planted in early 
february, the potatoes are harvested in early summer.
  escagenetics is also testing its developments in turkey, spain, and pakistan. it 
is learning to operate globally, while many in this field try to push the sale of 
traditional products. the moral? learn to change as the world changes.

                                 aeroponics

during the early days of the industrial age, the big investment opportunities were 
in mechanical inventions and the modern production lines of automotive and other 
factories. today many big opportunities lie in the biological "factory." one fast-
moving field has been the perfecting of hydroponic methods of raising food 
(growing plants in nutrient solutions without soil). while this has created some 
amazing results with tomatoes, lettuce, cucumbers, and other vegetables, it hasn't 
yet become consistently profitable.
  now an advanced form of that technique -- aeroponics -- may produce much of our 
food in the future. aeroponic plants are grown in air; their roots are not covered 
by soil or nutrient solutions. new possibilities for producing food this way are 
emerging from research into methods of feeding those who may one day live in outer 
space. the experimental prototype community of tomorrow (epcot) center, a part of 
the twenty-seven-thousand-acre disney world near orlando, florida, is growing 



crops in this way. long conveyors carry the plants around the kraft foods 
"creative house." during part of the cycle, plant roots pass through a spray box 
and receive a shower of water and nutrients suitable for that stage of growth. in 
another technique, lettuce is grown on large a-frames; the roots are sprayed from 
the inside with hydroponic/aeroponic solutions.
  this is similar to a process i observed in 1985 in tsukuba, japan. there, during 
a six-month period, fifteen thousand tomatoes grew from one seed! the plants grew 
fifteen feet high and thirty feet across, and the seeds were not even genetically 
altered. researchers had similar success with cucumbers (seven hundred from one 
seed) and musk melons. they were growing lettuce in just four days -- practically 
while you wait! and it was all done inside, in the shade.
  another emerging technology with vast implications is the marriage of computers 
and genetic engineering. crops such as strawberries, pineapples, bananas, and 
sweet potatoes are asexually propagated clones. they are not grown from seeds. 
using tissue culture, and a technique that regenerates whole plants from tiny 
pieces of leaf or even single cells, staff at "the land" pavilion at epcot dissect 
leaves under a microscope. they place these tiny pieces in a vitamin-laden 
hydroponic solution, along with sugar and hormones. thousands of tiny new 
plantlets quickly spring from this rich nutrient solution. along the way 
scientists are incorporating new characteristics into various tissue cultures to 
improve plant growth; for example, to provide plants with a tolerance of drought 
and salt and a resistance to pests.
  in meat production, attempts to eliminate diseases and pests in cattle, such as 
the parasitic larva of the heel fly, are being tackled in a new fashion. the heel 
fly larva causes a loss of hundreds of millions of dollars each year in meat and 
hide damage in north america. if this can be prevented or even minimized, retail 
meat costs might be affected. hoechst celanese corp. and the codon corp. of san 
francisco are working together to develop a vaccine against such cattle grubs. 
they will attempt to isolate and clone the gene for an immunogenic protein. again 
we have a development that uses methods unknown just a few years ago.
  at one time 98 percent of the population of north america were farmers. today 
farmers make up only 2 percent in the united states and 3 percent in canada, yet 
we produce more food than our present north american population of 275 million can 
eat. the farm of the future will be a highly scientific operation with computers 
and robots. this has already started to happen -- and the implications will be 
revolutionary.
  five thousand years ago, an egyptian farmer had the technology to work a one-
acre plot and was able to feed five people. four thousand years later in england, 
a farmer could work five acres, but feed only three people. by 1875, with the new 
horse-drawn machinery, an american farmer plowed 140 acres, feeding his family and 
six other people. in 1986 the average american farmer worked 435 acres and fed 
fifty people.the total value of machinery required to do that, for all american 
farmers, was $111 billion. the trend continues -- larger farms, more capital 
investment.
  far too often the interest burden from borrowed capital cripples farmers and 
forces them into bankruptcy. yet the future will be even more capital-intensive. 
tomorrow the costs will appear astronomical, but the results will match the costs.
  and what of the implications for farmland? for years we have been hearing dire 
tales of farmland lost to housing and commercial development. in several countries 
innovations suggest that the farmland we are spending so much energy to protect 
may be the last place to grow food in the future. in light of this potential 
global change, are we being realistic?
  in japan, the ajinomoto corporation has produced genetically constructed 
bacteria that excrete cellulose, the basic component of our forests. ajinomoto is 
producing an elastic paper so fine that sony is already incorporating it into 
diaphragms for top-of-the-line acoustic headphones. another potential use for the 
same product is as artificial skin for burn patients. this production is taking 
place in a "factory" -- no farmland involved. since fine paper can be produced to 



such demanding tolerances, perhaps eventually newsprint will be produced from 
waste.
  mitsui industries has moved in on the flower industry. mitsui has produced 
virus-free lily bulbs, which previously required a large field, in an antiseptic 
vat the size of a desk. the kirin brewery company spends just under $100 million 
each year on research. roughly 80 percent goes into biotechnology research, mainly 
on vegetables. last year mitsubishi kasei spent almost $150 million on research, 
half on such products as genetically improved rice. meanwhile, kyowa hakko kogyo 
co. is researching a new approach to wine-making that may be setting a trend for 
the future. it fused three strains of yeast and produced a ros  called fusion bio,�  
a much purer bouquet. no vineyards were required because the grapes are grown in 
vats.
  agricultural changes are happening faster, over a wider global area, and 
involving more products, than ever before. this trend can only accelerate. think 
of what this could mean to the value of farmland. and think of the political 
implications for governments locked into a fixed agricultural policy.

                               farming in space

the space program has yielded many benefits, the most obvious being communications 
and remote sensing satellites. the satellite "parking lot," located at an altitude 
of 22,300 miles over the equator, contains the geostationary satellites that bring 
the world the nightly news and carry a high percentage of overseas telephone 
calls. remote sensing satellites in other orbits are already used extensively in 
assessing crop potential, disease, plant condition, soil types, water content, 
insect infestations, and plant stress. other benefits of the space program are 
appearing in ceramics, high heat-resistant auto parts, houses, cutlery, robotics, 
and sensing equipment. now some of the early work in "space farming" is beginning 
to look promising.
  dr. thomas heppenheimer, an aerospace engineer on the nasa scientific team, 
suggests that farming in space may be a major benefit of the program.under the 
rigid requirements of space, productivity means survival (as it is coming to mean 
on earth). dr. heppenheimer and his colleagues believe that ten thousand people in 
space could be adequately fed on a mere 151 acres. the reason? crop yields would 
be ten times greater than on earth because of the twenty-four-hour-a-day sunlight, 
continuous year-round growing season, and exact control of water, plant nutrition, 
temperature, and carbon dioxide for each type of growing organism. all this 
without such harmful things as storms, hail, drought, frost, rodents, weeds, 
pests, and diseases, which reduce food production. such crops as corn could be 
forty times more productive than on earth.
  what may prove even more beneficial is what we have learned from research on 
food for use in space: that there are more than eighty thousand edible plants in 
the world, and that worldwide we are eating less than three thousand (or 4 
percent) of them. the big three -- wheat, rice, and corn -- together provide half 
our protein and calories. twenty-four other cereals supply another 45 percent.
  what the potato and the tomato did for the dietary habits of europeans three 
hundred years ago will be duplicated and expanded during the late 1990s and the 
early years of the third millennium as we learn how to use, grow, and distribute 
widely some of these other seventy-seven thousand edible plants.

                              a better apple tree

growing fruit on trees involves some problems: the space necessary for human 
movement between wide-spreading limbs, the difficulty of reaching fruit on higher 



branches, and the fact that the fruit doesn't ripen simultaneously. a development 
now under way in britain and using an apple tree native to british columbia may 
solve some of those problems. what might it mean to produce handlers and 
consumers? lower prices, because of more efficient harvesting techniques; better 
fruit; and a distinctly different look to apple orchards of the future.
  the east malling research station, a branch of britain's institute of 
horticultural research, is attempting to grow apple trees to resemble flag poles. 
the advantage? trees grow closer together -- less than a yard between trees and 
between rows -- allowing for greater use of robotic pickers, which results in 
considerable savings at harvest time. the flagpole tree also permits more trees 
per orchard, producing higher returns per acreage.
  the species of apple selected for these experiments is the wijcik, a sort of 
mcintosh from british columbia, which grows like a sturdy natural cordon. this 
species grows limbs more like spurs than normal branches, so the flowers and fruit 
are borne up the single main stem. scientists found that when the wijcik was 
crossed with varieties of other apple trees, half the resulting seedlings were 
more compact and columnar -- a result of the dominant gene in the wijcik species.
  other features crossed into the wijcik have improved fruit and tree qualities 
for various horticultural uses; for example, producing easy-to-manage trees for 
amateur growers and trees that flower at the same time as more conventional 
orchards, thus acting as space-saving pollinators. distribution of the new 
seedlings is probably taking place this year. test stands have been under way at 
several assessment centers in britain since 1986. municipalities might also 
someday be planting these trees as compact ornamental highway dividers. their red 
flowers, brightly colored fruit, and purple or cut-leaf foliage are highly 
decorative and would brighten up roadways.
  of course, kids will have more trouble climbing these trees than the apple trees 
of our youth. biotechnology, like hard technology, causes unpredictable social 
change!

                               livestock reproduction

in 1945 north american dairy farmers, with twenty-five million cows, were 
producing almost all the milk the market required. today they fill the increased 
demand with just ten million cows. how do they do it? the "scrub" cow has been 
turned into a milk factory by improving the breed at a rate far faster than nature 
could. the technique that makes this possible is artificial insemination, which 
has been in widespread use for the past thirty-five years. today 70 percent of 
those ten million dairy cattle in north america become pregnant through artificial 
insemination. the bulk of u.s. turkeys are bred through artificial insemination, 
because -- according to dr. george seidel of colorado state university, an 
authority in this relatively new field -- breast meat is now such a large portion 
of male turkeys that they cannot "get close enough to females to mate reliably."
  another popular technique is embryo transfer. the first reported successful 
embryo transfer involved a horse in japan in 1974. this nonsurgical method had a 
40 percent success rate when first introduced. today surgically implanted embryos 
in cows have reached much higher success rates -- up to 72 percent. in this method 
a high-quality cow is inseminated and a week later technicians recover up to six 
embryos by irrigating the cow's uterus. these are then placed in surrogate "scrub" 
cows, which carry the high-quality calves to birth. dr. seidel points out that 
"commercial use of embryo transfer began about fifteen years ago, and today 
100,000 calves are produced annually by this means in the united states and 
canada."
  this is just the beginning. these animal reproduction technologies have moved 
ahead so fast that the slower, older methods have already been bypassed. 
scientists create "new" animals and plants by gene manipulation inside an embryo 



using the technique of "transgenesis." if an animal or a plant has a desired gene 
that prevents disease, improves lactic flow, or produces a "jungle 
pharmaceutical," this gene can be inserted into the "new" animal or plant. the 
resulting improved trait would then carry on in all the offspring of that animal. 
various existing systems, such as gene injection, retrovirus delivery, or 
incorporating desired genes into undifferentiated embryonic cells, make this 
relatively simple. a newer technique is the transplantation of cellular nuclei. 
according to dr. seidel, this could yield thousands of identical offspring.
  even more exotic techniques are gynogenesis, birth by female parents, and 
androgenesis, the production of offspring by two males. "researchers have already 
bred poultry, fish, and amphibians from parents of the same sex," says dr. seidel, 
"although not for commercial purposes." tomorrow will bring animals that never 
existed before. animals will not only carry genes from other species but will also 
deliver offspring that come but from these female/female and male/male parents. 
there will be cloned animals and plants in the thousands.
  and they will be superior animals, more quickly reaching higher levels of 
breeding and production than those achieved during past decades by artificial 
insemination. they will be stronger physically and will produce better products 
for the food market. because of their increased value, they will be treated like 
expensive thoroughbred horses. environmental sensitivity is automatically built in 
to this increased productivity. obviously ten million cows consume less food and 
produce less methane gas and run-off effluent than twenty-five million. besides 
helping to keep food prices low and quality high, this puts fewer demands on the 
environment.
  admittedly, the ethics in patenting such animals are being questioned. but 
patenting or trademarking has been going on in plants for decades. roses are a 
common example. dr. seidel comments that "the economic benefits for consumers will 
be significant. buyers will see a greater variety of food and fewer food-borne 
diseases. even more important, the improved animals will produce larger supplies 
of food, which will lower prices, since demand for food is relatively inelastic." 
during the past decade the price of beef, in constant dollars, has dropped by 
almost 50 percent, and milk in the united states also costs less.
  farmers who do not keep up with such developments will be unable to compete. 
farming will be based increasingly on information and intelligence and will be a 
far higher (and better paid) calling than in the past. if all this sounds 
dramatic, remember that the improvement process has been going on for centuries. 
farmers have always tried to breed better strains. now biotechnology has set up a 
moving sidewalk to handle the quickening pace of genetic change. if we don't use 
these new technologies here, we won't be competitive. you can bet they will soon 
be used elsewhere.

                             improving the tomato

scientists at cornell university in ithaca, new york, have done considerable work 
on the tomato. while researching a relatively unknown brazilian tomato known as 
alcobaca, they found that it contains three times as many desirable biochemicals 
as an ordinary tomato, which allow it to remain firm and fresh much longer.
  almost all market tomatoes grown today are picked while still green; otherwise 
they would perish before reaching the grocery shelf. because farms aren't next 
door anymore, growers, shippers, and grocery stores have been forced by commercial 
considerations to transport green tomatoes. the alcobaca must mature to ripeness 
fully on the vine, and vine-ripened tomatoes are always tastier. the brazilian 
development will enable supermarkets to stock ripe tomatoes for ten to twelve 
days, extending the current shelf life of four or five days.
  the cornell scientists are also researching other chemicals that may work along 
with the ingredient known as 1,4 butanediamine, found in the alcobaca tomato. they 



are looking for the "shelf-life gene." if they find it, food deterioration may 
become a thing of the past. impossible, you say? right now the united states, 
canada, and other countries are working together to decipher the entire human 
genome or genetic blueprint. similar work in a plant genome program would tell us 
how some plants handle pests, drought, high heat, or other stresses. when we 
discover the plant that does it best and has the ideal gene for the problem, that 
gene could be transferred to other plants to give them the desired feature. the 
net result will be superior plants and superior food.
  there are also medical applications. common barley plants may be the biotech 
"factories" of the future, producing medical compounds at a minute fraction of 
today's costs. interferon, insulin, and tissue plasminogen activators are all 
believed to be suitable for this new technique. at the moment, pounds of animal 
tissue must be processed to gather a single ounce of interferon. this lengthy 
process is very, very costly.
  now the breakthrough: ordinary barley seeds are being turned into superseeds 
that will manufacture such valuable pharmaceutical proteins by the pound! 
researchers remove from the seed the genes responsible for the enzyme alpha-
amylase. properly triggered, barley normally can produce large quantities of this 
substance. but now scientists substitute genes that code for a desired protein. 
such "fixed" seeds are then grown into seedlings and plants like ordinary barley. 
but at harvest time, the superseeds are removed and germinated. they do not grow 
like their forebears; instead they produce huge quantities of the desired protein. 
one acre of barley could produce in just three days enough seeds to produce twenty 
pounds of a particular protein. the process hasn't yet been perfected, but it's 
just a matter of time.

                              foods with a future

twenty-five years ago, in the heyday described in john steinbeck's cannery row, 
the harbor at monterey, california, was producing up to 250,000 tons of sardines a 
year. during the early 1970s, the catch dropped precipitously to just sixty tons. 
by 1978 cannery row was a ghost town. today it is the home of the renowned 
monterey bay aquarium -- built mainly through the generosity of david packard of 
hewlett-packard computer fame who donated more than $50 million toward its 
construction. the aquarium has been a catalyst for an upsurge in tourism on the 
monterey peninsula, but another economic catastrophe is taking place. this time 
the food is abalone.
  landings in california of wild abalone of all species have been dropping 
steadily from a high of 2.8 million pounds in 1961 to about 300,000 pounds by 
1985. the latest figures show further reductions in recent years. with any product 
that grows scarcer, the price rises. where once a top price of $4 a pound was big 
news, today's market commands nearly $30 a pound.
  unlike the sardine industry of cannery row, however, the abalone industry has a 
future. abalone resources inc. of vancouver is now using intensive aquaculture 
with the aim of eventually exceeding the natural catches of the past. the 
company's research and management team has been using technologically advanced 
systems to produce -- on land -- abalone eggs in huge quantities at their facility 
at morro bay, california, south of monterey.
  abalone resources, the largest such facility in north america, now has more than 
1.25 million red abalone growing in size from less than a quarter of an inch to 
more than 1.25 inches. a new "grow out" facility is planned for the mid-california 
coast west of guadalupe but the project was not without problems. clearing 
environmental regulation hurdles took three years and considerable funding. the 
pilot plant will be expanding into full-scale production. and who'll buy all this 
abalone? if north americans don't want it, the japanese do. last year they bought 
six million pounds of abalone from australia, new zealand, and mexico.



  meanwhile, the japanese are growing a mushroom the size of a hamburger and it 
tastes like steak. by creating a unique environment with controlled temperatures 
and watering techniques developed especially for growing this mushroom, the 
japanese company kabushikikaisha akita inc. is opening up a new market. according 
to spokesman masanao kubo of asahi foods, the company in charge of production in 
japan, the mushroom spores are cultured for between forty and forty-five days 
until they reach full growth. at the precise time that they peak in flavor, aroma, 
and texture, they are picked. they can then be thrown on the barbecue, providing 
an instant, low-cholesterol, low-fat "meaty" delight. such mushroom "steaks" have 
most of the vitamins and minerals contained in beef but far less protein. they 
will be available in tokyo restaurants this fall. the company will also be 
providing the technological know-how for overseas production to provide fresher 
mushrooms and low transportation costs.
  the reaction from the cattle industry is predictable enough. janet williams of 
the beef industry council says, "for those people who don't have beef available, 
it [the mushroom] may be of interest, but i would be surprised if it would be a 
significant product in the united states." sound like the reaction of the u.s. 
auto industry in the late 1970s when japanese autos started to enter the country?

                                high-tech snack food

even snack food is going high tech with biotechnology. one eager aspirant in the 
field is dna plant technology corp. of cinnaminson, new jersey. food researchers 
there claim that their first generation of "vegisnax" will be crispier, crunchier, 
and sweeter than "ordinary" vegetables. they will also be more nutritious with a 
lower calorie content. this will be the newest in fresh, ready-to-eat vegetables 
in snack-size packaging. consumer test panels gave high marks to their original 
test products and now a second generation of these lines is being developed with 
even more desirable traits optimally combined.
  you will hear more in future about the value-added plant-based products now 
being developed for both consumer and industrial markets. basically, the desirable 
characteristics in a wide range of vegetables, cereal grains, tropical plants, and 
other crops are being greatly enhanced through variations of clonal and protoplast 
fusion techniques. thanks to biotechnology, these characteristics can be made to 
appear in such crops in a much shorter time than they would with traditional 
breeding techniques.
  desired traits include increased solid content for processing tomatoes; 
superior-tasting fresh tomatoes; and crispier, crunchier, and sweeter carrots, 
celery, and other vegetables. enhanced flavors and fragrance compounds that 
naturally occur in various plants are being introduced genetically into other 
plants. and the oil, starch, and/or protein content in corn, wheat, and rice is 
being enhanced genetically.
  in a joint venture with koppers company, dna plant technology is also working on 
a disease diagnostic kit to detect turf grass diseases. with campbell soup company 
it has a joint venture to develop improved varieties of processing tomatoes (a 
$500-million annual market) and fresh market tomatoes (another $500-million annual 
business). it is also in partnership with firmenich of geneva, switzerland -- one 
of the major world players in the flavor and fragrance field -- to use 
biotechnology to develop new, cost-effective, reliable methods for manufacturing 
various plant-derived raw materials for this industry. a half-dozen other major 
companies have also turned research contracts over to dna plant technology.

                               edible holography



"edible holography" is the newest marketing ploy to hit the confectionery counter. 
the applications are endless. holography will eventually appear on cookies, cakes, 
cereals, seasonal chocolates, and child-oriented candies. hungry entrepreneurs 
will find a zillion other uses for this innovative idea as soon as the first 
products hit the marketplace.
  holograms, which you may have seen on magazines, credit cards, and record 
albums, are about to appear on grocery shelves. the holograms are produced by 
molding a layer of imperceptible microscopic ridges directly onto a product and 
incorporating the regular ingredients of the product itself. light striking these 
tiny -- one or two microns in depth -- surface ridges is diffracted, creating 
vivid colors and shapes, which appear to move and float within the food itself.
  the process fits in with modern tastes. it uses no dyes, pigments, chemicals, or 
other additives. color is not added but is extracted from the visible portion of 
the electromagnetic spectrum and appears in or over your cake or other product 
using the technique developed by dimensional foods corp. the technology creates 
the color from a physical rather than a chemical basis. the same technique allows 
animation and realistic three-dimensional illusions without affecting the product 
in any other way. according to eric begleiter, founder of dimensional foods and a 
"food imaging inventor" (there's a new occupation), holographing a product does 
not affect the taste, texture, or "mouthfeel" of the product. begleiter thinks 
that "this process could become a widespread replacement for other methods of food 
coloring and decoration."
  it's mother's day and your mother is a chocaholic. why not combine a black 
forest cake with roses? the chocolate surface of the cake will be molded with the 
microscopic ridges mentioned and presto: when the light is right, a bouquet of 
roses appears to be hovering just over the cake! imagine valentine's day, the 
fourth of july, halloween, christmas, and birthdays.
  another process allows colors and images to be encapsulated inside transparent 
materials. think of the day you tell your kids they're going to disneyland and 
confirm it with lollipops bearing mickey's logo -- and he moves when held up to 
the light. one product being developed is "rainbow sparkles" -- granulated 
particles with brilliant highlights that sparkle like diamonds in all the hues of 
the rainbow. when applied to the surface of foods, the rainbow sparkles are 
invisible, but they cause the food to sparkle in the light. candy coins that flick 
from heads to tails are also possible with this process. talk about virtual 
reality. holograms change the color of the product and appear three-dimensional. 
it gives new meaning to the phrase "playing with your food."
  dimensional foods is also developing methods for embossing compressed tablets 
with holographic colors and images. these images would represent a new means of 
differentiating brand-name products from those of competitors. it could also be a 
method to prevent product tampering, as any break in the hologram would be vividly 
apparent.
  dimensional foods does not manufacture products itself. its business is 
licensing this technology for appropriate applications. the north american 
confection market is in the $8 billion range; cookies are a $3.5 billion business; 
and the pharmaceutical market is worth $25 billion. dimensional has obtained a 
broad, pioneering patent covering ingredients, manufacturing processes, and 
products used or created in connection with its technology.

                                 robot harvesters

in the not-too-distant future, the oranges you eat may be untouched by human 
hands. robotic orange pickers now being tested at several locations around the 
world can analyze a fruit for ripeness by color, determine its location on the 
tree, and zoom in for the picking. "robots could revolutionize the harvesting of 
oranges and other fruits," says roy c. harrell, professor at the university of 



florida's institute of food and agricultural sciences.
  many methods of picking oranges have been tried in the past. some researchers 
tried to blow them off with jets of air. others tried tree "shakers" coupled with 
catcher's gloves or frames. none really did the trick. now, programmed with super 
senses, the technically efficient robotic picker will be commercially viable 
within a few years.
  the prototype picker with its camera-equipped picking arm is mounted on a mobile 
control vehicle. improved models might have many arms, operating simultaneously 
and transmitting feedback information to be stored in the robot's computer memory. 
automatic recall could remind the robot of oranges, originally green on the first 
pass, that should now be ripe for picking.
  sonar units, such as those on automatic focus cameras, measure the distance from 
the orange to the picker and direct the arm to the target. in one model, a 
rotating lip goes behind the fruit, clips the stem, and lets the fruit drop into 
the waiting receptacle. the entire operation is completed in seconds, allowing a 
rapid sweep through rows of ripe fruit. according to harrell, a multi-armed unit 
would be able to harvest six oranges per second! the only human involvement would 
be a single person to position the unit at the start of the row of trees. the same 
technology could be suitable for apples, peaches, and other fruits.
  this particular technology was developed after publicity attracted the attention 
of an italian equipment manufacturer, who gave a research grant of $204,000 to the 
school. the prototype picker, after one final field test in florida, was shipped 
to sicily.

                                 agnes the sow

if you still think robots are confined to the factory floor, meet agnes, the 
robotic sow. from a prototype developed at the university of guelph in ontario by 
animal psychologist dr. frank hurnik, agnes was upgraded to commercial production 
by farmatic inc., a canadian specialty farm equipment company that is changing the 
whole concept of farm production. agnes promises to be the greatest development in 
pork since laser cutting and blast freezing. this robot will go a long way to 
reducing production costs, minimizing early litter loss, and producing a healthier 
product. bacon and ham sales may eventually increase because of lower retail 
prices.
  agnes has some advantages over nature's model. it's no secret that young piglets 
have a tough life. many litters have mortality rates of between 15 and 25 percent. 
there are various causes. sows roll over and crush or smother piglets. almost 
every litter has a runt who gets pushed out of the feeding line. often the litter 
is larger than the number of nipples the sow has available. sometimes the milk 
runs out. when that happens, all the piglets could die. another factor is post-
partum separation; after delivery, some sows refuse to feed the litter, or resort 
to outright killing of piglets.
  agnes has a much pleasanter temperament. picture this idyllic scene from the 
robotic-sow-equipped farm: piglets sunning themselves under infrared heat lamps 
are summoned by "mother" agnes with a "dinner call" grunt. the light over their 
resting deck goes out, and the light over the nursing robot, simulating the sow's 
body warmth, lights up. one minute after dinner call, milk formula containing all 
the proper ingredients for that stage of life flows by gravity from a refrigerated 
unit (holding a twenty-four-hour supply) located in the feeding pen. en route the 
milk passes through a thermal bath that warms it to 102.6 F. immediately another�  
faster-paced feeding grunt signals food is available. up to sixteen nipples are 
available, so no one gets left out. extra space between nipples prevents crowding. 
every piglet in the litter obtains the required nourishment. at the end of two 
busy minutes, the nipples shut off and flush automatically. the nursing light 
fades as the resting deck light comes back on. the piglets scurry to the new heat 



source and fall asleep until the hourly feeding cycle is renewed. other litters 
can be fed during the intervening fifty-five minutes. mixture and volume is 
adjusted from half an ounce for newborns to 1.75 ounces for three-week-old 
piglets.
  agnes is non-union, performs twenty-four hours a day, needs no rest, eating 
breaks, or holidays, and can handle several litters simultaneously. she adjusts 
food, medicine, or growth stimulant content automatically based on the piglets' 
growth stage, and has a robust body that resists abuse. she also leaves no mess to 
shovel.
  the unit operates on a twelve-volt system and incorporates miniature heat pumps 
developed by nasa for cooling satellites. they are only one inch square and 
perform both heating and cooling functions. grunting sounds are digitally encoded 
on a microchip and programmed into the cycle by a microprocessor. piglets raised 
by agnes are reported to have better dispositions. some animal psychologists 
believe this is because robot-reared piglets never have to compete for milk. blair 
gordon, farmatic marketing manager, says the only thing the company hasn't 
incorporated into the units so far is an appropriate sow aroma.

                                 the envirocaster

for millennia farmers around the world have planted according to the seasons. 
until recently they had no method of precisely predicting the prime time to plant. 
weather predictions could only be vague, and even the most accurate forecasts have 
never applied to a particular farmer's exact acreage. every farm, big or small, 
has its own particular environment. what's good for one on monday may not be 
suitable for another until wednesday.
  envirocaster is a self-contained, computer-driven environmental monitoring 
instrument that spends twenty-four hours, seven days a week, measuring, recording, 
analyzing, and remembering all the environmental factors -- good or bad --  that 
affect a farmer's crops. the unit can tell when apple scab will hit your orchard 
(not the neighbor's), when downy mildew endangers your onions, or when coddling 
moths are starting to emerge. no more guessing. it's all based on the fact that 
scientists know what combination of weather conditions are likely to "turn on" 
plant diseases or trigger insect infestations. complex formulas, until recently 
used only with mainframe computers, are now available through envirocaster to 
forecast high-risk periods.
  plants, like people, are subject to stress. frost, scorching heat, high winds, 
and lack of water all exact their toll. the envirocaster provides accurate records 
of frost, temperature, solar intensity, wind velocity, and rainfall on a 
particular acreage. using this instrument, you know the best time to fertilize or 
spray -- not only to improve crops but also to minimize damage to the environment. 
the same unit with appropriate software handles turf farms, golf courses, and 
other large lawn areas.
  envirocaster can precisely monitor air temperature, degree days (from four 
different dates and eleven base temperatures), dew point, leaf wetness, rainfall, 
relative humidity, soil temperature (at two depths or locations), solar intensity, 
wind direction, and average wind speeds. if the farmer is away, the record for the 
past fourteen days awaits his return. units come with rechargeable batteries and a 
solar-powered charger, built-in printer, degree-day accumulators, assorted 
sensors, daily weather history memory, downloading ports to other computers, and 
assorted cabling.
  sound like the end of the farmer's almanac?
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                          the information war

ten years ago a brash sailor named ted turner from atlanta took a bankrupt 
television station and turned it into the money-making turner broadcasting system 
(tbs). it includes the cable news network and headline news (cnn), the tbs movie 
network, and two radio networks -- in all, a force to be reckoned with. the 
traditional networks just wish that turner hadn't found that bankrupt station. he 
has rained down signals that ruined their day.
  cnn has become the first global video wire service. it knows the advantage of 
staying on the cutting edge with the latest communications equipment. in the gulf 
war, a cnn reporter was able to transmit from baghdad direct to its own satellite 
transponder from an attach  case containing a small satellite dish and�  
transmitter, while more senior news network reporters were still looking for phone 
booths.
  the world turner saw had no national boundaries. now cnn sweeps into any 
country, including canada, without strong resistance. more people are believed to 
watch cnn in canada via private satellite dish than watch cbc newsworld. cnn goes 
into fifty-five million cable-linked u.s. homes and accounts for 27 percent of all 
tv news watching. however, cnn is also hard-wired into ten million homes outside 
the united states, along with 250,000 hotels, embassies, businesses, and stock 
exchanges. it gathers and repackages news from over 120 countries and relays it 
into about 100 countries. it's about the only thing that george bush, fidel 
castro, lech walesa, king hussein, and saddam hussein have in common. they all 
watch it.
  why is cnn now the very profitable ruler of global news gathering? turner 
arrived at the mind-shattering conclusion, apparently before others had thought 
about it, that if he received 150 checks in payment for the same news show, he was 
better off than if he just did what others were doing and collected one check. 
since turner's organization houses radio and television networks, the same words 
are frequently used for both television and radio, eliminating duplication in 
gathering, editing, and dispensing the news in several media simultaneously.
  that was battle one in the info war. battle two is the high-definition struggle 
for new equipment, transmission techniques, and, most importantly, viewers. after 
watching this quiet build-up for well over ten years, i think that the japanese 
high definition television (hdtv) system will win the equipment confrontation, 
regardless of what the u.s. government attempts to do within its previously 
defensible borders. the same applies to canada.
  japan always has the option of acquiring, leasing, or buying a satellite (or a 
couple of transponders on a satellite) that could blanket north america, thus 
setting up its own "american" network. you may have noticed that's what japanese 
companies have done with their cars and electronic products. i am sure there are 
countries currently holding unused "rights" to north american satellite slots that 
would be open to suggestion. even a satellite now turned to south america could be 
rotated to broadcast north. when everyone else turns to pay tv, the japanese might 
come on strong with all-advertiser-supported television. they do control close to 
40 percent of all u.s. movie and tv production.
  in transmission techniques the clash is more equal. at the moment satellite 
transmission has the edge, with the fiber-optic integrated services digital 
network (isdn) expected to be at least an equal power by the end of the decade.
  it's the battle for viewers that brings in the death stars, satellites so 
powerful they could put cable companies out of the game and knock down all 
existing over-air and cable traditional networks and local private and independent 
tv stations. the shake-up in the advertising world will leave chaos as money 
streams become blocked, closed, and diverted. what will cause all this disruption? 
sky cable, the largest consortium of all, plans to push 108 channels out of the 
heavens within two years. all will be high-quality signals directed to small home 



(or office) dishes. sky cable and whatever other direct broadcasting satellite 
companies try to elbow into the game will all have to offer hdtv to capture a 
slice of the new pie. once viewers see hdtv, their old tv sets will become the 
latest landfill problem.
  not only television can come via these new satellites. you might answer the 
phone via the tv set; handle banking, shopping, and stock-market manipulations; or 
read newspapers or magazines via the same route. fiber-optic networks can match 
and, in many ways, outperform even the new satellites under some conditions. 
however, the new death star (so nicknamed by fearful cable operators) will likely 
be locking up customers well before fiber-optic network sales representatives 
arrive in your neighborhood.
  and what about ted turner and cnn? he'll be there in one reincarnation or 
another. no one in the business has his foresight, his daring, or his 
entrepreneurial ability to change direction.

                            the electronic highway

after world war ii, when germany and then japan shot ahead in technological 
skills, remember the remark that those countries "lost the war and won the 
future"? now it looks as if the former east germany will be the first to have the 
new "electronic highway," or isdn, delivered directly to home television screens.
  just as some third world companies leap-frogged some industrialized countries 
during the past decade, the five eastern states that rejoined the integrated 
germany after the collapse of soviet communism will be first in some aspects of 
telecommunications. why? because they have no status quo to defend, no locked-
into-the-past management, no rigid unionized contracts. their internal 
communications system, antique by our standards, just doesn't work in today's 
world. it is far easier to replace the system with a totally new network than to 
repair it. so this part of germany will be putting in the newest network, well 
ahead of the rest of the world. that's the broadband isdn, a fiber-optic cable 
network that allows vast amounts of television, facsimile, data, phone, radio, and 
future broadband multimedia and other communications to travel to any destination 
the cable takes it. it will also allow computer-based video processing and access 
to worldwide data banks.
  the german version is called ftth (fiber to the home). it is being provided by 
telekom division of the bundespost, the highly efficient german communications 
authority. by 1995 the bundespost hopes to have 1.2 million homes in the former 
east germany linked to the system. this is not a market-driven project. the 
germans don't even know how much of it will be used. what they do know is that it 
will be cheaper to lay fiber-optic cable than to try to fix or replace what is 
there now.
  the project is under way in leipzig, the first test area. the city has a well-
educated population that is under-employed. ftth will provide excellent 
operational experience and offer participating companies the opportunity to 
acquire valuable know-how for later transfer of ftth technology to other areas of 
the world. once north america gets around to using isdn, don't be surprised to 
find german companies bidding on canadian or u.s. installations.

                                 group 4 faxes

most fax machines today transmit at a speed of 9600 baud (one of several 
electronic transmission speeds). a speed of 9600 baud is equivalent to about a 
page a minute for group 3 fax machines. fax machines have been around since the 
1950s, but only in the past decade have they been put into use in large numbers 



with the arrival of japanese-made low-cost and high-efficiency units.
  prepare for a faster world. group 4 transmits at two pages per minute, minimum, 
up to twenty pages a minute eventually. group 4 will be the common category with a 
higher transmission speed for the new fax you will have to purchase once isdn 
replaces the current global phone/fax/telegram/telex/cable/tv system. isdn will 
enable you to have hundreds of television channels, thousands of radio channels, 
many electronic magazines and newspapers, and hundreds of business and special 
service channels. all these will come direct to your home 
educational/informational/entertainment center. one of these channels will be for 
the fax service that will travel on these new 56 or 64 kilobits per second lines. 
at the moment several large users, such as kodak, citibank, merrill lynch, and the 
ad agency young & rubicam are conducting major tests. john seazholtz, chairman of 
the isdn executive committee, says isdn is "a technology whose time has come."
  isdn will enable subscribers to participate in a video conference across the 
world at a cost of the phone call plus a slight premium. northern telecom, a 
canadian company jumping into this rapidly moving field, is making dial-up video 
conferencing available to its fifty thousand employees at northern telecom and its 
research and development arm, bell-northern research. this will allow anyone in 
either company to call up others on system 4000, northern telecom's worldwide 
network. system 4000 is currently being installed at sites in canada, the united 
states, europe, and asia. with it, northern telecom's transmission costs have been 
lowered to $30 per hour from $400 per hour with the previous system. sending a 
group 4 fax via isdn is eight times faster than at present. if you are working for 
the post office, plan for an early retirement.

                              the fax box

although the principle of the facsimile machine has been around for almost a 
hundred years and available for almost fifty, it was not until the japanese 
reduced the cost and size that the concept went global. almost overnight, the fax 
machine became an essential part of business operations around the world.
  the type i've been using isn't a fax machine in the usual sense. it is a gray 
box which, plugged into my macintosh computer, distinguishes an incoming fax from 
a call coming from a voice line or from a computer sending e-mail. this fax box 
also routes calls to its own answering machine when no one is in the office.
  the main advantage, apart from a much lower price than the three machines it 
replaces, is that the fax box uses the higher brain capacity of its attached 
computer to do all the work done by the expensive (but duplicated, if you have a 
computer) components in a conventional fax machine. the fax box directs signals 
from incoming faxes to the computer, which records and stores the information 
until retrieved. the fax can be read on the computer screen, diverted for 
permanent storage, printed out, or tossed in the trash -- all with a mere click of 
the mouse (or with your voice, if a voicewriter ii unit is attached).
  for outgoing faxes the same system applies in reverse. the fax is prepared on 
the screen, with pictures if required, then zapped around the world in single or 
multiple copies at the time designated (for example, after midnight during lowest 
phone rates). the computer keeps the record until filed, forwarded, or discarded. 
the same fax box also incorporates its own voice messaging (answering machine) 
capability. you can even receive a fax and "bounce" its clone worldwide to anyone, 
again with a few clicks of the mouse. it's so user-friendly, there will eventually 
be an internal fax box or fax card inside every computer.
  the dramatic developments coming with the merger of the computer screen and 
television will soon provide the latest surprise. for two years now my digi-tv has 
been instantly digitizing my television signals from stick antennas, dish, and 
cable connection and throwing them on my computer screen. from there i can 
"freeze," alter, store, or forward them anywhere in seconds.



  next year, i will have my computer screen converted to a real time (thirty 
frames per second), full-color (16.8 million colors), two-way, interactive 
videophone. compression labs inc. (cli) of san jose, california, has succeeded in 
compressing a mass of data into an area where no technology has gone before. and 
it will all come over isdn, the updated fiber-optic phone line. like the fax box 
and fax card, this too will eventually fit inside a computer.

                                  diskfax

did you buy one of those bulky desktop fax machines? then switch to the more 
compact fax box or even smaller fax card? it's almost time to scrap them. in hong 
kong, diskfax equipment has been approved for use via the telephone system.
  what is diskfax? the latest method of transferring computer data using ordinary 
telephone lines. like the standard fax machine, it eliminates the work of printing 
and then mailing, at ever-increasing postal rates, information you wish to 
transfer to another location. data can be read on a receiving screen ten thousand 
miles away as clearly as on the dispatching machine screen.
  if anything, the process is even simpler than on standard fax machines. all the 
controls are inside a box 11 inches long and 6.5 inches wide with what looks like 
a tv controller on top. that's for dialing. data, graphics, and software are 
transferred via telephone lines from one floppy disk, inserted into a diskfax 
machine at one end, to another floppy disk in a similar machine elsewhere. what 
was formerly transmitted at a page per minute now moves in one-twentieth the time, 
three seconds!
  diskfax also eliminates the cost and use of modems that, although tremendously 
improved in the past two years, still can't really be classified as user-friendly. 
poor-quality paper copies are no longer a headache. encryption is also available 
for the diskfax, and a detailed log of transmission action as well as delayed 
sending capability (to take advantage of lower off-hour rates) are standard.
  diskfax can also cut courier costs: no more shipping across oceans or continents 
disks or parcels of drawings too big to fit into fax machines. computer-aided 
design (cad) drawings can now be instantly transmitted to any location in the 
world that has a matching diskfax machine. the only drawback at the moment is that 
diskfax is compatible only with ibm computers (and clones) and the ms-dos/pc-dos 
versions; it has not yet been structured for use with apple macintosh computers.

                             worldwide phone rates

shortly after the start of the twenty-first century, you will be shopping mostly 
via catalogs and two-way computers. this will prove so profitable to phone 
companies (or cable companies if they get there first) that local phone service 
(to buy all those goodies and make personal calls) will be free. it's going to be 
possible because of the economically important data you leave in the computer each 
time you shop. once that is in place worldwide, flat-rate phone service will 
follow. why? there will be almost no extra operational cost to make a direct-dial 
call from new york across the world to new delhi via satellite than from new york 
across the river to new jersey. worldwide 800 and 900 numbers will follow.
  when arthur c. clarke first conceived the idea of geostationary satellites back 
in 1945, even the word satellite meant something else -- a celestial body such as 
a moon. clarke's concept, outlined clearly (incidentally, it was unpatented) in 
the october 1945 edition of the british publication wireless world, showed how 
geostationary satellites would work. twenty years later the idea was tested by the 
soviet union and led to the more than one thousand geostationary satellites that 
now orbit our planet.



  a phone call, routed through satellite service, reaches its "uplink" point and 
is directed via microwave toward one of the geostationary satellites (they appear 
to be stationary because they are rotating at the same apparent speed that the 
earth rotates), all hovering at an altitude of 22,300 miles above the equator. a 
satellite can't be anywhere else and be geostationary. farther out, its velocity 
would carry it to outer space. closer in, earth's gravity would eventually draw 
the satellite closer to earth and it would burn up upon entering the atmosphere. 
(there are hundreds of other satellites whizzing around up there, but they are not 
geostationary; they move in elliptical orbits and have shorter life spans.)
  the trip up to a communications satellite can start anywhere from arizona to 
zanzibar. once the signal has gone those 22,300 miles up and back down, the 
terrestrial distance between caller and receiver is almost irrelevant. so distance 
becomes irrelevant to the actual operating cost as well.
  some countries will open up their phone companies to such services to keep them 
in the vanguard of communications innovations. they will develop the system and 
offer it to the world on a flat-rate, call-anywhere basis. those that do not offer 
the same service and join the new global plan will be left behind as technology 
simultaneously offers small uplink dishes that can tie into such celestial systems 
independently.
  in many ways the change will be reminiscent of the early days of home 
satellites, when a host of small private companies and entrepreneurs built up a 
multimillion-dollar industry making and selling satellite dishes for a few 
thousand dollars. these dishes achieved 95 percent of what was accomplished by the 
more sophisticated dishes, owned by the phone companies, that then sold for 
$500,000.

                            mobile satellite service

suppose your business partner in hong kong has the latest specifications on that 
new electronic wonder product. the details are too confidential for fax, and it's 
too complicated and costly to explain over the phone. what to do? call low-earth 
orbit mobile satellite service.
  leo mss satellites -- twenty-four of them -- will continually circle the globe 
at an average altitude of 480 miles, arranged in a formation that leaves just 
seconds between the time one satellite flies out of range of your transceiver and 
the next unit flies in. (you will almost always be able to contact a leo 
satellite, from a vehicle or elsewhere.) you and your hong kong colleague have 
leo's schedule. she turns on her hand-held orbcomm transmitter, weighing under 
twelve ounces. when leo comes within range, the computerized hand-held unit zaps 
up the data (via a simple whip antenna), which is received and held by leo as the 
satellite crosses the pacific at around four thousand miles per hour.
  when leo passes over your city, the transported data is zapped down to your 
small hand-held or fixed receiver. leo mss is also handling thousands, and 
eventually perhaps millions, of other data packets. leo satellites are picking up 
and dropping off messages all the time. consider them a sort of celestial federal 
express.
  the company first into this field is orbital sciences corporation (osc) of 
fairfax, virginia. orbital launched its first experimental unit, orbcomm-x, from a 
french rocket that blasted off in 1991 from kourou, french guiana. it is orbiting 
successfully, but an uncorrected glitch has so far prevented the unit from 
communicating with osc scientists. the problem will eventually be solved or 
another unit will be launched. when operating, this will be the first practical, 
satellite-to-individual commercial use of very high frequency (vhf).
  orbcomm's hand-held emergency terminal will allow flyers, hunters, explorers, 
and ordinary travelers to "keep in touch." costs for expensive search-and-rescue 
operations should be greatly reduced once those light, hand-held units are in 



universal distribution. leo will also be able to monitor moving boxcars, ocean 
buoys, highway traffic, containers, and hazardous materials; track animals; 
contact trucks or emergency vehicles; collect and distribute weather data; monitor 
river levels; watch your cottage in the country; or beam down directions to a 
friend in a wheelchair. leo will do all this using less than one megahertz of 
bandwidth in the broadcast spectrum.
  first to sign a tie-in agreement with orbcomm to market the service was the 
largest power corporation in venezuela, which provides electricity to more than 
five million people in caracas. according to osc, interest from various canadian 
sources is high but there are no firm deals as yet. orbcomm has applied for 
pioneer preference status from the u.s. federal communications commission (fcc), 
which would, if the fcc's new rules are adopted, provide preferential status for 
orbcomm under the new procedural rules.

                                 satellite dishes

the only problem with the newest satellite dish is that it's so small you may lose 
it. satellite cd radio recently conducted its first public demonstration of a 
digital audio broadcast to be delivered via satellite with cd quality to a 
consumer antenna. the patch antenna that will be used when the service is up and 
running will be two inches square, about the size of a business card. the antenna 
can sit on a window sill or be mounted on an automobile under the paint. these 
antennas might even end up in caps for joggers and walkers. the antennas will 
allow reception even when cars are moving at high speed or partially shrouded by 
trees or similar obstructions, thus eliminating the signal breakup and 
"multipathing" common to current radio.
  it's the same technology used during the gulf war. remember the days when it 
took sixty-five years from invention to universal distribution, as in the case of 
the electric motor? now it takes mere months. eventually the minidishes should be 
able to handle 120 channels, but initially the service would probably only offer 
30 to 60 channels. such channels can be allotted for regional or nationwide 
audiences.
  the new satellite that will be transmitting such fare will be more powerful, 
using fifty watts of power at 2.3 gigahertz. that's ten times more power than 
contained in the original television satellites. the fcc only recently announced 
the allocation of such a frequency. dolby technology will handle the digital 
processing.
  "narrowcasting" a series of programs is much like many of the new special 
interest magazines in print. the idea is that a satellite will attract those whose 
numbers, in any one city, are not large enough to warrant a special interest local 
station. they would only garner an audience large enough to be profitable when 
people with a specific interest were listening all over a country or continent -- 
such groups as bird-watchers, dog-lovers, pigeon-breeders, tropical fish fanciers, 
or electric train aficionados. you tune not by station, frequency, or city, but by 
format. listeners also get a constant window on their radio displaying information 
-- for example, with music, they would get the artist, song, format, and channel.
  satellite cd radio says its operational charge for the "owner" of any particular 
channel would be about $100 per transmission hour. no doubt those who take a 
twenty-four-hour-a-day, year-round contract would get a substantial discount. 
radios able to receive the new frequency (not am or fm) are not yet built, but 
satellite cd radio expects about one million vehicle and home/office receivers to 
be manufactured by 1995. proposals for construction of the new satellite will be 
issued as soon as the fcc issues the construction permit.
  the next development in satellite dishes? imagine you're on the beach at 
atlantic city. a couple comes by and sits down close to you. the young man has 
been carrying what looks like a cafeteria serving tray with a handle on it. he 



sets it down, flicks open an easel-type stand, and turns the unit toward the 
southern sky. the material on the face of this tray is composed of new solar cell 
material that is converting sunlight into electrical power. it is also picking up 
signals from one of the satellites hovering over the equator. one-quarter of the 
tray lights up with a five-inch television picture!
  no battery. no wall plug. the satellite receiver and solar generator are 
contained in the same compact unit. look for it on your electronic store shelf 
within three years. and yes, you guessed it. it's japanese.

                                 the latest phones

remember the standard black phone? now, of course, we have cordless, cellular, and 
speaker phones, along with answering machine phones, fax-phones, and other 
multiple units that handle phone, fax, and voice messaging all at once. what's 
next? those who want everything can have their own individual "phone company," a 
unit that does what the phone company does. it's expensive today, but within five 
years it will be as cheap as the first cellular phones.
  the magnaphone, a portable satellite telephone, is the most compact and 
lightweight single-case inmarsat-a, class 1 satellite communications (satcom) 
terminal available. it provides telephone, fax, telex, and data communications 
anywhere in the world. the carrying case travels as airline luggage. it is an 
automatic and programmable land earth station. it can handle multiple phone 
support (up to five connectors), and operates with any two-wire touch-tone phone. 
it's self-testing, and has system status reporting and a voice synthesizer.
  the most compact unit currently available, it is less than two cubic feet, 
including the antenna, but it weighs forty-seven pounds. open the case and minutes 
later you are in operation. i love the directions: "remove from case, unfold legs, 
swing umbrella antenna into place. turn it on, aim [at the satellite]." the 
antenna is about three feet long when extended for operation.
  the magnaphone selects the closest land earth station near the call destination 
site automatically. it can be programmed to handle thirty user-assigned country 
codes, provides a four-line by forty character lcd display, speakerphone, handset, 
and keyboard. also included are all those things normally expected on a phone: 
redial, number storage, speed dialing, and external telephone intercom; an 
attachable thermal printer is also available. the unit permits the use of slow-
scan video, computers, modems, remote radio repeaters, encryption, and other 
devices.
  if you don't need your own earth station but want the latest in phones, 
motorola's ct2 is it. this phone weighs only 6.6 ounces, fits into a shirt pocket, 
can operate for ten continuous hours or one hundred hours standby time on 
disposable batteries. it is rechargeable with a separate nickel-cadmium battery 
unit.
  the ct2 designation stands for cordless telephone second generation. it is 
digital rather than analog, giving superior voice quality, less interference, and 
better security. it could be the phone you keep for life. imagine: the same number 
from womb to tomb, and it will work almost anywhere in the world. with this phone 
you can give up your fixed, wired phone if you so desire.
  in cities such as singapore and hong kong, ct2 is, in some cases, completely 
replacing the old-fashioned wired phone. at home or in the office it is a 
cordless. but the great new feature is that when you roam around town, it still 
works, providing limited-range wireless communications via telepoints -- 
industrial robotic relays -- just like a cordless base station. as long as ct2 is 
within range of one of these repeaters, calls will be relayed into the phone 
system to anywhere in the world. singapore already has thirty-five hundred 
repeaters in place and another fifteen hundred scheduled for installation. hong 
kong will end up with about the same number.



  the motorola silverlink 2000 is already available in the united kingdom, france, 
germany, spain, thailand, and malaysia. note that north america is no longer first 
with the latest technology into service. government red tape and telephone 
monopolies are holding back communications in a fashion that would make india, the 
original home of red tape, proud.
  the cost is but a fraction of cellular service. what makes this phone inherently 
inexpensive is its ability to use public switched telephone network (pstn) 
infrastructure rather than creating a new, expensive system such as cellular 
phones have needed. it also uses low-power handsets. it is not meant to replace 
cellular, except in a limited way. silverlink 2000 cannot be used in a car while 
it is moving or in rural areas (as yet) because it does not have the "hand-over" 
ability that goes with a cellular phone that keeps reconnecting you as you move 
from cell to cell in the system. but that is also its main cost-saving feature. 
ct2 is restricted to about the same range from its base repeater station as a 
present home cordless allows.
  currently, ct2 does not receive voice calls. you can only make outgoing calls, 
but it does have the ability to tie in with satellite and other paging services. a 
small window on the phone displays the calling number; so if you phone that caller 
right away, he or she will think you are receiving messages via thought waves. the 
system is that fast. soon ct2 systems will offer various forms of two-way calling 
as well.
  licenses have been granted to four companies in canada. in the united states, 
standards are still under debate. once this system is in place, the reputation of 
canadians and other north americans as the world's most frequent phone callers 
will jump another notch. installed telepoint networks provide two, four, or six 
telephone line capability multiplexed over forty voice channels in one 
indoor/outdoor cabinet, network control center, and business management/billing 
system. a business can use such a system as, in effect, its own private phone 
company by installing its own telepoint stations in appropriate locations.
  further developments? new infrared built-in transmitters on a phone made by tek 
communications open up another world. this phone offers aspects of both cordless 
and cellular for a fraction of the cost. the technology is so effective that every 
car would have one, if our phone companies didn't have monopolies.
  you're driving home. it's raining and cold, and you want to phone home to say 
you will be late. you see a pay phone by the road. you plug the infrared phone 
into the cigarette lighter, punch in your home number and your credit card number, 
and sit back in the comfort and security of your car.
  how does this new phone work? infrared signals powered by the car battery are 
relayed to a chip in the pay phone telling it to take an incoming signal from the 
tek phone. your signal is processed in the same manner as if you were standing in 
the booth, but it bypasses the coin slot. the tek phone is one of the many better 
ideas that come along when monopolies fall.
  in canada, the federal government's obsession with control via the status-quo 
canadian radio-television and telecommunications commission (crtc) has held the 
country back -- so much that by the time deregulation hits, canadians probably 
won't have the know-how required to manufacture, sell, distribute, and operate the 
newest equipment. no other country in the world has seen such a leading position 
in communications deteriorate as rapidly as the national debt has multiplied. 
expect a japanese satellite over canada in future, offering a deal that canadian 
tv viewers and radio listeners won't be able to refuse.
  finally, new technologies have made possible a phone that listens. yell "police" 
and it will dial them. murmur your husband's name and there he is. say "tax 
collection" and it disconnects. it's called the voiceprint phone.
  voiceprint can dial fifty contacts and record the names of people and companies 
called, the length of conversation, and the dates of the last hundred phone calls. 
say goodbye to conventional directories and card files. to use the phone, say the 
name of the person or company you want to call. the led window displays the name 
and number and voiceprint dials the number automatically. touch a single key and 



emergency numbers are automatically dialed.
  when you program the phone, it analyzes your voice, creates a unique voiceprint 
of each name programmed into the telephone, and then stores the information. the 
phone can be programmed in any language.

                            satellite stock quotations

you're standing on a street corner. a young woman opens her purse and pulls out 
what appears to be the familiar pocket calculator. she punches in some numbers, 
then whips out a concealed antenna and looks at the result. has she just figured 
out her bank balance? some months ago in chicago she might have been one of the 
first with the new quotrek communications system.
  this is how it works. back in new york the nyse, amex, and nasdaq stock 
exchanges and the cme, cbt, and cec commodity markets provide a real-time data 
stream to their west coast computer control center. these familiar stock exchanges 
are sending out their up-to-the-femtosecond stock and commodity price information. 
such data is encoded and processed by high-speed vax computers and transmitted 
from a local earth station uplink (pending completion of the fiber-optic link and 
a teleport on staten island). messages are narrow-beamed to western union's westar 
iv satellite over the equator. the signal is then wide-beamed down to selected fm 
radio stations in major cities across north america.
  that was no calculator in the woman's hand. it was a lightweight cordless 
receiver with programmable memory and forty-character liquid crystal screen. it 
decodes, processes (at up to thirty thousand bits per second), and displays 
updates within seconds of the transactions on the exchange floor.
  the unit weighs less than a pound, can monitor seven thousand stocks (a review 
of the "loop" of all those stocks takes just forty-five seconds), and can give 
instant review of a personal portfolio along with privacy, flexibility, and 
convenience. you can even take it to bed. meanwhile, your local fm station still 
plays music, with "side-channel" broadcasts to quotrek units within a thirty to 
forty mile range of its station. it's another example of various communications 
devices and systems "marrying" to produce newer, more versatile offspring.
  
                                 8

                               japan

                            japanese rule

as they lead the world into the twenty-first century, the japanese have an 
educated and sophisticated citizenry, understand that information is the "ore" of 
the future, and are fast learning how to mine it. canada is spending 50 percent 
more per capita for half the education that students are getting in japan. yet the 
japanese are not satisfied and are changing their system. the next sixteen 
universities to be built in japan will be private. the japanese are also more 
attuned to global competition. in an information society, those with the best 
information usually win.
  what enables the japanese to move so quickly? for starters, they have a far 
higher literacy rate than we do in north america. in the united states about 20 
percent of the people are illiterate and another 20 percent are functionally 
illiterate. in japan, with a more complex language, the rate is 1 percent. tests 
conducted in nineteen countries by the united nations placed japanese students at 
the top. american students were fifteenth. tests conducted in 1982 by the british 
psychologist richard lynn showed japanese children averaging iqs of 111. half the 
american students rated under 100. even more embarrassing was lynn's estimate that 



only 2 percent of american kids had iqs of 130 or more. at least 10 percent of 
japanese students exceeded that level.
  to aid that high literacy level, japanese book publishers turn out thirty-five 
thousand new titles a year. that is twice as many per capita as in the united 
states. and the japanese read what they buy. book clubs have never caught on in 
japan; it seems the japanese don't buy what they don't read. in north america 
hardly anyone reads japanese authors, either in original or translated versions. 
meanwhile most worthwhile books available in north america or europe are also for 
sale in japan -- in english or japanese. the japanese are more aware than we are 
of what is happening in other countries, especially in science, technology, and 
economics.
  about 93 percent of all japanese regularly read newspapers, more per capita than 
any other country except sweden. circulation figures in japan are astronomical. 
ashai shimbun sells 7.5 million and mainichi shimbun 8.7 million -- per edition! 
their staffs total eight to ten thousand per paper. they have their own aircraft 
fleets. they blanket the world.
  japan also has more than three thousand magazines. they are not all 
"intellectual," of course, but there is such a wide variety that a sizable segment 
of the japanese public is continually exposed to sophisticated interpretations of 
complex problems. and their jiso satellite tv transmissions, emanating from either 
new york or washington, provide more in-depth information than most north american 
tv broadcasts.
  the japanese have fifteen hundred very high frequency (vhf) stations and ten 
thousand ultra-high frequency (uhf) stations. most are operated by nhk, japan's 
version of the bbc. half of nhk's stations produce only educational and cultural 
programming. even stations classified as "general interest" devote less than 30 
percent of their time to entertainment. the 470 vhf and 2,900 uhf private stations 
that are mainly entertainment-oriented are licensed on the proviso that they 
devote 30 percent of their time to educational and cultural programming.
  japanese news programs are, according to robert c. christopher, former senior 
editor of newsweek and time and author of the japanese mind, (c)superior in depth 
and thoughtfulness to those offered by the major u.s. networks. nhk news staff 
drive hard for objectivity [while] there is more and better backgrounding than 
u.s. television offers. nhk also supplies most japanese classrooms with tv sets 
and publishes hundreds of thousands of textbooks to accompany the educational tv 
programs.
  i could fill the rest of this book with statistics related to japan in the 
information society. one example: there are more telephones in japan than in all 
of africa, southeast asia, and russia combined. the explosion of fax machines has 
forced the japanese to increase telephone numbers to eight digits to handle the 
demand for new numbers.
  what lies behind japan's global leadership in the late stages of the second 
millennium? simply put, the japanese know the value of up-to-date information.

                           auto imports -- phase two

not long ago, north american auto manufacturers held 85 percent of the world 
automobile market. today it's down to 35 percent and falling. already japanese 
cars account for 40 percent of all the cars sold on the west coast of north 
america -- 50 percent in some areas. by the end of 1995, the japanese will control 
half of all north american car sales. they are now preparing to shift into "phase 
two."
  when that occurs, the former big three north american manufacturers will 
probably see one of their members, likely chrysler, fade from the scene. what's 
left will be the "big four": general motors, ford, honda, and toyota. north 
america won't be able to buy what they will collectively produce. another company 



will have to go and it will not be honda or toyota.
  the japanese car manufacturing industry is now thinking "best packaging." this 
attitude incorporates attractiveness, sensitivity to the customer, and concern for 
the environment. it stresses the slogan of an earlier decade: "small is 
beautiful." to show how big their small thinking is, nippondenso co. ltd., a major 
japanese maker of car electronics, produced a display containing cars 0.2 inches 
long with glass wheels, which race along a display track. they contain motors 
smaller than a grain of rice. nippondenso is not just watching the highways of the 
world's traffic systems but also human highways of blood circulation. an even-
smaller model traveling in the bloodstream could one day clean up plugged blood 
vessels.
  mitsubishi motors corp. has developed "concept" cars that appear to be the big-
brother version to that italian hit of the 1950s, the lambretta scooter. with 
environmental pressure mounting, the japanese realize that the market will 
eventually insist on further emission reductions. they want to be ready. are you 
aware that today's small motorbikes emit fifty times more exhaust per horsepower 
than standard automobiles?
  don't be fooled by what appear today to be toys. mitsubishi's ms.1000 car has 
solar-induced air conditioning. it reacts to the sun, starts the cooling unit, and 
powers the unit with the sun's rays. the car remains cool even when parked in the 
sun, and upholstery lasts longer. the paint, which is energy-efficient, can change 
from magenta pink to beige when the temperature rises above 80 F and dispose of�  
the heat, unless it is required in the winter.
  meanwhile, nissan motor co. ltd. has a six-seater "cocoon" built for senior 
citizens. ever been inconvenienced by losing your car keys? the cocoon can read 
your fingerprint, which was coded into the car at delivery. the car will open on 
command -- but just for you. knowing some seniors' propensity for a quick snooze, 
the car will contain a buzzer that keeps drivers awake. the buzzer will also 
activate a steering wheel that emits an aroma that enhances alertness.
  as the highways of the planet become more crowded, and governments are 
increasingly strapped to upgrade infrastructures, japanese car manufacturers know 
small will continue to pay off. smaller cars mean more parking space, more space 
on highways, and less fuel consumption. the day may come in some countries when 
governments may be forced to mandate car size for both space and gas consumption. 
the japanese small-car strategy is to build on a utilitarian chassis. frills can 
then be added at minimal cost.
  thinking smaller "speeds up the entire evolution of the company," according to 
tokyo-based douglas kennedy, an industry expert. it will allow the japanese to 
turn out new cars in half a year rather than the traditional north american cycle 
of three to four years.

                                 advanced materials

within ten years, new houses won't be made just of wood or bricks. cars and 
engines won't be made of steel. airplanes won't be constructed of riveted aluminum 
sheet metal. leisure sports equipment will be composed of materials that don't 
exist today. this revolution doesn't bode well for north american or european 
business. natural resources, as we have known them, will no longer be required in 
anywhere near the quantities they have been in the past.
  the new structural materials are classified as ceramics, polymers, or metals. 
now two or more of these materials are being combined to form composites that have 
superior properties to those of their constituent materials. these advanced 
materials are known as matrix composites -- ceramic (cmc), polymer (pmc), and 
metal (mmc). also entering this field are other metal alloys and unreinforced 
engineering plastics, all called advanced materials.
  the new materials are stronger, weigh less, and can endure far higher 



temperature ranges -- up to 30,000 F -- than other materials. they may lend�  
themselves to automated production techniques in ways not possible with industrial 
age raw materials. at the moment they are more expensive and difficult to 
fabricate, but that is about to change as a whole new discipline known as 
processing science develops. calculations show that an automobile body containing 
250 to 350 parts could be reduced, using pmcs, to something like ten parts. the 
result: less labor, faster production, more appeal, and built-in efficiency.
  canadian and american companies tend to be "pulled by the market." until there 
appears to be strong consumer, industrial, or commercial demand for a product, 
they hesitate to invest in research and development or to prepare for volume 
production. in the case of these advanced materials, north american and european 
manufacturers foresee no substantial developments for ten to twenty years. they 
fear that new products may not be viable in the short term and that any investment 
during that time will be lost. because their citizens have a low savings rate (in 
the united states now about 2 percent of gross income), money costs more than in 
japan. north american companies are also forced to consider shareholders who are 
fickle and may depart if the next quarter shows no profit. such companies might 
easily be taken over while money is tied up in future programs.
  the japanese, on the other hand, believe in "technology push." they think that 
if they create a new product and research the market intensively, they can force 
consumption by pushing the new advantages built into their latest product. by 
getting in not at the ground floor but at the excavation, they can achieve shorter 
development times.
  the japanese are also willing to sacrifice near-term profits to gain the 
production experience necessary to secure a sizable share of future markets. 
shareholders see the advantage of long-term market share and forgo short-term 
profit for the larger capital gains to be made when the new market explodes. their 
high savings rate of the past decade (averaging around 22 percent of gross income) 
lets japanese companies borrow at low interest rates for new ventures. this 
philosophy has worked in the past with videocassette recorders, television, 
microchips, fax machines, and automobiles. think it won't work in the future with 
advanced materials?

                                 square logs

when i visited lumber mills and lumber retail outlets in japan, i was impressed 
with the way the japanese handle logs. by contrast, we appear to butcher and 
mutilate our timber. they treasure, enhance, and beautify it. i saw japanese 
technicians study a log for hours before they decided how to cut it. when they did 
cut it, the waste material would fit in one hand. many japanese lumber mills cut 
only one log a day. they make more profit from that one log than some of our mills 
make on hundreds of trees.
  now the japanese are going even further. they have decided that round logs have 
more value when they are turned into square logs. that way the largest amount of 
waste -- that lost in trimming a round log until it is square, and then converting 
it into two-by-fours or whatever -- is eliminated.
  scientist yoshinori kabayashi of the nara prefectural forest experiment station 
near osaka invented and developed a process that "cooks" round logs until they are 
square. the technique is startlingly simple. in his specially designed microwave 
"oven," the temperature of the log is raised to 250 F, thereby making the round�  
log so pliable it can be massaged into the desired square shape. the log is 
allowed to cool to room temperature while still in the press process. then it is 
heated again to the same temperature. the process does not damage wood fibers, but 
actually makes them stronger, denser, and less subject to warping or splitting. 
the specific gravity of the square log, its hardness, and its resistance to 
abrasion are all superior to that of the raw log. the pressure required to achieve 



the square profile is surprisingly low -- as low as 150 pounds per square inch. 
the log retains its square shape when released from the oven and the conversion 
pressure.
  during the squaring process, as the logs are compressed, a considerable amount 
of water is ejected, usually about five quarts from a three-foot-long cedar log. 
the resulting log is firmer and denser; it has been bumped into a higher-grade 
quality. after the process, the quality of a cedar log approximates that of the 
more expensive japanese cypress. according to a canadian expert, that could turn a 
$70 log into a $210 product. how's that for value added? according to kobayashi 
the possibilities do not stop there. crooked, misshapen, and distorted logs, which 
in our forests today would be discarded or relegated to the chip pile, can be 
straightened and squared.
  because of its size, the microwave oven used in the laboratory process has been 
used to test only short sections of logs. such an oven constructed to handle 
commercial lengths of timber in sixteen-foot lengths is estimated to cost about 
$150,000, a relatively minor expense. the implications could be industry-
shattering. if the japanese find it economic to supply all of their 300,000 
sawmills with factory-produced industrial models of this equipment, they could 
substantially increase the value of any log. competing companies around the world 
would be left behind.
  the japanese may agree to export their revolutionary log compressor -- at their 
price, and after they have supplied their own country -- to friendly countries 
first. for now, though, the nara prefectural government is not allowing anyone 
else to use the patent. it appears that nara officials want companies in their 
prefecture to receive first opportunities. "after one or two years," says 
kobayashi, "it will probably sell licenses for the technology outside the 
prefecture."

                              economics of scope

one japanese construction company has probably spent more on research and 
development in residential construction during the last decade than the entire 
canadian residential building industry has during the last century. the misawa 
corporation, the largest home builder in the world with well over 350,000 houses 
built the old way, is now producing ceramic homes at its nagoya plant. these homes 
are guaranteed for twenty years, require no fire insurance, and incorporate 
technologies and research findings unknown in the west. to put it simply, sand 
(silicon and limestone) goes in one end of the production plant and a house comes 
out the other. on-site erection time is around 2.5 hours. the three-story houses 
run from twelve hundred to eighteen hundred square feet.
  more importantly, misawa has conquered "economies of scope." these are not the 
economies of scale of the industrial age -- whereby you can make ten thousand 
identical homes more cheaply per unit than you can make ten -- but economies of 
scope that permit the construction of ten thousand different homes at almost the 
same price per house that it costs to produce ten thousand identical homes! it's 
all in the computer software and the five-story production building. refrigerators 
in these homes are still in the kitchen, but the irritating hum of the motor has 
been removed -- and placed in the garage, where the heat from the motor keeps the 
car warm. other features include fiber-optic cabling for the home computer system 
and sensors that exchange shower humidity for cooler, dryer outside air when 
required.
  in the commercial construction of hotels, office buildings, and apartments, 
another astonishing development has come from the ohbayashi corporation of osaka. 
they build the first floor of such buildings, and then that floor (in reality a 
robot) builds the rest of the structure! the only humans constantly involved in 
the actual building process are those in the control tower monitoring computer 



operations -- operations that continue twenty-four hours a day, every day of the 
year, uninterrupted by labor or weather problems. think of the dramatic savings in 
short-term financing costs alone.
  in another development, the la foret engineering and information service company 
of tokyo has already provided seventy-five installations worldwide (most in japan) 
with their himawari (japanese for sunflower) zero-voltage interior illumination 
system. the company has erected satellite-like rotating dishes that each contain a 
packed cluster of fresnel lenses. these dishes follow the movement of the sun, 
collecting and intensifying sunlight and feeding it through fiber-optic cables to 
building interiors. along the way they subject the light to a "light-shift," 
removing the harmful ultraviolet rays, converting the infrared to heat if desired, 
and bringing only "pure" sunlight to the people and plants in the buildings. the 
benefits? cheaper cabling, lower insurance, much longer cable runs without power 
boosters, a cleaner, maintenance-free installation, and no risk of short circuits. 
i don't know of a single north american construction company taking advantage of 
this technologically superior system.

                               robotic construction

the arrival of robots and automation on the factory floor signaled the beginning 
of the decline of union power. computers marched into the office and increased the 
productivity of (remaining) office workers. now comes the most dramatic production 
development yet -- office buildings, apartments, and hotels built by a robot.
  as mentioned, ohbayashi corporation introduced early in 1990 the world's first 
virtually workerless automatic construction machine. robots have been used in the 
japanese construction industry for some time, but only the single job/single robot 
type. ohbayashi's revolutionary concept involves robotization of the entire 
construction system. known as the fully automatic building construction system 
(fabcs), it is protected under six patents.
  all components of the new building -- pillars, beams, external wall panels, 
internal partitions, ceilings, floor slabs, and other units -- are factory-
produced to precise specifications. components are stored in a warehouse near the 
assembly site or underneath the robot machine. inside the warehouse, self-
propelled stacker cranes convey components horizontally or vertically to position. 
as assembly progresses, preprogrammed cranes retrieve the right parts at the right 
time and stack them on conveyor cars.
  the heart of the system is the super construction floor (scf), an automated 
factory with walls and a roof. identical numbers of pillars are located at the 
exact spot and angle as called for in the building design. each pillar contains a 
hydraulic cylinder, which supports the scf and lifts it up to the next level when 
a floor has been completed.
  inside the scf, overhead cranes cover the entire floor. each crane has its own 
complement of robots: assembly robots, welding robots, inspection robots, exterior 
panel installation robots, interior component placement robots, and so forth. 
robots and cranes are computer-controlled from the control room on top of the scf, 
assuring precision and accuracy in placement and assembly. self-propelled conveyor 
cars and elevators carry components and materials automatically to the assembly 
site.
  when the scf starts first-floor assembly, hydraulic cylinders on its pillars are 
extended so the scf stands one story off the ground. when pillars transported by 
crane to the assembly point arrive, all the original pillars retract individually 
into the scf, making room for the new pillar. the pillar is then welded to the 
base by the welding robot.
  when all pillars are attached, beams, floor slabs, wall panels, and interior 
material are automatically added by the overhead cranes and their associated 
robots. once the floor is complete, the hydraulic cylinders are extended, raising 



the scf up one more floor. the process is repeated until the building is 
completed.
  completely workerless, the fabcs is not subject to labor shortages or 
disruptions. dangerous work is done by the robots, so on-site safety is enhanced, 
with no workers' compensation premiums or claims necessary. the temporary 
structures and scaffolding required is limited. noise pollution on the site is 
minimal. operations are not affected by adverse weather conditions. working seven 
days a week, twenty-four hours a day, these nonstop operations result in rapid 
completion and lower financing costs. prefabricated components and materials mean 
increased precision and quality. design, estimates, and execution are done through 
the computer-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing (cad/cam) system. the 
fabrication of such components will create new industries.
  ohbayashi points out that each building must be designed with this type of 
automated construction in mind. each floor must be the same size, but varying 
interiors are possible. most economical are high-rise buildings that require 
repeated executions of the same procedures. thus, high-rise residential buildings, 
office buildings, and hotels are the most appropriate uses.
  ohbayashi considers the fabcs just the beginning. long-range plans include even 
taller high-rise buildings and eventually construction of a lunar city. this 
company is thinking ahead. north america, meanwhile, steadfastly refuses to keep 
pace. last year alone the japanese installed more robots than have been installed 
in all of north america since robots were first developed.

                              island of innovation

here's an example of the creativity that made america great in the past, but which 
is now more common in asia. a "convertible" building has opened in tokyo. owned by 
iba inc. of japan, the building is a hotel by night and offices by day. the basic 
business of hotels, of course, is providing overnight accommodation for travelers. 
iba found the daytime emptiness unproductive and unnerving. what to do? iba 
decided to end the hotel operations in the morning when most travelers leave and 
do a fast conversion to daytime office space. nighttime beds are transformed into 
office couches, and secretarial help and office equipment replace room service and 
the ever-present japanese massage.
  does the constant stream of hotel guests and office personnel ever get 
confusing? a simple solution prevents that. the magnetic hotel-entrance card won't 
let guests into hotel rooms until darkness falls. an early morning wake-up call 
gets them moving. (if you sleep in too late, you might wake up and wonder if 
you're dreaming.) in reality, of course, staff make sure rooms are ready well in 
advance of the switch. a hotel that last year grossed $5 million has almost 
doubled its gross income.
  another japanese innovation is the artificial "island." this huge edifice, being 
designed by the taisei corporation of tokyo in the shape of a seagull (and named 
"jonathan livingston seagull"), will operate from a single-point mooring system 
adaptable to water depths from 150 to 500 feet. engineering ensures that the 
island will always face oncoming wave action regardless of changing wind 
direction.
  such mobility guarantees that the sixteen fish farms located in the lee of the 
construction "wings" will always be in calm waters. the constantly changing ocean 
habitat will closely resemble the natural wild fish habitat. this prevents the 
pollution prevalent in the slow-moving waters of most shore-based fish farms, 
which can cause oxygen-deprivation, algal bloom confinement, and other ills. 
expensive feeding costs associated with land-based, coastal fish farms will be 
eliminated because natural water-borne food will flow continuously through the 
fish farms of the artificial island.
  the $450 million structure is about the size of ten jumbo jets. floor space 



covers 560,000 square feet on eight floors, three of them below sea level. the 
island will contain a one thousand-room hotel with connected shopping arcade, 
convention center, marina, aquarium, and the world's first floating in-house 
sightseeing submarine base. it will also incorporate an ocean research institute, 
entertainment facilities, and a heliport. a pier twenty-six hundred feet long is 
designed to accommodate eighty fishing boats, and two hundred rooms will 
accommodate their crews.
  the structure is large enough to ride out, in relative calm, the typhoons 
prevalent in the seas surrounding japan. in fact, the higher the seas, the lower 
the operating cost. a wave power extractor and electrical generators, which will 
always face the wind, will absorb energy from oncoming waves and convert it into 
electrical power for the floating island while reducing the height of the waves. 
overall island movement is estimated to be less than half an inch, even in waves 
up to ten feet high. propulsion units will provide a steadying influence against 
changing tidal currents, waves, and wind.

                                tokyo's underland

that's not the end of the taisei corporation's original initiatives. besides 
artificial islands, the company is a pioneer in the development of underground 
facilities. when land cost was in the millions per acre, it cost two to three 
times as much to build underground as on the surface, so few did. not long ago an 
acre of land sold in tokyo for more than a billion dollars, which means building 
underground is now relatively cheap, an idea whose time has come.
  the taisei corporation has designed the self-contained "alice city" (as in lewis 
carroll's alice in wonderland), an underground metropolis designed for the twenty-
four-hour-a-day twenty-first century. with the taisei plan, underground space can 
be effectively used for many purposes. for instance, there are a large number of 
above-ground installations that would be more effective underground, such as power 
stations, warehouses, railway yards, and some specialized manufacturing 
facilities. the plan does not stop there. it calls for an elaborate 
infrastructure, including office and town space. in the infrastructure areas, the 
plan includes power generation, regional heating, waste recycling, and sewage 
treatment facilities. such underground space can be spherical or cylinder-shaped.
  office space will house business operations, shopping malls, hotels, theaters, 
and sports arenas. express elevators or an extension of an underground railway 
system will run to the bottom level. solar domes or atrium space will eliminate 
any feeling of claustrophobia. as some office, commercial, and entertainment areas 
move underground, a ten-minute vertical commute may replace a two-hour run from 
the tokyo suburbs.
  an underground city has many advantages. heating costs for the entire city are 
almost totally eliminated, along with the resulting pollution. the constant 
natural underground temperature allows the heat provided by the city's inhabitants 
and machines to be collected, filtered, vented, and sold to the buildings above 
ground at competitive rates.
  underground space is ideal for any city's infrastructure from the standpoints of 
isolation, sound insulation, and earthquake resistance. a side benefit is the 
preservation of the above-ground environment. how will people deal with the 
"depressing" feeling associated with subterranean development? anyone who has seen 
the $2,500-a-second computer-generated graphics at toronto's underground "tour of 
the universe" theater knows that you can very quickly forget you are underground 
when such holographic-type vistas are visible outside the window.
  construction costs have been carefully studied: a twelve-floor office space (260 
feet deep) would cost about $577 million, and a 260-foot diameter and 200-foot-
high infrastructure space with its base placed 530 feet below ground would run 
about $692 million. total cost for a city of 100,000 inhabitants is estimated at 



$4 billion. a lot of money, you say? it's rumored to be roughly half the asking 
price of one other surface acre on tokyo's ginza strip!
  to the japanese, who have unbridled enthusiasm for the twenty-first century, 
underground development means more than just a few projects in their own country 
for today and tomorrow. they are well aware that the world population is going to 
continue to increase considerably before it slows down. mexico city, for example, 
is projected to reach a population of thirty million within a decade. other world 
centers face similar problems. with the experience gained in building the world's 
first underground cities, who will have the engineering know-how to capture such 
contracts when other world cities reach the density and land costs that make 
underground development economic? the japanese, of course, whose actions today are 
usually based on their understanding of tomorrow.

                                 ski tokyo?

kazunobu abe, chief architect for the huge kajima corporation, has sent me the 
outline, plans, and pictures for his new artificial reality "indoor skiing 
resort." it's called urban slalom, and there's nothing in the world like it. how 
would you like to try "hot-dogging" on the moon -- or over manhattan -- or even 
through a tropical plantation? technology makes it possible.
  abe is building a mountain in downtown tokyo. he's putting a 200-foot-high, 
30,000-square-foot building over it (with a floor area of 100,000 square feet) and 
making it snow inside! it will be an all-season, all-weather indoor ski resort in 
the heart of one of the world's most expensive, bustling cities. (another is also 
planned for osaka.) it will be a recreational resort to boggle the imagination.
  years ago, at the boeing research center in seattle, i "flew" the lunar lander 
in a simulated setting. it was an off-world version of the flight simulator used 
by major airlines to train air crews. the seeming "reality" of the experience can 
only be appreciated at first hand. urban slalom will be a further outgrowth of the 
same illusionary technique.
  with the japanese government urging its legendarily hard-working citizens to 
increase their leisure time and activities, and with economic, health, and social 
indicators worldwide pointing to increased attention to lifestyle, abe is clearly 
onto something. and he is not limiting his scope to his own country. the plan 
could easily be adapted to the caribbean or saudi arabia.
  urban slalom has three ski runs (at least one with a sixteen-hundred-foot 
straight or spiral path). all have a base of five to eight inches of 
scientifically controlled powder snow laid down by nine machines. using the latest 
reflection techniques (spatial dramatization), resortlike (and other) images will 
show on the surrounding walls. courses of varying lengths and slope angles -- 5� 
to 30  -- provide introductory, intermediate, and advanced courses. lifts quickly�  
carry skiers back to the top of the "mountain" for maximum skiing time. the 
complex also includes fashion, gourmet, and physical fitness facilities. but the 
highlight may be a swimming pool that you can ski right into! also included will 
be a communications salon and a golf school and driving range.
  the kajima corporation hopes to create a sports complex that is an extension of 
everyday life, not something people would do just for a week or a couple of 
weekends a year, but that would make skiing in downtown tokyo more like playing 
tennis or going to the theater. skiing would become a sport where most of your 
time is spent enjoying your leisure, not fighting traffic trying to get to the 
slopes. one key marketing target group is middle-aged women, who in japan now have 
the money and time to do what they couldn't in their earlier years.
  the themes stressed time and again in abe's plans and promotional material are 
quality and service. i expect the world will beat a path to his door, but he 
probably won't be home. he'll be out pushing the concept worldwide. i bet you'll 
find one of these artificial reality resorts in many of the world's major cities 



by the start of the third millennium.

                                 robotized stores

think robotized supermarkets are a thing of the future? the japanese supermarket 
chain seiyu is already into the tenth year of operation of its ultra computerized 
store -- the first in the world -- in the nokendai section of tokyo. the store 
features standard high technology: automated billing, accounting, inventory 
control, and robots to handle the merchandise. but would you expect an 
"information salon" where parents can leave their children while they shop? kids 
can learn english in a "star words" game or be guided by an actual masai chief (on 
a laser videodisk system) in a search for animals in "jungle game." children as 
young as three, along with their sometimes computer-illiterate parents, are 
introduced to the educational uses of computers and knowledge-enhancing 
videodisks. the salon also has a piano-playing robot, and another robot that puts 
jigsaw puzzles together.
  the concept could change retailing forever. according to seiyu president seiji 
tsutsumi, the focus is now where it belongs: "on the person-to-person relationship 
between customer and retailer." clerks now actually help the shopper instead of 
carrying crates of lettuce or stacking shelves. no humans are involved in that 
process. everything from unloading trucks to stocking shelves is done at night, by 
robot, when the store is empty. videotapes of the robots' night actions are played 
for customers' education the next day. the stockroom keeps track of every sale, 
re-ordering according to past demands based on day, time, season, and product.
  the automated process begins outside. the parking robot opens the gate and hands 
you a magnetic-tape parking card. if you hold a credit card from the supermarket's 
parent company, saison, you require no cash. the charge is added to your account. 
a "cosmo planet" robot welcomes you at the door. you might expect the speech but 
not the change in facial expression as the robot greets each shopper. this robot 
was the official mascot of expo 85 held in tsukuba.
  prices for each item are clearly shown by light-emitting diode displays. they 
are updated daily by the central computer. as the shopper's hand reaches for an 
item, an infrared sensor detects the hand and gives a recorded description of the 
item being selected. roving robots announce specials and new products. a recipe-
information system can do an 850-item search at the request of the family cook. 
nutrition evaluation services and household programming services are imminent.
  the meat section is the high-tech star of the store. the shopper views, from the 
outside, a robot-operated, self-enclosed, sanitary environment. after selecting 
the cut of meat, the thickness, and the number of slices, the shopper is shown the 
price and can then accept or reject the order. if satisfactory, the order is 
sliced, weighed, wrapped, and priced. meanwhile a female voice explains everything 
in the thirty to forty-five seconds taken by the whole process.
  behind the scenes a computer handles all the requirements for a store that 
receives 6,000 customers each day: lighting, air conditioning, freezers, and 
sterile kitchens. more than 150 sensors handle security, disaster warnings, and 
other systems, while a spray-mist system sterilizes the food-processing area.
  never happen here, you say? if you think not, you're probably one of those 
people who believed that blacksmiths, steam engineers and milkmen had job 
security. what about the argument that people will always want the personal touch, 
and that automation is too impersonal? at seiyu, one store executive told me that 
sales at this store are well above those at their non-robotized outlets, partly 
because clerks can now really provide personal attention to the customer.

                                marine ranching



during the construction of the 1985 world exposition at tsukuba, japan, i watched 
workmen erect the first himawari (designed by kei mori). during a later trip to 
japan, i saw it work. the himawari helped one ordinary -- not genetically altered 
-- tomato seed turn into a "tree" fifteen feet high and thirty feet across that 
produced fifteen thousand tomatoes during a six-month period. this giant tomato 
plant was inside, in the shade!
  dr. mori has not taken early retirement. he has opened his himawari -- japanese 
for sunflower -- to new worlds. not content with bringing a new, ultraviolet-free 
form of healthful sunshine to house and building interiors, dr. mori has now 
embarked on one of the most revolutionary concepts to come out of japan: to move 
the sun to the bottom of the sea.
  as mentioned, the himawari is a cluster of fresnel lenses about seven feet wide, 
enclosed in an acrylic ball, and sitting on a rotating frame that tracks the sun. 
this surrounding ball filters out the majority of harmful ultraviolet rays from 
the sun. the "pure" sunlight is concentrated through the lens and directed, via 
fiber-optic cables, to an interior, darkened area where the sunlight is released 
(dr. mori speaks of "value-added solar rays"). this can be a residence, an office 
tower, an industrial plant, a hothouse, or a mine. no longer is this experimental: 
146 patents have been approved and another 322 are pending. there are now more 
than fifty completed installations worldwide, the majority in japan.
  the most recent conceptual jump was the idea of carrying this sunlight to the 
ocean floor. dr. mori recently presented this concept at the first annual meeting 
of the japan institute for macro-engineering. he outlined his idea for a "marine 
ranch." it would even be viable under the floating cities now being considered for 
the ocean off japan.
  on the piers anchoring such a floating city (at least thirty feet below the 
surface and above the seabed), observation corridors would be arranged in a 
honeycomb pattern. photosynthetic chlorella culture tanks would hang from the 
corridors. with sunlight directed through fiber-optic cables from mori's "optical 
radiator" onto these tanks, food would grow rapidly as the tanks are continually 
fed nutrients from the rich lower stratum of the sea. as part of this process, the 
ocean-ranch system would alleviate the stratification problem that affects all 
large bodies of water, especially in the summer.
  at an optimum time the tanks would be discharged, pouring the mature chlorella 
algae into the surrounding area for the benefit of the lower levels of the food 
chain. with the increasing abundance of such food, higher levels of the aquatic 
food chain would also proliferate. first smaller, then larger fish would be 
attracted to the area, thus naturally restocking the sea. a more important though 
subtle effect is that a natural cleansing system would be created. by recycling 
bottom waste into higher forms of organic material, the ocean-ranch would purify 
the water.
  the japanese have also made great strides in raising salmon. in the late 1980s, 
they announced that they had raised the king (coho) salmon for the first time in 
captivity. years ago they had tried the same experiments with devastating results 
-- half the fish died. they have finally succeeded by thinking differently and 
using unconventional methods.
  salmon breed in fresh water, spawn upriver, and then die. when hatched, the fry 
spend about a year in their freshwater habitat and then return to the sea for 
their growth cycle, which varies depending on species. in north america, we 
usually catch them as they return to spawn. we use expensive netting techniques 
and lots of gasoline. it isn't cost efficient, and it depletes available 
resources.
  the japanese tried keeping the fry in fresh water for shorter periods of time. 
that didn't work. then they tried longer periods. finally they hit upon the 
secret. if you keep salmon in fresh water for two years, they don't grow any 
larger than they did after one year, but they develop into "superfish." they swim 
faster and are more successful in competing for natural food.



  so the japanese released these fry into fenced-off areas called "crawls" -- salt 
water fjords, in effect. in just six months these fish experienced an average 
weight gain of 600 percent, from ten ounces to almost four pounds. it was unheard 
of. and their food was natural because of tidal flow through the barrier nets. the 
operators could check on them for disease with minimum effort. the free-swimming 
area was large enough to prevent seabed fouling. the grown salmon were easily 
harvested without damage. these higher quality fish were processed nearby 
immediately. compare this to the standard technique of putting them in the ship's 
hold, packed with ice, to travel for two to ten days before processing.
  this is not good news for the north american salmon fishery, and japan's 
innovations do not stop there. the japanese recently accomplished an even more 
remarkable feat by breeding lobsters in captivity.
  
                                 9

                              education

                       obsolescence in the schools

for decades we have been hearing about all the leisure time we will have in the 
new communications age. perhaps the techno-peasants will, but not those at the 
cutting edge. why? because people working in the sunrise industries are finding 
that the rate of change requires them to spend almost one day a week just to keep 
up with what's new. this is especially true in computer companies, but also 
applies in such fields as biotechnology and advanced medical services.
  as you look into this phenomenon, it is easy to see why traditional educational 
institutions cannot function in a new environment where information travels at the 
speed of light. never mind governments that are still operating from manuals 
written in the 1930s and 1960s; let's take teachers. in times of little change, it 
was easy to keep up with that change. but as change accelerated, it changed the 
very environment itself. where once educators had 130 years to learn about, say, 
electricity (after the invention of the electric motor, for example), today they 
have just weeks to learn what's new. the educational system isn't structured to 
handle rapid change. the students are aware of that.
  perhaps even more important is that those who do keep abreast of change just 
don't have the time to become teachers or even to train teachers. by the time that 
would occur in the old format, the thing they dropped out of in order to teach 
would itself be obsolete. look at the speed at which we went from vacuum tubes to 
transistors to the microchip to integrated circuits to fifth generation artificial 
intelligence computers. already biological and neural computers are pushing the 
frontiers of the sixth and seventh generation.
  knowledge is now really worthwhile only if it comes from the cutting edge. by 
the time it is passed on by an obsolete method, it is itself obsolete. virtually 
anything passed on in print is outdated. are you aware that it sometimes takes 
eight years to get a textbook into the educational pipeline in north america? the 
book is obsolete the day it is written, never mind the day it appears in the 
classroom, yet we're supposedly training kids for the future with this material.
  many universities are not aware of the speed at which knowledge is expanding. 
the mission statement of the president of the university of british columbia, 
titled "toward the pacific century: the president's report," published in 1988, 
stated that knowledge was doubling every fifteen years (without citing a 
reference). a few years after the ubc report, the prestigious futurist magazine 
reported that human knowledge was doubling every twenty months.
  north american schools simply aren't aware of what is happening. of course, 
there are minute pockets of awareness, but they are minimal, and educators with an 
eye on the future have little opportunity to be heard in the rigid higher levels 
of academia, where the rulers usually are not willing to give up their cherished 



beliefs in the long-gone educational dogma of yesterday. hence, my view that the 
present educational system will not evolve but collapse.
  only those who learn to dance with electrons will thrive. many others will not 
even survive. would you be at your present level of influence and affluence today 
if you could not read or write? you needed to know the three rs of the industrial 
age -- reading, 'riting, and 'rithmetic -- to survive. today, if you have not 
acquired the knowledge of the new three rs -- ram, rom, and run -- you are 
electronically illiterate. our schools, instead of preparing students for the 
future, imprison them in the past.

                               does literacy matter?

back in 1989, u.s. news & world report was calling for action against "the 
illiteracy epidemic." there are twenty-five million americans who cannot read or 
write. another forty-five million are functionally illiterate. more than 25 
percent of the population is not equipped mentally to handle the industrial age, 
never mind the information age. in canada the figures may be slightly better but 
the problem remains.
  criteria for literacy change with the times. one hundred years ago, as the 
agricultural age was winding down, the ability to merely write your own name put 
you in the "literate" class. fifty years later, as the industrial age came into 
full flower, a sixth-grade education provided the same status. today the bare 
minimum for information-age entry requires reading and writing skills at the level 
of a high school graduate. the trouble now is that students are graduating from 
high school unable to read and write adequately.
  to compete and to maintain present levels of influence and affluence, north 
americans must come up with innovative methods to update those among the 
population who are woefully behind and to carry the entire population to higher 
levels of knowledge. the alternative? have you ever witnessed rural peasants 
grubbing out a living from the dry desert soil in the mountains of mexico and 
peru? their ancestors were the aztecs and the incas, rulers of advanced 
civilizations and lords of all their known world.
  education is the crucial factor. as mortimer b. zuckerman, editor-in-chief of 
u.s. news & world report, correctly points out, "in the post-industrial era, when 
the majority of people in the work force make a living with their minds, not their 
hands, it is education -- more than coal or steel or even capital -- that is the 
key to our economic future."
  in japan, iqs of over 130 are recorded among 10 percent of the high school 
population. literacy there has reached new heights, and instant communications and 
utilization of information have become commonplace. with a relatively homogeneous 
native population, and citizens who speak only one language in their homeland 
(unlike canada or the u.s.), the japanese are capable of communications that are 
faster and more comprehensive.
  yet it is not time for total despair. illiteracy has its advantages. i have 
found that the best young programmers are kids who can't spell. they naturally 
spell phonetically, as robots do. what was once a liability becomes an asset in 
another age.
  literacy is bound to become less important in years to come. for some time now, 
i have had what looks like a hippie headband that picks up my alpha and beta 
waves. using biofeedback, i can turn on my computer, tell it to run a program, and 
command my computer to print. today a wire runs from the headband to the computer 
and its peripherals. tomorrow that wire will not be necessary.
  my satellite dishes have a device known as a low-noise amplifier or lna, which 
takes the very faint signal (quieter than a snowflake falling) from outer space 
and amplifies it up to 200,000 times. i get all the color, pictures, and sound 
required. imagine a modification of such a device, perhaps the size of a hearing 



aid, that could amplify your thought waves. it might have to amplify your thought 
waves two or three million times, but then you could create miracles on command. 
you could instruct a bulldozer to move mountains, right from your easy chair. no 
reading or writing necessary.
  i suggest a different look at print illiteracy. just because part of the 
population does not know how to read and write it doesn't mean those people will 
be unable to obtain knowledge levels that are viable for the twenty-first century.

                                 teaching for tomorrow

i have on my desk a fat, forty-eight-page folder of courses published by a local 
school board on its continuing education program. it's great: more than one 
thousand courses, from crafts and cosmetic surgery to tagalog, the language of the 
philippines. these courses are offered during the day, in the evening, even on 
weekends. they make learning easy, and the student fees are low.
  but is anyone teaching about tomorrow? like most schools, this one teaches the 
known. today's marketplace offers premiums to those who search out the unknown. 
this process requires a knowledge navigator, but our schools aren't producing any.
  in an age where change is constant, where the most secure job can be wafted out 
of existence by the breeze of the next technological advance, our schools aren't 
teaching students how to adapt to rapid change. no earthling is capable of welding 
better than a robot, yet many schools still teach welding. with the electronic 
camera about to devastate professional photographers, they still teach 
photography. with ceramic materials replacing metal cutlery, they teach 
metallurgy. new knowledge and technological advances now move at the speed of 
light, yet our schools aren't even trying to develop the people who can survive 
and lead the way to tomorrow.
  a recent letter from a gentleman in calgary, alberta, mentions that he stopped 
building office buildings just before the recession because he realized that, with 
corporate downsizing and advances in data storage, corporations wouldn't require 
more buildings. yet no politician saw this coming, or believed anybody who had 
that vision. no government drew attention to the change (or wanted to stop the tax 
revenue). they all thought alike. this gentleman listened, watched, and then made 
his decision. he survived with his fortune intact, not because he had learned 
about the past but because he looked to the future.
  does your local school have a course in futurism? does any teacher, school board 
member, or politician even begin to understand the possibilities and implications 
of the communications age? ask around. phone your local school board or teachers' 
union. you'll be shocked.

                               grads with warranties

starting in 1994, the los angeles unified school district -- the second largest in 
the united states, with a student population of 640,000 -- will send its graduates 
out into the world with a warranty, along with the usual diploma. the education 
warranty will work just like a car warranty. if the hired student's skills do not 
match those promised in the warranty, the school will absorb the cost of bringing 
that student up to the required level. the idea is also under consideration in 
maryland and massachusetts.
  this innovation is not unexpected. for the past decade, business in both the 
united states and canada has been telling the educational establishment that a 
mere high school diploma no longer carries the same value as in the past. time 
magazine reported that pacific bell complained that "more than half of its 
applicants for entry-level jobs, such as operators, fail a simple seventh-grade 



reading and math test. many others companies have reported similar experiences." a 
large number of canadian business operations have been making similar complaints 
for some time.
  the los angeles warranty covers more than basic reading, mathematics, and 
effective communications. students must also have adequate thinking skills. they 
must be able to solve problems, reason logically, and describe mental 
visualizations. they must possess such personal qualities as integrity, self-
management, initiative, and responsibility. these graduates will be expected to 
know how to budget time and resources such as money, materials, and staff. they 
must know, not learn on the job, how to lead, negotiate, and work on a team. they 
must know how to use technology to access, organize, and interpret data, how to 
understand and improve social and organizational systems, and they must be able to 
select and apply trouble-shooting technology. if they don't, the employer can 
bounce them back. and if they don't measure up when they return, as with a car, 
you stop dealing with that school and its product.
  gabriel cortina, assistant superintendent on the labor secretary's commission on 
achieving necessary skills (scans), doesn't beat around the bush. "in the business 
world, sharing responsibility for a project is called teamwork. in classrooms, the 
way we teach today, it's called cheating." many business executives say the 
warranty is needed and that the educational establishment in los angeles has 
finally been willing to confront a serious problem. it will be fascinating to see 
how well the program works, and whether other jurisdictions in the u.s. and canada 
follow suit.

                                 third world leapfrog

these words of british-born arthur c. clarke, the twentieth century's leading 
living visionary, appear on a sign in sri lanka: "2,000 years ago, sri lanka was 
one of the most technologically advanced countries in the world." today it's a 
third world country with fifteen million citizens. does that mean it's doomed to 
spend the next 2,000 years as a have-not and know-not country? not if clarke has 
his way.
  these days clarke is helping the country make some bold attempts to leapfrog 
industrial age mentality. the author of 2001: a space odyssey, and more than forty 
other publications, is aiding this renaissance on the tiny indian ocean island of 
which he is a long-time resident. just outside colombo, the capital, he 
spearheaded the construction of the arthur c. clarke institute for modern 
technologies by donating the prize money from his prestigious marconi award to the 
school. with the government's help, he hopes that this institution will grow into 
a leading center for third world development of new technologies.
  ironically, the lack of what were previously called industrial age advantages 
now appear to be a benefit to such countries. with no big financial investment in 
old-world technologies and with no huge educational bureaucracy in the way, change 
can happen quickly. not blinded by the defective vision of the status quo, sri 
lankans may have found the better way to go.
  india is in a similar position. with a population closing in on a billion and a 
third world economy, india does not have the funds to provide the books and 
computers, never mind the school buildings and staff, to give its burgeoning 
population a survival learning system of the old-fashioned sort. like sri lanka, 
however, india is thinking smarter. the government is sending out tv sets to the 
750,000 villages in the country. there the "head man" sets up an open-air shelter 
for the tv set. a small low-cost satellite dish brings in the signal. in most 
cases, the village doesn't have the electricity to power the set, so a bicycle 
with a generator accompanies each tv. the local contest is to see which kid can 
peddle the longest supplying power, before the screen starts to flicker. 
overnight, people who have never seen a video image leave behind the old ways and 



enter the new.
  that's what i call public education.

                             technology and education

in our globalizing world, emerging technologies have done wonders for productivity 
in manufacturing, medicine, biotechnology, and engineering, to mention just a few 
of the many sectors affected. yet schools, among the most conservative of 
institutions, have generally failed to embrace these changes. new jobs are waiting 
for trained workers in some industries, but our schools are not training them. 
some industries have set up their own training schools because public school 
graduates simply aren't aware of what those industries are all about.
  the problem is serious, and can only become more so. the increasing rate of 
change in new technology means that schools will have more and more difficulty 
keeping up. technology in education: looking toward 2020 (edited by raymond s. 
nickerson and philip p. zodhiate), though a very good book on this subject, was in 
some ways obsolete by the time it reached wide distribution.
  changes in information storage alone have moved from advanced microfiche, where 
a printed newspaper page was reduced to fingernail size, to optical storage cards 
the size of a credit card that hold twenty thousand pages of information. within 
three years of that advance both grolier and britannica announced that their 
respective twenty-one and twenty-nine volume encyclopedia sets were available on 
4.5-inch compact disks. tufts university followed with a crystal the size of a 
sugar cube that held the information equivalent of ten thousand one-megabyte 
floppy disks, only to be outclassed by cambridge university, which put the whole 
encyclopedia britannica on the head of a pin. since the announcement of that old-
fashioned development, serods have appeared on the scene. a major library can now 
be held in your hand.
  this is just one field. such change is occurring everywhere. as mentioned, when 
digital equipment corporation of maryland built the vax 780 minicomputer, it was 
three feet high, three feet wide, and six feet long. it cost $30,000 to 
manufacture. six years later the same company came out with a microchip the size 
of a fingernail that cost $300 to make. it replaced the vax 780. the highly 
skilled, highly paid workers who produced and serviced the vax 780 were no longer 
required. change, like death, can come on swift wings.
  the old ways, the expensive ways, no longer work. they must be replaced by 
dramatic changes in our thinking. such changes are happening elsewhere on the 
planet. the more forward-thinking peoples are no smarter than we are, but they 
have realized that nothing will ever again be like it was in the past. in many 
cases people in the emerging countries in asia didn't have any "good old days" to 
look back on, so it was easier for them to adapt. in north america, meanwhile, 
trying to hang on, trying to pressure governments to support long-dead concepts in 
manufacturing, services, education, or even government itself, is a waste of 
effort, money, and time.
  chester finn, a vanderbilt university professor, comments, "there are only two 
major institutions in america today where, if you walk into them, you would feel 
like you could be there a century ago. they are schools and churches."
  i think he's right. the public education system should be preparing us for the 
next century, not keeping us mired in the past. the possibilities are greater than 
our teachers have been trained to comprehend. how will we compete with countries 
that have seen the future and are prepared to enhance it?

                                 can johnny spell?



are you old enough to remember when automatic turn indicators were not permitted 
on cars? how about when ballpoint pens were not allowed in schools? eighty years 
ago you weren't even allowed to take an automobile into the province of prince 
edward island!
  remember the days, more recently, when kids couldn't take hand-held calculators 
into school? they were forced to use paper and pencil -- because it had always 
been done that way. some schools still prohibit kids from taking their own laptop 
computers into classrooms. what if the kids came up with the answer more quickly 
than the teacher?
  teachers and parents often bemoan the fact that johnny can't spell, and the 
computer is often blamed. the fact is, though, wasting weeks and months learning 
how to spell may not be productive. in the communications age it may be more 
profitable to spend that time learning how to think.
  in that case, how will kids ever know how to spell? a california software 
company, working software inc., already has a range of programs that include 
"lookup," which instantly finds the correct spelling for any word. the two 
dictionaries built into this program contain 93,000 and 60,000 words. using this 
program is much faster than reaching for a gutenberg-style dictionary. the program 
contains a "guess" function, which makes guesses based on phonetic spelling. it 
also catches common typos and uses a wild-card method to locate all words 
beginning and ending with certain specified letters. for example, if you entered 
"comm?er", it would find all words beginning with "comm" and ending with "er."
  two other programs from working software contain a legal dictionary and a 
medical dictionary. still another program in the same family, "findswell," will 
find anything you have placed in your computer's memory. try that with your own 
head!
  this isn't the only example of why we may not need to teach kids how to spell. 
when robots are programmed to speak, they are "taught" to use phonetic spelling. 
they spell a word the way it sounds, just like humans often do when they misspell 
a word. robots love that intelligent method. take the word "laugh": if you were an 
intelligent robot, wouldn't you see right away that "laf" is the way to go? 
humans, with their correct spelling, may soon find their knowledge a handicap in 
dealing with robots -- or the future.
  the new race of neutral computers will not seek perfection (in spelling or 
anything else) at a high price in time and cost, but it will find the "almost 
perfect" answer almost instantly and practically for free. perhaps we ought to be 
taking the same approach in our classrooms.

                               the whittle phenomenon

since 1989, whittle communications of knoxville, tennessee, has been installing 
free equipment to bring satellite transmissions to american classrooms. whittle 
has taken the reins and is turning the educational establishment around. its 
program, channel one, is a daily twelve-minute news, geography, and information 
program designed to make the world relevant to teenagers. it is the only daily 
newscast produced exclusively for secondary school students. channel one is beamed 
via satellite to participating schools every day of the school year. there is no 
cost to the school. two of the daily twelve minutes of programming is advertising. 
if a school guarantees to broadcast at least nine out of ten shows to the 
students, it gets free satellite dishes, free vcrs, free tvs, and the free 
programming.
  starting with a six-school test program in march 1989, channel one had expanded 
by the end of 1990 to 6,000 schools. within seventy-five days, there were 8,216 
schools in forty-seven states being set up to receive programs -- 615 in one week. 
today more than 10,000 schools, 300,000 classrooms, and 6.1 million students are 
getting education from the medium they've grown up with. it's not just passive 



entertainment. in september 1991, the state of michigan and the whittle 
educational network held a live video-teleconference to help 10,000 mathematics 
teachers prepare for a statewide exam -- the largest number of schools (515) ever 
to participate in such an endeavor.
  created by christopher whittle in 1970, whittle communications now has 1,200 
employees and does more than $200 million a year in business. it produces 
magazines and wall media (e.g., posters). it has twelve information centers, two 
book series, and three television systems. whittle is on the way up. it's 
providing what the market wants, not pushing the old mush down students' throats 
in an antiquated system. time-warner inc., the media giant with deep pockets, is a 
50 percent owner; there's no capital shortage here. it's not available in canada 
because of canadian telecommunications regulations.
  whittle points out that "when edison invented electric illumination, he didn't 
tinker with candles to make them burn better. instead, he created something 
brilliantly new: the light bulb." whittle communications is lighting the way along 
a new educational path. it will be starting a new nationwide school system, 
offering contract services for public and private schools, and developing 
educational software, hardware, and the infrastructure (satellite dishes, vcrs, 
tvs) along with an educational-research laboratory already under way.
  by 1996, the company envisages having up to two hundred campuses with 150,000 
students age one to six, and perhaps a thousand schools and two million students 
by the turn of the century. it will spend $60 million to get this edison project 
going and $2.5 billion for the one hundred to two hundred campuses planned for 
1996. it does not intend to compete for government grants.
  whittle hired benno schmidt, then president of yale university, to be president 
and chief executive officer of the edison project. why would he accept such a 
post? "the schools of america are in difficulty and need fundamental structural 
change," he says, "not tinkering around the edges." hear, hear!

                              the ultimate school

we have all learned a lot from our cars. most of what we learned came not from the 
car itself, but from our using it to get to places we hadn't been before. we have 
driven to mountain tops, beside rivers, along coastal plains, through city 
streets, and under bridges. all that data stored in our craniums thanks to our 
travels gave us insight and perspective and something we didn't have before -- the 
ability to think differently.
  people flying airplanes, helicopters, and space shuttles have acquired 
additional data, perspective, and insight. when we see something from a height, we 
see it differently and think about it differently. spend some time in a submarine 
and watch how quickly new thinking patterns emerge. every exploratory experience 
encourages a change in thinking.
  what about education? we are still pushing the old three rs, even though the 
parents of today's school children are already receiving 70 percent of their 
information from television. schooling is supposed to prepare us for handling the 
world we will enter. but that world has changed faster than teachers can be 
trained. in many cases today, such as computer operation, television, and pattern 
recognition, the kids are more expert than their teachers. shouldn't this tell us 
something?
  a cyberspace exploratory world -- one in which piezoelectric vibro-tactile 
actuators respond to every feeling possible in the "real" world -- will allow us 
to learn at a speed and a level never before possible. consider a stove. adults 
know a stove is hot, probably because they once got burned. in a cybernetic world 
of virtual reality, you don't have to go through the pain to understand. you 
experience the burn, the heat, and even the pain -- but without the damage.
  how many kids have stuck their fingers in a light socket? a great thrill if you 



live to tell about it. now you can. in a virtual room with a virtual light socket, 
you will receive the same apparent shock, but it won't kill you. your mind will 
indelibly imprint that experience so you'll know better in the future.
  we all did the dissect-the-frog-in-biology-class bit. it's not popular anymore 
because of enhanced sensibilities and the environment movement. but why not 
dissect a virtual frog in a virtual laboratory? that's painless learning for all, 
including the frog. many kids find history a bore. it won't be, if you're high in 
the rigging of a pirate ship about to rape and plunder kingston, jamaica, or in 
parliament hearing disraeli speak, or in philadelphia listening to ben franklin 
describe his electrical experiment with a kite.
  all this is now possible to a limited extent. soon it will be much more 
realistic. when virtual reality merges with holographic projection (not unlike the 
marriage of television to the vcr), stand back! the world will change faster than 
it has during any previous technological advance. it will be the biggest thing in 
education since the alphabet. cyberspace will become the ultimate school. the 
sooner the educational establishment wakes up to the possibilities, the better 
equipped our young people will be for the world that awaits them.

                              nintendo learning

"i think the school is an extremely harmful institution. ... i think the schools 
do more harm than nintendo." these are the words of seymour a. papert, considered 
by some to be the world's leading expert on the use of computers in education. 
he's with the renowned media laboratory at the massachusetts institute of 
technology.
  why do students leave school? mostly because of boredom. yet nintendo can hold a 
kid's interest for hours. maybe we are doing something wrong. papert believes the 
key question is: what makes some people become so passionately interested in 
something? he invented the computer programming language logo and has recently 
received a research grant from nintendo. he told the toronto star that he "has 
made no promises to nintendo, although he does not rule out the possibility of 
developing educational software for its game machines." he adds that schools have 
failed to stay up-to-date in adapting new technologies to the classroom. his new 
goal: to make such classroom subjects as writing and history as alluring to 
children as teenage mutant ninja turtles or super mario brothers.
  for the past five years, someone else has been asking similar questions. he's 
not a professor, but a successful businessman. jack taub is founder of the world's 
first information utility, the source, which he sold for megabucks to reader's 
digest. he is now founder and chairman of the international education and 
information utility. he believes his creation will make a child, when given the 
option of going to a theme park or delving into his magical computer world of 
knowledge, choose the computer. let's hope he's right.
  meanwhile, the disinterest in public education is staggering. in british 
columbia, the drop-out figures are almost unbelievable: out of 476,000 students, 
38 percent drop out before they enter high school; and 78 percent of those who 
start high school drop out before entering college. of those who enter college, 75 
percent drop out before receiving a degree.
  the globe and mail reported that even the toronto board of education has finally 
realized something is up. the board is now "quizzing students to see why they have 
turned their backs on traditional classrooms." students said things like, 
"[school] buildings ... [imply] that students are animals and can't be trusted to 
respect public property," and "student council is really just the dance committee" 
and has no power. others felt that they were "always going to assemblies" (echoing 
office workers who complain that they're always going to meetings).
  if you think it has to do with money, you're wrong. canada spends twice per 
capita on education as japan does. the 1990 u.s. state education performance chart 



shows graduation rates still dropping and performance on college entrance exams 
still falling, although spending on education is increasing -- 21 percent after 
inflation last year.
  can people like papert and taub revive our young people's interest in public 
education? they've got the right idea and the right attitude. technology will play 
as important a role in the classroom as it already plays in the world at large.

                                 classroom innovations

when was the last time you got any real understanding of a child's progress in 
school from reading a traditional report card? did it show what he or she was 
learning? could it express his or her enthusiasm, or lack of it? did it show the 
way he or she approaches a problem? what did it reveal about the school itself?
  the parents of students at a class at san diego state university in california 
now get grades and what lies behind them on their home television from 
videocassette report cards. ninety-five percent of the parents receiving the 
modern video report cards approved of their use. now the parents can really see 
how well, or otherwise, their offspring are performing. students have to request 
the video critiques and provide blank tapes. currently the tapes run about thirty 
to forty minutes. they include classroom activities, perhaps showing the student 
doing work or discussing something, as well as evaluations of his or her 
performance and work habits.
  not all educators think it's a great idea. glen broom, acting chairman at the 
same university's journalism department, is not a fan. he claims that it takes too 
much time to prepare such a report: "you would not have time to do your job." 
broom also objects to sending video reports to parents. "we are dealing with 
students here," he states. "my client is the student, not the student's parents." 
if students volunteer and participate, however, how can that be an invasion of 
privacy?
  according to professor donald sneed, who heads the class, the new method 
outshines the old. "the standard university report card today is a computer 
printout, a piece of paper that only says a, b, c, d, or f," he explains. "there 
is no elaboration on why the grade was assigned. on videotape, you can provide 
much more information. you can even zoom in on papers to provide specific examples 
of a student's work." probably the greatest indirect benefit is what students 
learn about communications skills while helping to develop their own video report 
cards.
  another classroom innovation is the copyboard, first developed by okidata. the 
copyboard is a large white board, much like the old-fashioned blackboard, easily 
wheeled into class. it comes in two sizes. the large model is roughly three feet 
by four feet; the smaller model is three by two. the teacher or instructor uses 
special markers in blue, black, green, or red and writes directly on the board.
  don't bother taking notes. pay attention and listen. chemical reactions, 
complicated medical information, football plays, schematic diagrams for engineers 
or architects -- the copyboard remembers them all. when the speaker is finished, 
he counts the students in class, hits a button, and out come clean copies of 
whatever was written on the copyboard. and like an old-fashioned blackboard, it 
wipes clean with an eraser.

                                 parlez-vous?

according to charles berlitz, who should know, there are 2,796 languages spoken on 
this planet. governments, especially in canada, have spent countless millions on 
language training in the schools. but is language training necessary in the 



communications age? could we be putting that time and money to better use in 
preparing our young people for the world that awaits them?
  in british columbia, where i live, it costs $7,000 a year to put a student 
through high school, which works out to about six dollars per student per hour. 
the cost is about $800 per month (including teachers' salaries, school overhead, 
etc.) for a student to get twenty hours of language instruction.
  there is a better way. arthur wright, from inglewood, australia, suggests that, 
if students want to learn spanish, for example, we send them to guatemala. there, 
for about $400 each a month, they would get room and board with a local family; 
six hours of tuition a day and up to another ten hours a day with spanish-speaking 
hosts; one teacher per student.
  do these kids sit in a dull classroom listening to a non-spanish teacher? no. 
their teacher/guide takes them around town, visiting shops, libraries, 
restaurants, and so forth. they learn the way the language is really spoken. they 
learn it quickly because their environment forces them to. after one month of this 
total immersion, students usually speak spanish more fluently than students who 
have attended north american public education language classes for five or six 
years.
  if we want students to learn a second language, there's a better way. but are 
second and third languages going to be needed in the future? fujitsu, japan's 
largest computer company, has developed the "universal translator." it can 
translate japanese into english and vice versa at the rate of one thousand words 
per minute. it can translate half a dozen languages simultaneously. the blind can 
hear the program and the deaf can read it. a printout is available if you so 
desire, in the language of your choice. will people want to learn another language 
when there is no longer any economic incentive to do so -- when a machine can 
efficiently translate for you?
  the major japanese telephone service (ntt) recently announced that it will offer 
an automatic translation service by 1995. you will phone japan and speak the 
language of your choice. people on the other end will hear only japanese. they 
will reply in their native tongue, but you will hear english, french, italian, 
german -- whatever language you prefer.
  for skeptics, i sometimes show at my seminars a videotape from a satellite 
transmission showing a kenyan broadcasting from japan to a canadian in iqaluit, 
northwest territories. the kenyan is speaking swahili. the canadian is speaking 
inuktitut. because the translation is digitized and synthesized, one person could 
have been blind and the other deaf, and they still would have understood each 
other! such advances in technology suggest that the money we spend on language 
training could possibly be put to better use.
  
                                 10

                          what else is new?

                          the wisdom machine

everyone's heard the term artificial intelligence, but few are aware of the drama 
unfolding in this rapidly advancing field. about ten years ago the japanese 
announced plans to create a fifth-generation artificial intelligence computer to 
surpass anything known at that time. the project has since created new concepts 
and new hardware -- along with consternation, competition, and concern. 
politicians, computer scientists, and industry leaders in north america and europe 
feared that the japanese would capture both an intellectual and industrial lead 
that would, for the next century, put them ahead of western countries.
  for this project, "knowledge engineers" have been gathering information for 
expert systems. reports say japan now has two hundred knowledge engineers, and 
wants twenty thousand. a knowledge engineer practically lives with an expert for 



six months or so. the engineer feeds into the fifth-generation computer all books, 
tests, examinations, etc. that the expert has read or compiled in a lifetime. if 
the expert is a medical doctor, all the medical training is fed in, including 
diagnoses, patient histories, prognoses, and other relevant information. patient 
histories do not include the names, but do include age, geographic locations, and 
other pertinent data. this includes data that we in the west might not consider, 
but which some japanese think is important, such as children's growth as a 
function of the color and ceiling height of the rooms in which they live.
  by the end of the six months, a great deal of information is in the computer. 
discussions and diagnoses (with follow-ups) of all patients that the physician 
interviews during that period are also fed in. the computer, in effect, knows what 
the doctor knows: the doctor's intuition, observations, and medical facts. it does 
not stop there. the same procedure will take place a thousand times; the computer 
will eventually have all the known intelligence of one thousand physicians in its 
data bank. this will be made available to all japanese hospitals. with a difficult 
case, hospital personnel can tap this fifth-generation computer and use its 
knowledge to interpret symptoms under study at some distant hospital.
  it is not only in medicine that the intelligence of these experts is being 
mined. there is similar information being obtained from engineers, physicists, 
chemists, anthropologists, botanists, and so on. when the project is completed, 
"the wisdom machine" theoretically will be able to give an advanced and 
knowledgeable response to any question asked. problems that today seem intractable 
will be approached in new and innovative ways by the fifth-generation intelligence 
machine. its answers will be available in any language. the machine can already 
translate japanese into english and vice versa at the rate of one thousand words a 
minute in voice or print.

                                 the new paper

paper first appeared in 3500 b.c. in the form of papyrus. it was a boon to written 
communications right up to the fifteenth century. then when gutenberg developed 
his printing press, the paper explosion really took off. today paper is 
everywhere. its use has even grown in the early years of the computer age. but for 
how long?
  for more than a hundred years now canada has provided a good living for many of 
its citizens from the wealth produced by paper made from trees grown in its 
forests. today pulp mills are working increasingly longer shifts, the price of 
pulp is rising, and labor unions are demanding ever increasing salaries. now 
technology offers a new threat.
  the name is kenaf (pronounced ka-naf). it's a tropical asian plant of the 
hibiscus family. it looks similar to sugar cane or bamboo, grows in the same 
climates, and can be cultivated with many of the same growing techniques and 
equipment as cane or bamboo. it could, along with the now genetically altered 
loblolly pine (formerly known as "the weed of the forest"), provide devastating 
competition to present sources of pulp from the forests of the pacific northwest 
and indeed from any temperate zone woodlot.
  most trees take from seven to forty years to reach a usable size for pulp. just 
making paper requires vast amounts of water and energy; in addition, roughly 10 
percent of the wood cut is wasted. paper is also rapidly depleting the numbers of 
oxygen-providing trees. the pulp-making process uses acid or alkali, depending on 
the class of pulp desired, to break down the fibers. that material pollutes rivers 
and streams, causing wide-ranging problems. trees in canada usually number about 
100 to the acre. loblolly pine is now growing in sandy soil in the southern states 
at 250 trees to the acre. with the loblolly pine, enzymes instead of sulfites 
break down the fibers. after the process is completed, that water goes back into 
the streams too, but it is totally biodegradable.



  kenaf is another magnitude ahead of this. it can produce 300 to 500 percent more 
pulp per acre per year than trees -- at half the cost. in four to five months it 
becomes high-quality newsprint paper. such paper takes longer to fade, requires 
less ink, and provides higher contrast. waste in kenaf production is double that 
of normal trees, but the relative total cost of the waste is minimal because kenaf 
is so cheap to produce.
  kenaf is already being planted in quantity in mexico and southern texas. in 
thailand recent estimates say it is already providing 10 percent of the country's 
newspaper requirements. look for a new kenaf plant to appear shortly near mcallen, 
texas. it will be built by kenaf international and is scheduled to produce 230,000 
tons of newsprint per year. that alone would be one percent of the total u.s. 
paper production. additional production is planned in another kenaf newsprint 
plant to be built by the institut de recherche in france.
  with new environmental regulations coming into effect in 1994 in california, 
temperate forests that have been supplying a major portion of the world's 
newsprint will be in even deeper trouble. the new laws will not permit a newspaper 
to be sold in california unless it is at least 42 percent recycled fiber. paper 
mills in canada or even in the u.s. pacific northwest will no longer gather used 
papers in los angeles or new york or any other major north american city and truck 
those papers back to their present pulp or paper mills. it just won't be 
economically viable. it will, however, pay a mexican company to send a barge to 
los angeles, gather up old newspapers, and take them back to mexico, where they 
can be mixed with virgin kenaf to produce a superior, less expensive product.
  newsprint isn't the only thing you can make from kenaf. it also makes good 
carpet backing and molded auto parts. canada's economy will feel its effects, but 
the country won't be producing kenaf of its own. it only grows in tropical or 
semi-tropical climates.

                                 carbon fiber

stronger, lighter high-rise towers are being built using less reinforced steel, 
along with carbon fiber, a product that could replace cancer-causing asbestos. 
first to gamble on incorporating carbon fiber into reinforced cement were the 
architects and builders of the 150-foot-high onion-shaped domes of the saddam 
qadassiya martyrs monument built in baghdad in 1983. the showcase thirty-seven-
story ark hills office tower in tokyo is the latest display of the advantages of 
this unique material.
  carbon that can be spun into a fiber is the result of heating a pulp-waste 
product called lignin. discovered and patented by thomas edison for use in 
incandescent electric lamp filaments, carbon fiber was again patented eighty years 
later by union carbide for use as a reinforcing material. in 1963, dr. sugio otani 
of gunma university (northwest of tokyo) became excited by it as a result of 
another project. he patented a process for commercial-scale plants to transform 
pitch into carbon fiber.
  most promising new applications for fiber involve use in reinforcing cement. 
kajima, the giant japanese construction company, has been working with otani to 
create a cement mixture using only 3 percent chopped fiber. it is claimed that 
building walls with this material are stronger by a factor of three to four and 
are up to 60 percent lighter than anything constructed with traditional cement.
  the ark hills office complex has 170 tons of carbon fiber incorporated into 
exterior curtain walls. despite costs three times higher than ordinary cement, the 
new mixture nets out cheaper because it uses 20 percent fewer steel reinforcing 
rods and does not require heavy, expensive cranes to swing the lighter panels into 
place.
  as land becomes increasingly expensive in japan, many new buildings are being 
erected on reclaimed land. this land is usually softer, so lighter-weight 



buildings reduce the chance of subsidence. ten more buildings incorporating carbon 
fiber have been commenced in japan since the ark hills project was designed. 
several more buildings are planned for the near future.
  another new product is a long-lasting (fifty years) tile made from carbon-fiber 
cement, a modern roofing material produced in europe in quantity. (plant planning 
for u.s. manufacturing is already under way.) this tile was developed as a 
replacement for both the combustible wooden shingle and the carcinogenic asbestos-
based shingle. the former has already been banned as a fire hazard in los angeles, 
and the latter is running into resistance everywhere from environmentally 
sensitive homeowners.
  the carbon-fiber cement shingles are made in switzerland with a slurry material 
that resembles pancake mix. run through a roller press, the mixture produces large 
sheets that are dried and bonded in an autoclave. cut, packaged, shipped, and 
applied like regular tiles, these carbon-fiber cement shingles are about half the 
cost of natural slate, with similar wear and fire-resistant characteristics. 
according to the insurance information institute of california, some companies 
there give a discount for fireproof shingles and charge a higher premium for 
wooden shingles.
  although other uses for carbon fiber have been discovered, the big market would 
be as an asbestos replacement, although production costs must first be 
dramatically lowered. the japanese government is restricting the sale of asbestos 
for health reasons (in the process putting eighty thousand workers in four hundred 
factories out of jobs).
  canadians, once well-liked everywhere as considerate, tolerant, responsible 
world citizens, now find that reputation at risk as their governments continue to 
push exports of asbestos to developing countries and promote the sale of 
combustible wooden shingles (yes, they are combustible even with fire retardants, 
for these reportedly evaporate within a decade, leaving the wooden shakes 
unprotected against fire).

                                 metal logs

it looks as if another nail is being driven into the coffin of the canadian forest 
industry. this time it's a venezuelan company called tronco with a product called 
metalogs. that's right, metal logs that allow unskilled laborers to build what 
looks like a wooden log cabin in a quarter of the time required to erect the same-
size building with logs or cut lumber from the forest. also the material is 25 
percent cheaper than wood. it doesn't burn and termites can't eat it.
  this innovation is not limited to log cabins. regular homes and two-story 
apartments or hotels can be constructed in the same fashion. some recent russian 
immigrants to israel are now comfortably installed in a multi-unit apartment house 
completely built -- from starting the foundation to moving in the new tenants -- 
in six weeks!
  how's it done? picture a machine that forms steel tubes, accompanied by a 
generator and compressor, all together the size of a desk, which are loaded onto a 
small trailer that can be pulled up mountains or into the jungle, desert, or 
suburban lot by a small car or jeep. this is the "factory" for building a home, 
apartment, or warehouse. while some of the workers are pouring a slab foundation, 
the log machine arrives at the building site and goes to work. rolls of strip 
steel or aluminum of varying small widths are fed into the machine. instantly, out 
comes a "log" in the dimension and length required for a particular part of the 
building. this zero inventory procedure greatly minimizes the need for storage and 
transportation of building materials. when construction is completed at one site, 
the mobile production facility can be easily moved to the next.
  when the foundation slab is dry, the logs are laid in horizontal fashion, just 
as in a wooden log house. however, putting these logs in place is much easier. 



they are light enough that two workers can easily handle the largest log and lift 
it into place. smaller logs can provide the frames for the windows and doors, and 
these, along with widely spaced, thin metal studs screwed into all metalogs, are 
installed vertically, giving additional structural support. the roof is made in 
the same fashion.
  electrical, fiber-optic computer, stereo, phone, or water lines can be run 
through the metal logs with ease. other logs can serve as heating ducts or "sound 
corridors" for music. in mild climates thermal insulation is provided by the 
airspace within the logs. in colder climates the logs can be filled with 
fiberglass or other insulation for increased protection against cold or heat. 
again, this is easily done with unskilled labor.
  the home can be left with the log cabin appearance inside or outside, or it can 
be painted or sprayed with shockcrete, a form of concrete or stucco, and finished 
inside with gypsum board, wood paneling, or any kind of exotic finish the 
homeowner desires. when completed, the house can look like any other in the block.
  don't think these environmentally sound homes are flimsy. building inspectors in 
dade county, florida, have found these unusual buildings strong enough to handle 
"killer" hurricanes. a patented hook-and-tie connector holds the logs firmly 
together at the corners to provide exceptional strength and stability. the system 
has been certified by major building codes in the united states. in orlando, two 
large tronco housing projects are under way, one a 354-unit apartment complex. in 
the well-to-do coconut grove district of miami, tronco houses even drew cnn and 
time magazine to the scene to report on the "log cabin townhomes."
  now considered proven at home and in foreign test centers, this innovative 
building product is moving into other countries. in venezuela there is now more 
than half a million square feet of space made with metalogs, not only houses and 
apartments but also warehouses, schools, offices, and retail outlets.
  the building industry, like any other, must stay keenly aware of what is 
happening around the world. in my seminars i tell corporate executives, "set up 
your own distant early warning line to spot technological changes that may wipe 
out your industry overnight. every corporation that wants to survive into the 
third millennium had better put someone on this project today. if not, the company 
stands a good chance of being out of business tomorrow."

                                 bee technology

seventeen years ago, when my houseboat home/office was under construction, a 
struggling company called international structuralcomb in new westminster, british 
columbia, was producing what i thought was a product with a future -- one that 
would reduce the number of trees required to build a house yet still provide 
exceptional strength and rigidity.
  i had the structuralcomb panels incorporated, where feasible, into my floating 
home, mainly for the floor of the second-story bedroom, which also became the 
kitchen ceiling. the panels were perfect. they absorb sound and insulate well. if 
i were building a home today i would use similar construction, perhaps 
complemented with metalogs in some parts of the building.
  unfortunately, financial problems forced the company to quietly fold its panels. 
it was ahead of its time. today a similar concept called bellcomb technologies is 
thriving in minneapolis, minnesota. this company is having more success. why? 
because a factor has come into play that wasn't considered important two decades 
ago -- the environmental factor. pressures against cutting wood, any kind of wood, 
are increasing. the "honeycomb" technology uses only seven cords of wood to 
construct a two-thousand-square-foot house instead of the twenty cords required by 
conventional construction.
  to maintain a sustainable forest we are going to have to do "more with less," as 
buckminster fuller kept preaching for years -- with few listeners. it is not 



enough to plant a tree or even two for each one cut. with a waste reduction of at 
least 75 percent, we are going to have to do a lot more with what we do cut. the 
bellcomb process provides one practical path to follow.
  early developments along this line included the mosquito bomber, built from 
douglas fir in a paper-and-wood honeycomb. it was great during wartime since 
bullets went right through aircraft covering, and patching afterwards was usually 
a simple glue or fabric job. although the same principle was used in american 
super fortress bombers, the idea never really caught on except as a widely used 
substitute for corrugated cardboard in the packaging industry.
  in the 1970s the aerospace industry took another look. these companies started 
to use honeycomb in airplanes and spacecraft because, pound for pound, it is one 
of the strongest, most rigid products on earth. it has been used, for example, on 
john glenn's space capsule, the interior structures for skylab, and the shock-
resisting hulls of the world's fastest hydroplanes. military housing has used 
honeycomb since 1960.
  an australian engineer eventually came up with a process that made small volume, 
or short-run, manufacturing cost-effective. today a custom-built home, office, or 
warehouse can be erected quickly with relatively unskilled labor. a structuralcomb 
building was erected in twenty hours at the united nations habitat conference in 
vancouver by a team of fifteen unskilled women.
  construction of the honeycomb panels starts with a matrix of hexagons, following 
the honeybee's original plans. two skins are added to make a stronger, absolutely 
flat panel. these skins may be paper, plastic, metal, wood veneer, cement, gypsum 
board, granite, or marble -- almost anything as long as it is flat. such beams can 
be tiny, or load-bearing, or adequate for three-story buildings.
  panels can be rendered water-resistant or fire-retardant, or, at extra cost, 
totally waterproof and fireproof. they can be designed to any specifications. once 
you have the panels, only a glue gun and a screw gun are required to assemble the 
home. a honeycomb building costs considerably less than a traditional woodframe 
house, since it uses only two-thirds the wood, requires fewer workers, and has an 
uncomplicated construction. it may sound crazy, but technology at times can do 
amazing things. just like the creatures that inspired it.

                                 virtual vision

ever throw something on the car dashboard and see the reflection in the 
windshield? sometimes the reflection appears larger and out in front of the 
windshield, over the hood. this phenomenon is being turned into a new industry.
  private eye is a device that tricks the eye into seeing something that isn't 
there. you wear a headband holding a tiny mono color video-screen about four 
inches in front of and to the right of your right eye. your field of vision is 
only partly obstructed, allowing you to see outside the picture much as you would 
while watching a regular twelve-inch tv monitor. that's the purpose -- to provide 
a nonexistent tv screen that appears to be located about two feet in front of you.
  since private eye is a monocular display and does not occupy the full field of 
vision, the background environment can be viewed independently or integrated with 
the display in the mind's eye. thus the viewer can receive information from the 
display while operating other equipment or performing additional tasks. my 
assistant and i have been using that device for some time now in producing my 
electronic books. it allows the wearer, at least in this application, to watch two 
computer screens and handle two keyboards simultaneously. it does wonders for 
productivity. it is another communications age skill that one develops while 
learning to use these new toys.
  there is another advance in this field, virtual vision sport, which allows 
people to view large-screen tv images through sport sunglasses. the unit consists 
of video eyewear and a belt pack containing a tv tuner, a battery, and an 



interface system that connects to vcrs, camcorders, a satellite dish, or cable tv. 
the viewer perceives a big-screen tv image floating in space. this virtual image 
is generated by a video system in the eyewear, but it appears to be up to five 
feet in size diagonally and eight to fifteen feet in front of the viewer.
  while not really a virtual reality product, it is a step in that direction. 
consider the possibilities. instead of paying top prices at a sports event, take 
an inexpensive seat in the top of the stadium and watch big screen color images 
through portable, five-ounce eyeglasses, while also watching the distant game 
below! you can even catch the instant replays. at home you can water the lawn 
while watching auto races or a movie. anything broadcast, taped, picked up on your 
home satellite dish, or sent via your local cable channel can be easily switched 
to these glasses. parents could even have a camcorder trained on a sleeping child 
while they talk with neighbors over coffee. the clear picture of the child is 
always within sight. it would appear as a double exposure or color overlay on the 
normal field of vision.
  the virtual vision sport also can be used as a color viewfinder for camcorders. 
by connecting the beltpack into the camcorder, the user can record tight shots 
while simultaneously seeing everything else in the surrounding area. the 
possibilities, both amateur and professional, are limited only by the imagination.
  imagine a mobile personal computer that will project a display screen, larger in 
size than a standard computer display, inside a pair of eyeglasses as information 
is entered on a laptop. the system will allow users to work in almost any 
environment, such as a bus, plane, or in an easy chair at home. or picture a 
surgeon wearing such glasses and operating on a patient; without moving his or her 
head, the surgeon could glance at charts, monitors, and other readout information 
displayed inside the glasses. security systems would work in a similar way without 
curtailing social life. security guards would no longer be restricted to the video 
monitoring room.
  people who are hearing impaired could use voice recognition software now 
available and use the eyewear to have talk translated into printed words and 
displayed inside the eyeglasses. a recent test of this process by wgbh, the 
pioneering boston pbs station, had hearing impaired people sitting in a movie 
theater wearing the virtual vision sport glasses. they were able to watch the 
movie and glance down and see the captions in the eyewear. it was a successful and 
emotional trial. one woman remarked tearfully that for the first time she could 
share movies with her family.
  a twist on that technique will allow travelers to communicate with people who 
speak a different language. using the same voice recognition software, the 
eyeglasses will translate any human language into printed words that will be 
displayed inside the eyeglasses for the user to read.
  guess who else has been testing these glasses? muppet puppeteers. now they can 
see the muppets in action and at the same time keep their eyes on the puppets as 
they work above or below them. this is much more convenient than the traditional 
method of turning their heads to watch a tv monitor as they produce the show. now 
the puppeteers can junk the monitor and see the puppets as an overlay or double 
exposure on the actual puppets they are operating. they can see what the audience 
will see instead of having to imagine it, or glimpsing a monitor they can only 
glance at briefly.
  i'm already enjoying my virtual vision glasses.

                                 light from sludge?

sewer sludge, the bane of municipal engineers, has been building into a monumental 
problem over the years. in many cities it has become a real financial, 
administrative, and political headache.
  how to deal with it? one technological advance that may accomplish the 



impossible will be given the ultimate field test in houston, texas. houston hopes 
to get rid of its sewer sludge by pumping it into the ground -- 4,500 feet into 
the ground. but it will not be left there. it will come back as a refined product 
-- sterile ash -- which looks like sand and can be used as aggregate for concrete 
or asphalt paving material. even as ash it will have reduced the volume of solids 
in the sludge by about 95 percent. picture a huge vertical pressure cooker running 
almost a mile underground. as the sludge material reaches the bottom, gravity and 
hydrostatic pressure create heat. temperatures rise to between 500  and 700 F.� �  
this heat in turn triggers chemical reactions that activate an oxidization 
process.that turns the chemicals and micro-organisms into a concentrated sterile 
ash. continued pumping of new, raw, wet sewage sludge into the pressure cooker 
forces the now-harmless, inert, ashlike sludge-substance back to the surface. it 
might even be hot enough to heat water and generate electricity!
  houston will have the world's first commercially operated plant, but this is not 
the first try. the process has been used for smaller quantities of toxic wastes 
for about a century, but the cost for above-ground containers and the cost of 
energy to heat the process were more than a commercial operation could bear. 
underground, such costs almost disappear.
  the oxidyne corporation will build and operate the plant for the city of 
houston. their present operation has involved oven-drying their sludge into 
pellets and selling these to florida for fertilizer. now the federal environmental 
protection agency (epa) is about to stop that game by ruling the procedure 
illegal. the proposed regulations will affect existing landfill sites as improved 
capping and sealing systems will have to be implemented. all this adds to the 
costs of old-style dumping of such materials as sewage sludge.
  in the netherlands a company called vertech has been operating a similar 
process, but near the surface, by adding oxygen. this company is planning a wet-
oxidation process plant for the town of apeldoorn. the dutch, with the most 
intensive livestock-raising system in europe, have tons of pig manure on hand. 
this has been recycled as fertilizer, but the smell never made the process a big 
seller and the fertilizer was regarded as a potential health hazard. pathogens in 
the fertilizer could also infect pigs. such pathogens are destroyed completely by 
the wet-oxidation process.
  in great britain the water research centre is investigating the process for 
england and other parts of europe. additional advantages to the process are that, 
unlike conventional methods, it gives off no emissions. toxic and other hazardous 
wastes can be treated. heavy metals, it is believed, will be bound to the ash, but 
even if this proves not to be the case the savings in volume alone could extend 
landfill site volume by a factor of twenty.

                              harnessing the ocean

the question i am most often asked is: "what would you suggest my kids do to 
survive in the future?" my suggestion: get them into something you have never 
heard about before. look for those fields that no school trains them for. where do 
you find these "invisible" industries? there are hundreds. let me describe just 
one.
  look at energy, but in a different way. where does energy cost the most, in 
normal circumstances? answer: on islands. if you can find a more efficient, lower-
cost method than any known today to supply energy to islands, you would have a 
chance of replacing their existing sources of energy -- and there are thousands of 
islands around the world.
  back in 1984 a norwegian company, kvaerner brug, started researching such a 
possibility. about five years later it succeeded, and a coastal wave generator on 
the west coast of norway began pumping electricity into norway's national grid 
system. the company burned no oil or natural gas and used no coal; it used the 



energy from the waves. these units can be used at almost any shoreline location. 
the sea does not need to have huge waves or pounding surf, although those would 
produce even more power. the natural surge of the sea has huge power-generating 
potential, and it can now be harnessed.
  as in all such research, fate sometimes steps in and reminds everyone of the 
risks inherent in any advance into the future. in this case a rogue wave of 
gargantuan dimensions swept onto the norwegian coast and destroyed the entire 
apparatus. as of mid-1993, the decision of whether to continue or give up has not 
been made. it may be difficult to obtain funds for the continuing research. it may 
be that such once-in-a-century mishaps will have to be factored into construction 
costs and covered by adequate insurance, an item sometimes hard to obtain in the 
development and research fields.
  regardless of the outcome, the company did prove that the principle was sound. 
an invisible industry was made visible, and we took another step into the future.

                                 high-tech security

twelve-year-olds can eavesdrop on computers by picking up signals emitted by 
electron sweep beams crisscrossing video screens. imagine the embarrassment of 
bank managers when kids knew as much about their largest loans as they did. now a 
company in england, pilkington glass, has come up with an answer.
  most home and office windows are transparent to white, infrared, and ultraviolet 
light; to gamma rays; and to data signals. political and industrial spies and 
terrorists using off-the-shelf "kiddy" equipment can intercept confidential data 
through such window panes. i've spoken to highly placed members of government in 
rooms that were public billboards to people who know how to read them. governments 
are generally unaware that it's possible to detect such electronic signals miles 
from the source without physically penetrating any property, and that computer-
radiated radio signals also reveal information to the initiated.
  pilkington's datastop glass blocks electromagnetic radiation (emr) "broadcast" 
by both picture-tube displays and microcircuits. such shielding is similar to that 
provided by a faraday cage, a metal-enclosed room that protects people inside from 
outside emr emission. pilkington coats its glass with a metallic film via an 
electrochemical process that provides signal attenuation up to fifty-five 
decibels. the film, which reduces light entry by about 50 percent, appears as a 
tint. this tint also acts as thermal insulation to reduce glare and solar heating. 
besides protecting corporate secrets, these windows reduce air-conditioning bills 
by keeping out half the heat that normally enters along with sunlight.
  datastop windows are double-glazed and protected against emr emissions by 
conducting gaskets around an aluminum frame which is grounded to a metal screening 
tied into room walls. computer operations don't have to be changed at all. only 
building windows are changed. secrets that previously leaked through the windows 
now bounce harmlessly around the room. outside signals that previously entered the 
office now also bounce back outside before they enter.
  and what about unauthorized people gaining access to a building? many buildings, 
construction sites, research laboratories, and radio and television studios have 
superficial security checks. usually these consist of a commissioner who has you 
sign a book and list the person you are going to see and then issues a lapel badge 
with a number on it. the idea is that you sign your real name and do have a 
legitimate purpose in entering the building.
  you are supposed to turn your badge back in at the front desk, but you may not. 
to avoid this not-infrequent occurrence, a new type of time-limited self-
destructing "smart" badge has been produced. it can be set for a four- or eight-
hour life. your name is put on the badge, and from the moment you receive it, the 
badge is silently (and chemically) ticking away. as you spend time inside the 
building, the badge gradually darkens. when your time is up, your name on the 



badge is obliterated.
  the badge also has another feature. suppose you sneak out with it, pass it to an 
accomplice who puts it on outside, and he walks back into the building. the badge 
reacts instantly to outside light and will turn dark in a few minutes. (this does 
not happen when you are inside the building, where the natural light passes 
through glass, thus filtering out the ultraviolet rays.) the price? about thirty 
cents each in small quantities. an even less expensive model, available for use in 
museums or by tour operators, costs only a few cents.

                                 ferrofluids

almost everyone knows about solid-state technology, which greased the tracks for 
the high-speed growth of the computer and microchip industry. now prepare for 
liquid-state technology, a new class of materials unknown in nature. ferrofluids 
are a completely new type of material. they give us liquid magnetism.
  ferrofluids have unique properties. they contain microscopic magnetic particles, 
each about 6,200 times smaller than a human hair. when these particles are 
influenced by a magnetic field they defy gravity and can take the shape of their 
container, go upward, turn corners. manipulation of the magnetic field directs the 
flow. a fluid in a dish can jump out toward a nearby magnet!
  if an object heavier than the fluid itself is placed into a ferrofluid, instead 
of sinking to the bottom the object becomes buoyant and drifts toward the center 
of the container. there are considerable advantages to such a material. in south 
africa one innovative company is using this "selective buoyancy" to pick out 
diamonds from beach sand.
  liquid magnetism is an answer just waiting for the right questions to be asked. 
as a sealant a ferrofluid appears to have no competitors. just the thing to have 
around entrances during chemical or biological warfare attacks. in a solar heating 
system a ferrofluid could drive its own circulation. in medicine ferrofluids may 
be the new drug-delivery system. a ferrofluid carrying a site-specific drug could 
be guided to its location directly and held there by a magnetic field until its 
timed dispersal.
  this could be more than a new discovery -- it could be the start of a new 
industry.

                                 nanotechnology

here's a real-life version of the old movie fantastic voyage: a "submarine" 
courses through the blood system correcting damage, removing debris, and generally 
surveying the human structure -- from the inside -- and reporting on unusual 
deviations from the norm. tokyo university plans to develop a microscopic 
"submarine" designed for internal human travel. it could revolutionize medicine. 
possibly such a mobile device could remain in the body more or less permanently. 
after all, the internal thermometer already has the capacity to remain in the body 
for a full year, constantly reporting thermal conditions.
  nanotechnology is the science of the inorganic invisible. (nano is the prefix in 
the metric system for one-billionth; it refers to something extremely small.) k. 
eric drexler, author of engines of creation: the coming era of nanotechnology, 
might be termed the inventor of this whole field. nanotechnology is based on the 
manipulation of individual atoms or molecules to build structures to complex, 
atomic specifications. at the molecular level things act differently than they do 
when grouped together in the much larger clumps we see in everyday life.
  this "submarine" is extremely small, not like the "bulky" silicon motor made 
recently by researchers at the university of california at berkeley, which has the 



thickness of a human hair and can spin at only 500 rpm. transistors were 
originally about one-third the width of a human hair. today's transistors are one-
hundredth the width of a human hair. at the massachusetts institute of technology, 
experimental transistors are down to twenty-five nanometers, about 0.003 the width 
of a human hair -- about one hundred atoms wide.
  it's a new world when things get this small. for instance, researchers at at&t 
found that a cluster of twelve silicon atoms reacts up to a thousand times faster 
than a cluster of thirteen atoms. the potential is monumental. computers in a 
pencil may serve as translators and as robots that can see, talk, and react to 
your commands. nanotechnology can probably be applied to both metal and ceramic 
materials, which could result in longer-lasting engine parts and higher efficiency 
power units.
  a few years ago most scientists, including drexler, thought it might be decades 
before nanotechnology made major advances. that time frame appears to be 
compressing. advances in this field are accelerating much faster than believed 
possible in 1990. positive effects of nanotechnological innovations in medicine 
and environmental restoration are now perceived as actually possible. for 
instance, the design of protein molecules has been followed by the design of a 
working enzyme unlike anything in nature. this could herald the concept of 
evolution-in-a-drum, methods for producing molecules that self-assemble to form 
larger structures.
  the manipulation of individual atoms at ibm proves that precisely positioned 
atomic-level control can be accomplished. dna has been fabricated into a cube. 
designed and fabricated molecules are part of today's -- not tomorrow's -- 
technology.
  as drexler works toward building the first crude molecular assembler, dr. ralph 
merkle, founder of xerox parc's computational nanotechnology project, is working 
on proposed molecular devices, including bearings and other mechanical components. 
this is reminiscent (under a microscope) of henry ford's building his first car. 
with nanotechnology, the "submarine" could be built to cruise through arteries 
cleaning out plaque and cholesterol.
  the ministry of international trade and industry (miti) in japan lists 
nanotechnology as among the most critical developments for the twenty-first 
century. when the japanese invest heavily, something is usually about to move. 
when drexler first announced his theories in this field, north america's general 
response was, "interesting, maybe we should look at this twenty-five years down 
the road." miti looked at it and dedicated $185 million to develop nanotechnology 
during this decade. the journal nature recently convened a conference in japan on 
nanotechnology, in conjunction with the science and technology agency, to focus on 
building molecular structures, materials, and machines. drexler's book engines of 
creation has been translated, published, and distributed in japan.
  media worldwide eventually noticed the growing interest, and such publications 
as the new york times, the economist, science, time, business week, and popular 
science wrote about the possibilities in this emerging field. in japan, nippon 
broadcasting corporation (nhk) produced a three-hour television series exploring 
nanotechnology research and its implications for the future. in britain there is 
now a professional journal called nanotechnology. a recent conference in monterey, 
california, featured ecotechnology with nanotechnology as a popular segment. once 
again, tomorrow has arrived on our doorstop today.

                                 electronic publishing

with a computer, everyone can learn to write, edit, print, and publish. once 
people become publishers, they can serve as their own dispatch office, sending 
their electronic books to the world via fax, e-mail, laser printer, computer disk, 
and even cd-rom. all this can be done at a cost that is magnitudes lower than the 



cost of producing the book you now hold in your hands. it is the intellectual 
equivalent of a front-end loader replacing the ditch-digger.
  power is leaving the hands of traditional publishers and empowering those with 
the right attitude -- people with initiative, motivation, inquisitiveness, and 
determination. with direct costs of an electronic book limited to owning or 
renting a computer, a modem, and a fax, the cost of the final product is mainly 
those fifty-cent floppy disks. naturally, time is important and valuable, but that 
is your contribution. after your book is put on a disk that is virtually 
indestructible (although it still pays to put one copy in a safe deposit box), it 
can be duplicated in as little as forty-two seconds, again and again and again. if 
you listen closely you might catch the sound of cash registers ringing. this is 
just what bill gates, president of microsoft, did to make himself the richest man 
in north america. he's an electronic publisher who sells for hundreds of dollars 
per copy a product that costs very little to produce.
  with electronic books, control of the end product resides with the writer. the 
computer that produces the manuscript can produce the finished product, right in 
your home office. the author now controls his or her own destiny. authors who can 
publish the books they write have moved to another level. what is perhaps the 
biggest advantage over a printed book? access to a market traditional publishers 
have never considered: that 40 percent of the population that can't read. (in 
north america about 20 percent of the people are totally illiterate and another 20 
percent are functionally illiterate.) people who cannot read can still benefit 
from hearing your book. how? electronic books can read themselves -- in male, 
female, or robotic voice. people who cannot read have no trouble with the spoken 
word. nor do those other billions of people around the planet who have never been 
exposed to vast amounts of knowledge because traditional publishers never gave 
them a thought.
  a printed book like this one costs up-front money to develop and produce. a 
"manuscript" on hard drive, however, can be easily duplicated on inexpensive, 
almost indestructible disks. make as many as you can sell. notice i said "as many 
as you can sell," not (c)as many as you think you can sell." make exactly what the 
market will buy. that's a luxury that the publishers of this book didn't have. 
they had to estimate sales and order a print run accordingly.
  set your price high. it will still be low compared to printed books. i sell my 
collected work as an electronic book, and my profit margin lies in the realm of 
the glorious, compared to what the publishers of this book can hope to realize. 
with my better margin i can do promotion, deals, and quantity pricing that is 
impossible in this gutenberg format. mailing in the united states, i can send my 
book -- a ten-disk set -- around america for under a dollar. in canada it costs 
over eight dollars to send the same disks from vancouver to toronto. i can also 
manufacture the disks in washington state at one-third of vancouver's prices.
  one joy of electronic self-publishing is that with little capital required to 
produce the books you can take a new approach to marketing. consider your disks as 
samples, and give them to computer stores, to any wide-awake bookstore owner, or 
to the growing number of electronic publishers. the possibilities, because of 
dramatically low production and delivery costs, allow sampling on a scale no 
traditional publisher can afford. imagine you have a new seed. where is the 
fertile environment for it to grow? the disks are small enough and light enough to 
be mailed in ordinary envelopes or padded disk mailers. mail disk copies to book 
reviewers. be generous. at a direct cost of $1 plus postage, the first hundred 
copies are no big deal. to a traditional publisher, such marketing is costly.
  print a nice label. present the dust jacket on the beginning of the disk. if the 
book sells, invest in better packaging. good profit margins permit better 
packaging and better promotion. if the book clicks, go to direct mail order, where 
you get all the profit. many buyers come from small towns that probably wouldn't 
hear of your book for years through traditional channels; or your buyers will be 
cutting-edge "teckies" who will buy anything they think will keep them riding the 
crest of the information wave. there are thousands of data banks, hundreds of 



computer networks, and millions of ardent fans lusting to soak up information by 
the gigabyte.
  if successful, consider putting your book on the new flopticals. these floppy 
disks hold a massive twenty-one megabytes, from twenty to twenty-five times more 
data than the present standard floppy disk. my ten-volume electronic book, lessons 
from the future, is all on one floptical. that's in english. there are another ten 
volumes translated into spanish and the floptical will shortly hold still more ten 
volumes in kanji script for cantonese and mandarin viewers.
  if sales go well, consider a cd-rom. this is similar to the 4.5-inch cd that 
rock stars make their millions on. to get a low cost per copy for cds, you need to 
order several thousand. if you want to make just one, you can do that through a 
breakthrough in cd-rom production that allows you to make a single disk for around 
$300. (a new chain-outlet company called one-off cd shop is sprouting up 
throughout north america. this outfit made my gold cd-roms.)
  we're now at the early stage of electronic publishing, and the late stage of 
traditional book publishing. an early edition of a gutenberg bible is worth $1 
million today. its value is as a collector's item. increasingly, that will become 
the fate of printed books. they will be superceded, for economic reasons, by 
electronic books. and they'll become, like most of what you find in an antique 
store, relics of an earlier age.
  


